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CHEMICAL INFORMATION

What's New from Chemical Abstracts Service'
. ..

Protein Sequence Data in the
REGISTRY File!
The REGISTRY File now contans sequence data for about 150.000 peptides
and proteins, searchable and displayable
by 1- and 3-letter amino acid codes.
sources include patents and journals.
and go back to 1957. You can easily
transfer CAS Registry NumbersC to
other bio-related files on STN, like
C A T , BIOSIS Previews" IRN. and
M E D L I N E " , and find related
information.

MARPATSM-New Chemical Patent
File with Markush Structures
With MARPAT, you'll
find the chemical
paten's -..u couldnt
find before! In this new
structure-searchable R,
R'
file, you'll find generic
and prophetic chemical structures that
aren't coveredin REGISTRY. Enjoy the
benefits of being on S T Y build your
structure query once, and search
REGISTRY, MARPAT, BEILSTEIh'
...plus, the CA abstracts are displayable
in MARPAT. One structure query, one
search language, one display file!

New Materials Property Data Files Want to know more? FAX us! Chemical
A b s t r a c t s Service. FAX number
(614)447-3713

Several new files of materials property
dataare now available on STN! The files
are
AAASD-composition, mechanical
and physical properties, and tensile
properties of commercial wrought.
aluminum alloys
ALFRAC-aluminum fracture
toughness information
MARTUF-steel toughness
information. including composition, fabricating practice, and
welding procedures (if applicable1

6)

MDF-data on ferrous and
nonferrous alloys from the world
literature

I 0Yes! I'd hke FREE information I
I about the following itemls,:
I
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MH5-design. mechanical and
physical properties for metallic
aerospace materials

* MPDSEARCH-online guide to
computerized materials property
databases worldwide (those on
STN and many others as well!)
STEELTUF-toughness test
results for more than 100 grades of
steels
These files, along with the PLASPEC
File. will soon be linked to become the
MPD [Materials Property Database]
Yetwork' . You will then be able tosearch
these eight files as a single unit with the
!vIPD menu interface, if you choose'

I If no FAX available, clip and mail to:
1 Chemical Abstracts Service
I Marketing Dept. 38391
1 2540 Olentangy River Road
I Columbus. OH 43210. U.S.A.
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

CAS Brings You a World of
Information-Available on STN
International ' !

Youlveseenthe t i a
Now welcomet6
the d o f the iceberg.
It seems The Wall StreetJournal has
become synonymous with Dow Jones
News/Retrieval. Maybe too synonymous.
To some people, the Journal is also
the entirety of Dow Jones NewsIRetrieval
-and that, unfortunately, is several hundred information sources short of the
whole truth.
DowJonesNewsIRetrieval is actually
a comprehensive and researcher-friendly
online service-and the onlyone specializing in business and finance.
But while we're the only service that
offers the full text of the Journal, we're
also the only one that offers.. .
DawJones News Sewice, or the
"Broadtape:' which reports on business
developments breaking all over the
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world often only seconds after they occur.
DowJonesInternational NavsSewice,
which brings you timely business, financial and economic news from locations
around the world.
Plus DataTimesmandDowJoneshave
merged libraries, so you can search over
500 publications with one command.
Which is worth remembering next
time you embark on a search. After all,
there's a certain natural kinship between
what you do for a living and what we do.
Researchers go deep beneath the surfaces of things. So do we.
For more information,or to sign up
for training, call (609)520-4632, Ext. 215.
DauJones NewsiRerrlevaland DawJoner News Sew~ceare reg~ssreds e w m markrand
DauJoner lnrernarlonal News Serwce Ira xwlce markot Dow Jones & Company Inc
me Wall SrreetJournal~ s reg~r~eredrrademarhoiDawjones&Com~ny
a
Inc
G 1991Dow]ones&Company Inc All r~ghrsresewed

IA

design..

outer

Highsmith knows the ins and outs of library furniture.
We've always offered the finest selection of comfortable,long-lasting furniture to
match your interior designs. Now we bring you the latest furniture for your
outdoor spaces as well, including all-weather seats, benches and tables.
Our new outdoor furniture line features contemporary styling and bright colors.
The durable, seamless, baked-on finish resists chipping, cracking and fading. Each piece
is made of rugged steel mesh and can be bolted down for security.
Call today for our latest catalog. We know library furniture inside and out.
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h scientific and technical rtemture, CA is Vuly a classic.lthasservedtheworld'stopacademicandirr
dustrial lbfaries for 84 years. Unparaleled in scope

andaccuracy,CAhasstoodthetestoftimeandis
-asoneoftheleading
printedkrtomabn
tookinsclence.bcomprehe~coverege,akng
withvaluableindexinginformabon,farexceedswhat
is available from other swrces.
'vburprintedCAahm@tbngivesyou:
quick and easy access to more than 9,000 technical periodicals from 150 nations, dissertations,confecenceproceedngs,and-reports
patentreferencesfrom~9patentofficeswolidwide
broad caveragethat extends beyond chemistry to
dateddiscii
unlinited use for a one-timefee of approximately
~ 0 0 abmacts
0
per year
the~ofsearctmgatanytime,even
when onCne systems are unavailable
Generationsof scientW and lbrarians have r e l i on
CAastheLsourceforcondsesumnariesoftheinformahion contained
in scientific documents, complete
'
data, patent references, structure dianames,
molecular mh.
Find out how this classic reference work can hep you
make history in you fiekl of science.
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ks! Please send me more hfordhn & GA and
Name
Organization

city

state

Zp-

Country

Mail to:
CAS
Marketins, Department 36891
2540 Olentangy River Road
PO. Box 3012
Cdurnbw, OH 43210-0012

IF IT'S BEEN PUBLISHED AOBC CAN DELIVER IT From sclent~flcand technical books lournals and reports l o fllma audlov~iudl
materials and computer software whether published here or
abroad AOBC can meet your publlcat~onrequlrements AOBCa
worldwide offlces use the latest lnformat~ontechnologes to re
search your requests Our profess~onalstaff can locare the a p p r o
prlate sources for your pubhcatlons and deliver them In a t~mely
lashton

your requlrements - vla lethone FAX or

\ ter telex

A WORLDWIDE NETWORK OF FOREIGN PUBLISHERS. To
4s proerammed wlth comprehensive cross refer-

atlons as well lubt glve AOBC as much blbl~ographlcalmforrnat~on
as poss~bleWe II take care or everything else lnclud~ngmonetary
converslons
MANY SERVICES MANY SOURCES Not only IS AOBC your
source for fore~gnpubllcatlons but we handle all dcmestlc pub
llshers as well With virtually limtless resources ~t s no wonder
AOBC has become the publication source the world refers to

A@BC

AMERICAN OVERSEAS 800)( CO INC

K A T I O N SOURCE THE WORLD REFERS TO
07648 USA. 201-767-7600 ' FAX 201-7849263 ' TELEX 882384
CLASS OnTyme AOBC

Easy and Efficient
Znformation Retrieval and Management
Use Personal Bibliographic Software's Searcher's Toolkit; Pro-Search, Biblio-Links, & Pro-Cite, to simplify the searching
process and make it easier to manage your results.
List
-

Discount

Pro-Searchm

$495
$295

$319
$185

Search Dialog or BRS info service faster and more easily.

Biblio-Lii

$195

$130

Transfer downloaded records into a Pro-Cite database from BRS,
DIALOG, MEDLARS, and many other services.

Pro-Cite (IBM)
Pro-Cite (Mac)

$325
$295

$250
$197

Manage reference informationand format bibliographies automatically
Share data files easily between Mac & PC versions.

Toolkit @M)
Toolkit (Mac)

$995
$695

$CALLS
$CALLS

Pro-Search (IBM)
Pro-Search (Mac)

Biblio-LinksR

Pro-CiteR

Searchers' Toolkit

KV COMPUTER SERVICES, ZNC.
16 Wellington Ct.
Brooklyn, NY 11230
(718)421-5
(800)738-9025;Fax: (718)859-9208

Includes Pro-Search, Procite, BRS & DIALOG for
IBM version, DIALOG for the Macintosh version.
We sell a full line of IEWMac software & peripherals.
We specialize in finding and discounting the hard-to-find item.
We accept purchase orders and all m ~ o credit
r
cards.
Additional discounts are available for quantity purchases.

special libraries

. . . theonlysystemthatdoes
everything I want it to do!"
IOn-line

Public Access

Cataloging
Acquisitions
Serials Management
Circulation
MARC Import/Export

D

ataLib users continually tell
us how much they like their
integrated library management
system. Complete customization
and outstanding customer support
have led Fortune 500 companies
and government agencies to
DataLib since 1983.
DataLib's flexibility allows you to
design your database your way . . .
materials you'll want to search,
what they'll look like, and how
you'll find them . . . MARC and
non-MARC records. Why force
your information to fit a vendor's
preconceived format? Only
DataLib does it all the way you
want it.
Call us today to start managing
your information your way.

WkanlWColpordkn
11400 Commerce Park Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091
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Call us at 800-843-4850
or 703-758-7005
7A

VITAL RESOURCES
FOR TODAY'S PROFESSIONALS!
Brand New!

THE DOW JONES AVERAGES@
1885-1990
Edited by Phyllis Pierce
An essential tool for analyzing financial market history
so readers can better understand the trends of today's
volatile markets. Pierce compiles the industrial,
transportation, and utility averages from 1885 through
December 31,1990. Serious investors, interested business
people, and business historians will be intrigued to see
how the stock market has changed over the years. This
vital resource:
Documents each of the averages for every business
day over the entire period the averages have
existed.
Assists readers and researchers in tracking the
markets over the past century.

ISBN: 1-55623-512-7

Shows what the averages indicated in the final days
before the stock market crashes of 1929 and 1987, as
well as the ii-tdicators leading up to "Black
Monday" of 1989.

$75.00

Brand New!

Brand New!

Brand N e u ~ !

THE BUSINESS ONE
IRWIN BUSINESS AND
INVESTMENT
ALMANAC 1991

THE BUSINESS ONE
IRWIN INVESTOR'S
HANDBOOK, 1991

THE UNITED STATES
MAIL ORDER
INDUSTRY

Edited by Phyllis Pierce

A Maxwell Sroge Report

Edited by Sumner N. Levine

Praise for earlier editions:

"No matter what your reason
for seeking information on
the mail order industry, you
will find The United States
Mail Order Industry a
valuable and reliable source."

Praise for earlier editions:
"This comprehensive
almanac is remarkable in its
coverage. No library,
investor, or student of
business should be without a
copy."
-

Librnry Journal

ISBN 1-55623-344-2

$40 00

"...a handy-reference tool for
busy reference librarians as
well as investors, securities
professionals, and business
students...Recommended for
academic and public libraries
serving investors or a
business clientele."
- Booklrst

ISBN: 1-55623-504-6 $14 95 (paper)

-

From the Preface

ISBN: 1-55623-486-4

$55.00

(8 1 / 2 X 11, paper)

ALSO AVAILABLE
THROUGH
WHOLESALERS
NATIONWIDE

businessOne
lRWlN

(1C.m.-6p.m. bstern the, Maday-Friday)

1818 R~dgeRoad, Homewood. lL 6043C

Q U A L I T Y

8A

P U B L I S H I N G

F O R

W O R L D W I D E

B U S I N E S S

M A R K E T S

5
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NewsNet"
Keeps
P a m Out bdore it's in print From l4major
and more than 350
TheNuggets. newswires
.
~ndustry-s
ecific newsletters. All

Your phone's ringing again,
On the other end is a product
manager. Or a market analyst.
Maybe even your CEO Someone with
an urgent need for the latest news
on a revolutionary technology. Or a
competitor's new product launch.
Or a merger in the making.
Your job is to pan the rivers of information at our dlsposal and sift out on1 the
valuabi nuggets that matter most. 0
NewsNet gives you that power.
NewsNet is the only database that consistently brings you the news you need

with no time empar oes Which eliminates
the time gap that a r i i v i l databases can
leave you hanging in.
You don't have to look for the news,
it looks for you.
Only NewsNet has NewsFlash: the electronic clip in service that continuously
scans the fata%ase, searching for news on
just the topics you select. Even when you're
So that every hour of every day, NewsFlash

1991 NcrrNrf dnd Nrw4'larh nrr rrmtt.n.d w r w r #mark, a1 Nrwhrf. In<
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collects the nuggets of news you need.
And delivers the latest, right to your PC.
Call us and mention this ad. We'll put
you online for a free demonstration
Right now Right over the phone

Call toll-free:

Take The Search Out O f Research"
945 Hdvrrford Road Bvyn M a w PA 19010

STILAS

It's Just For
Scientific And Technical Libraries,
And Here Are The Keys
To Getting It.

STILAS is an automation system developedjust
for scientificand technical
.
.
libraries. It's the most powerful available, and the
simplest to use. When it's installed, you can begin
using it effectively in minutes. Read the following
features to find out why no scientific and technical
library should be without it.
STILAS accommodates MARC and COSATI
formats. It accommodates custom formats.
It gives you interoperability with DROLS TR,
DROLS WU, DROLS SBIN, NASAIRECON,
BRS, DIALOG, OCLC EPIC and other STILAS

&

sites. It gives you classified accountability.
It gives you full text retrieval capability.
And STINFO tracking. STU-I11compatibility. Extensive reporting facilities. And
researcher support.
STILAS is fully integrated in a UNIX package
that also gives you authority control, circulation,
acquisitions, serials control and bibliographic
utilities.
The package of features STILAS offers goes on
and on. If any of them push your buttons, ~ u s h
ours. And let us tell you more about what it can do.

Quietly Leading Library Automation

SIRSIHEADQUARTERS: 110 Walker Avenue Huntsv~lle.Alabama 35801 (205) 536-5884 Fax (205) 536-8345
GSA Contract: GSOOK91AGS5886

I OA

special libraries

How to take the ZiW'l~kty
out of finding
back volume journals.
I

\

?i

%

Our vast warehouse and
comprehensive inventory
continually contain the
--you
subject disciplines
require. We stock
complete sets and
individual bolumes, in-print or
out-of-print.We also buy your
duplicatejournals and provide
appraisals.
For over thirty years we've taken
the anxiety out of finding back
volume journals, and built our
reputation on kept promises.
So write, call, FAX or access us
,, through the FAXON-LINX network
at the mailbox "lae~er"
for
further information.
V

ALFRED P.O. BOX9009, Commack, NY 11725-9009

A

JAEGER
DW.

New WAIS: 1-800-969-JAGR
Phone 516-543-EOO -968-189
FAX 516-543-1537

tALFRED
- -JAEGER
- - INC.
-------------I ktl-Please

I Name

I CompanyiFacility
I Address
I City

PO. Box 9009. Cornrnack. NY 11725-9009
send your latest catalog aid brochure:

State

I

Zip

I
I
I
I

P o n-l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _J
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The 1991 PROMT User's Guide
Updated information to help you maximize your
PROM T search results, including
The features and benefits of full text in PROMT
How to use PROMT's powerful indexing system
to target information quickly and easily
Tips on using PROMT's searchable fields, special
features and other retrieval options for more
efficient searching
Detailed descriptions of PROMT's sources,
content and expanded editorial coverage
Numerous examples and applications to
streamline your PROMT searching
Latest vendor enhancements and features
affecting PROMT

Plus you also receive a quick reference card for fast
answers to commonly asked questions.
1991 PROMT User's Guide: $55 per copy; $90 outside North America. Order
your copy today by mail with enclosed pre-payment, or charge orders to Visa,
Mastercard or your Dialog user number. For faster service, call toll-free at
800/321-6388.

North America: 11001 Cedar Avenue / Cleveland, OH 44106 /(216) 795-3000 / (800)321-6388 I Fax (216) 229-9944
Europe: e l 0 Denman Street I London W1V 7RF United Kingdom l(071) 494-3817 /Fax (071) 734-5035

12A
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New Horizons
for Information Discove
Leading edge libraries need leading edge
information management solutions but at a
cost-effectiveprice.
At the forefront of data retrieval technology is
The lnformation Navigator from IME. Fast,
simple to use, easy to maintain and flexible in
its approach.
Compatibility with international standards from
DOS to UNlX and MARC to 051 guarantees

-

that The lnformation Navigator is the first
choice of thousands of libraries worldwide.
The hypertext retrieval techniques lead users to
unparalleled information discowry. Intelligent
Windows provide superb authority control,
accuracy and database consistency.
Naturally, everything you'd expect from IME The most advanced library and information
management system on the market.

IME TINLIE

IME Systems Inc.

14-16 Farnngdon Lane. London,England, EC 1 R 3AU
Tel. 071-253 1177 Fax:071-608 3599.

990 Washington Street, Dedham, MA 02026-6790. USA.
Tel 61 7 320-0303. Fax: 617 320-0793

And DistributorsWorldwide.

me fnfomana Nangalor. Imelllgent Windows and TfNLlB are Tradl Ma*

of IME Ltd and IME System tnc

Your Key to the World of Enzymes!

Enzyme Handbook
Editors: D. Schomburg and M. Salzmann,
Gesellschaft fiir Biotechnologische
Forschung, Braunschweig (GBF)

Enzyme Handbook 1
Class 4: Lyases
199O/IVI, 1 159 pp.
Looseleaf Binder1
ISBN 0-387-52579-3/$150.00

Enzyme Handbook 2
Class 5: Isomaerases
Class 6: Ligases
1990/XVI/1001pp.
Looseleaf Binder1
ISBN 0-387-S2S80-7l$lSO.00

Enzyme Handbook 3
Class 3: Hydrolases
199llapprox. 824 pp.
Looseleaf Binderl
ISBN 0-387-53729-5/$179.00
(Available in August!)

Enzyme Handbook 4
Class 3: Hydrolases
(continued)
August 199llapprox.824 pp.
Looseleaf Binderl
ISBN 0-387-53730-91$179.00

Order now
by calling toll-free:

1-800-SPRINGER
( 1-800-777-4643)

The Enzyme Handbook provides a concise, up-to-date
overview of enzyme properties in a series of ten looseleaf
binders - each volume focusing on a different enzyme
class. Within a volume, enzymes are ordered by their
Enzyme Commission (EC) number.
For each enzyme featured, systematic and common
names are given. Information on reaction type, substrate
and product spectrum, inhibitors, cofactors, kinetic data,
pH and temperature range, origin, purification, molecular
data and storage conditions are listed. A reference list
completes the data sheet. This collection is an indispensable source of information for researchers applying
enzymes in analysis, synthesis and biotechnology.
The Enzyme Handbook will be published at a rate of
four volumes per year (one volume per quarter) to be
completed by the end of 1992. The first three volumes
are available now and the fourth volume will be released
in August. Standing orders for all ten Enzyme
Handbook volumes will receive a 1570 discount!

In NJ call
201-348-4033,
8:30am - 4:30pm EST

Springer-Verlag
New York

14A

. Berlin

Heidelberg

Vienna

. London . Paris . Tokyo

Hong Kong

Barcelona
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Wouldn't you like to be a "fly on the wall" in the boardrooms of more than 12,000 public
companies? With the Disclosure Database@, a wide range of public company information is at
your fingertips. This powerful research tool allows you to look at all types of business and
financial information extracted from reports filed with the SEC.
We have the corporate information you need --available through a subscription to Compact D/
SECTM
, the Disclosure Database on CD-ROM; or online through more than 10 major online
vendors. The Disclosure Database provides an extraordinary range of financial variables and
management information to answer even your toughest business questions.
Simply request afiee 30-day trial of Compact DISEC by calling our National Sales Office at
212-581-1414. If you like what you see --and we're sure you will-- just sign a contract for a
year's subscription. Otherwise, there's no c m t and no obligation.
When you need a close
look at public companies,
take a close look at Disclosure.

~SCLOSURE~
lnlormalton Retrteval and Oel~vetyServices

Online

From the
American
Economic
Association

Economic Literature lndex
File 139 on DIALOGa
In-depth coverage of economic literature from
the Journal of Economic Literature since 1969.

On Disc
EconLit
A CD-ROM by SilverPlatteP
Over two decades of citations and abstracts
from the Journal of Economic Literature on a
single disc, updated quarterly.

In Print
For information, write or call:

lndex of Economic Articles in
Journals and Collective Volumes
Over 100 years of economic literature indexed
by publication year.
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Cambridge
World Gazetteer
A Geographical Dictionary (1988)
D a v i d Munro, Editor
"...an excellent choice for libraries."
-Booklist/Reference Books Bulletin
0-521-39438-4Hardcover $39.50

The Cambridge
Encyclopedia of Space
Michael Rycroft, Editor
"...an interesting and attractive general
history that would be appropriate for
circulating collections for browsers in
high school, public, and undergraduate
libraries."
-Booklist/Reference Books Bulletin
0-521-36426-4Hardcover $79.50

Library Journal
"BEST SCI-TECH BOOKS of 1990"

Volcanoes of North
America
United States and Canada
Charles A. W o o d
a n d Jiirgen Kienle
0-521-36469-8Hardcover $70.00

Fusion
The Search for Endless Energy
Robin Herman
0-521-38373-0Hardcover $19.95

Governance of the
American Economy
J o h n L. C a m p b e l l ,
J . Rogers Hollingsworth,
and Leon N. Lindberg, Editors
Structural Analysis in the Social Sciences Series

Nine scholars representing various
perspectives examine institutions that
govern economic activity in the United
States and the dramatic changes they
have undergone since the late nineteenth
century.
0-521-40257-3 Hardcover $65.00
0-521-40827-XPaperback $21.95

For further information, please call Joan Schwartz at 1-800-221-4512.
In New York State call collect 1-212-924-3900 Ext. 352.
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When speaking with some booksellers, you might as well be talking to the wall.
What distinguishes Ballen from other booksellers is all our employees have dedicated
themselves to customer service. And no matter what size your library is, you'll always receive the
utmost in personal attention.
We also offer many value-added services, like BallenNet, our exclusive online system. It'll let
you identify, claim, or order from our Firm Order, Approval Program, or Continuation/Standing
Order Services.
What's more, our "electronic mailbox" will enable you to send claims and obtain important
information instantly. You'll also have your own shelf reserved in our warehouse to guard against
inventory and shipment mix-ups. And should you ever need to reach a Ballen officer, you can do so
. just by picking up the phone. Plus, as a Ballen customer, you'll have your very own customer senrice
representative.
With this type of customer service, it's no wonder we have less than a 1%return rate (lowest
in the industry) for our Firm Order and Continuation/Standing Order Services.
For more information, call Ballen at (800) 645-5237.
Because when you talk, Ballen listens.
BOOKSELLERS 1NTERNATIONAL.INC

125 Ricefield Lane, Hauppauge, New York 11788

an easy-to-scan weekly report, listing
articles newly published in your field.
Now, you can have a fresh research report on your
desk every single week-without so much as lifting

information you receive
is precisely the information you need.
No more, no less.

CUSTOMIZED,

First we develop your personal research profile
-which ensures that your report is confidential. Then
each week we run the profile against the ISI@databasewhich includes nearly 8,000 journals from around
the world-and mail you the report.
It's current, customized research...at a price you
can afford.
Ask us to customize a report for you. Simply call
800-336-4474 or 215-386-0100, operator C-337, or write
to one of the addresses below.
Institute for Scientific Information@
3501 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104
U.S.A.

132 High Street
Uxbridge, Middlesex UB8 1DP
United Kingdom

YOUR WEEKLY CUSTOMIZED ALERTING SERVICE

$026-6367
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The Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers, Inc.
445 Hoes Lane, P.O. Box 1331, Piscataway, NJ08855-1331
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WE GOT
NEWS
FOR YOU.
It's particularly good news.
to essential business and general newsoften before it hits the media.
Introducing FIRST RELEASE?
Because it's a DIALOGOneSearchSM
DIALOG"'Sunmatched collection of four
category, FIRST RELEASE is fast and
newswire databases in one searchable
category: Knight-R~dderFinancial News easy to use. Just type "B FIRST" and
for daily business reports; Businesswire you're in!
Then if you need more newsDrALoG
and PR Newswire for US. corporate
press announcements; and Reuters for
~ ~ ~ ~ h M ~ N s
reports from around the world.
Updated all day, everyday, FIRST
RELEASE g ~ v e you
s immediate access Bringing you the world's knowledge.

-,

s

offers additional sources like PAPERS,
another Onesearch category delivering
full-text of the Los Angeles Times,
Washington Post. Chicago Tribune, Boston Globe, Newsday, and many others.
So tune in to FIRST RELEASE
and DIALOG'Sother news sources (call
us at 800-334-2564for afree News
~
c ~ $ guide).
c
Sources
You might even start making some
news of your own.
r m ~ l ~9erwirr
m
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Introduction
'fPromrir,katgepromisc, is the soul of an advertisement."
-Samuel Johnson, The Zdkr

The library profession in the past has seemed
somewhat uncomfortable with the concept of
promoting icself. Perhaps it is steeped in our
long tradition of being a "service" profession.
Recently, however, many ofus have come to feel
that "servitude" has come to be more the reali t y a n d that this concept is carried through to
our salary levels and our perceived value to the
organizations we are a part of. Over the past
decade we have been inundated with programs,
articles, and seminars on the problems of
downsizing and crisis management. It is alarming and frustrating to see more and more of our
colleagues in need of this type of information
and training. While this body of knowledge has
developed for some very practical reasons, how
did it happen that this negative concept has
come to permeate the life of information professionals?
Eighteenth century writer Samuel Johnson
understood one of the basic premises of promotion as seen in the above quote. I believe there are
few professions today with the incredible promise ours has. How do we make everyone else
realize that? The Advertising and Marketing
Division and the Public Relations Committee of
the Assodation have recently suggested a number of plans to start to move us away from these
negative concepts. One of these proposals is to
encourage our members to become more familiar and comfortable with the idea of promoting
themselves, their prohsion, and their products.
Therefore, we asked Holly Bussey (N W Ayer
Inc.), Chair of the Advertising and Marketing
Division's PublicRelations Committee, to guest
edit a special edition of Special Libraries. The
authors discuss public relations strategies and
concepu that can be applied to any organization
and can help us start to rethink our situation in
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a more proactive, positive light.
Our issue begins with some thoughtful ideas
from Mary Zimmermann, SLA's Communications Director, on how the Association can help
orient its members to the use ofpublic relations.
John Lovari's article will discuss basic principles of public relations and how they can be
applied in the librarylinformation center setting. This guide will give you basic P.R techniques, steps in creating a P.R campaign, and
measures to take in a P.R crisis.
Jeannette Mueller-Alexander tells us how to
find the market research necessary to develop an
e&ctive public relations program. Before you
begin you need a clear understanding as to what
your needs are and your market. There's an old
advertising adage that reminds us that before
you build abetter mousetrap, it helps to know if
there are any mice out there.
What is the difference between marketing and
public relations? How do these two concepts
work together and when do they diverge?What
&&rent parameters do you need to consider
when working on a marketing versus a public
relations campaign?AUthesequestionsand more
will be answered by Holly Bussey in her article
"Marketing vs. Public Relations: The Information Professional's Role as Mediator."
Branding helps you clearly develop oriiinal
products that meet your customers' needs. Dave
McCaughan's two-part article is a fascinating
treatise on branding from a "Down Undern
(Australian) perspective. "Part I" will discuss the
branding process and "Part 11" will take you
through a case study on brand imaging.
Developing a visual image for your special
library can be a difficult task without some
knowledge of the basic steps and concepts involved. Understanding what purposes these vi-

sud images serve will go a long way to creating
the appropriatesymbolfor your operationwithin
its own organizational culture. These ideas are
examined in "Developing a Cohesive Image for
Your Special Library."
Also included in this issue are several case
studies that will give you ideas and new approaches for creating a viable public relations
plan. The topics are varied and enlightening.
Sharon LaRosa has spearheaded an annotated
bibliography on library public relations. Her
suggestions, along with those of other Division
members, provides a great vehicle for locating
more information after you have digested this
special issue.
We shouldn't make the assumption that we
can become public relations and marketing professionals overnight. This discipline has its own
experts and body of knowledge. But who better
than us-professionals
trained in the art of
finding out about anything-to tap into this
body of knowledge?
- This special issue should
give you a start on developing the appropriate

game plan for yourorganization. It's your task to
take it from here-consult the experts, make
contacts, use the information provided to start
looking at your organization and your profession in a new positive light.
The authors bring out many basic principles
we should all consider: listen to, and know our
customers, provide quality products, manage
notonlyfor todaybut fortomorrow, andlastbut
not least, use public relations and marketing
techniques as if our futures depended upon it.
Because they do.

Hollace Ann Rutkowski,
Vice President, Information Services, QVC
Network and Chair, Advertising and
Marketing Division, SLA
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Public Relations at SLA:
An Introductory Article to a Special Issue
by Mary L Zimmennunn
Public relations at SLA is an integral part of all Association activiiies. From a bone
call, to a building tour, from membership brochures, to memos to the Board, rom a
business luncheon, to the Annual Conference, we are constantly practicing the art of
communkatbg well or public relations. Our 'publics" are virtually anyone who bears
our story, sees us la action, is affected by our actions, thinks they know about us, or
should know about us. Our publics are all around us, waiting for a message from us to
compel them to action.

P

Planning for Public Relations
That said, sometimes it's very difficult to
know where to get started. With publics and
messages and vehicles for our messages swirling
all around us, it's hard to know what's important. Good public relations starts with a plan.
The plan is vital in the success of the campaign.
It should identify a target audience, god,objective, expectation, and vehicle. When you work
with limited funding, this is a challenging assignment.
Regardless of the size of the budget, good
public relations is possible. The secret to good
public wkztwns ic o n s b t n t ~undficqumcy. People
need to hear the message more than once and at
regular intervals. It's easy to forget what's not
around. Even if you spend big bucks on a onetime function, it won't be effective without
constant reinforcement.

What SLA Can Do for You
SLA has a number of projects geared to assist
members with their public relations activities in
the workplace. Continuing Education courses,
including "Marketing Plans: How to Maximize
Your Resources," can help the information professional market library services better, be better
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message-givers, and present information about
your services in a more appealing way. Annual
Conkrence programs have dealt with image
enhancement, marketing techniques, business
plan development, etc. If you aren't able to
attend these courses, SLA has available several
tools to assist you including: ThePublic Rekztionr
Handbook, brochures ("Corporate Information
Centers: The Bottom Line," "What is Your I.Q.
[Image Quotient]?" "Small Business and Enmpreneurship," among others), as well as posters,
fact sheets, and articles about and by the prof&sion.
This year for the first time, SLA made available promotional products in celebration of
InternationalSpecial Librarians Day. They were
a big success, and unfortunately, we ran out of
stock before we ran out of orders. We learned a
lot in the process, and hope that members received something useful for promoting the day.
We hope to pursue a similar course of action
next year.
he most important programs geared to help
you at work are awareness-raising campaigns
aimed at the people you work for and with. We
tackle this job in a variety ofways. One way is to
continue to provide products to you for promoting the information center. Another way is by
ketping a close watch on your activities and,
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when possible, publicizing those activities in the
librarylinformation press to highlight the important role that speaal librarians play in the
information arena.
A third way is to target your stories and our
issues to the general circulation media. Techniques for getting the news out include: news
releasessent via P.R Newswire (a national newswire that works similarly to UP1 or AP), soliatation (or pitch) letters to editors and reporters,
tailored news releases to targeted media, cameraready article placement in suburban newspapers, radio and television spot placement, letters
to the editor, and phone calls to selected media.
We like as much as possible to involve SLA
members in this process: We are presently building a "database" of members who have "newsworthy" stories and are willing and able to talkto
the press on specific issues. We will also work
with members to place artides and distribute
news releases on request. These activities have
resulted in placements from articles about member accomplishments in the local press to big
issue coverage in the national press and general
circulation magazines.
A word about news: in order for a "pitch" to
be successful, it must be about nnus. There are
thousandsofstoriescompetingfor anews~erson's
attention each day. It is the editor's or reporter's
job to sniff out the real news story. Each story
must also have an "anglen or a "hookn that will
encourage the journalist to write the story and
the reader to read i t Angles and hooks can
involve the timeliness of the issue, relevancy to
local matters, or national importance of the
story. Angles or hooks are easier to spot the more
you look for them. The newsier, timelier, and
more interesting the story, the more likely you
are to see it in print.

...

la Your Chapter/Division and
Associutior
Each year, your Chapter President and Division Chair appoints a Public Relations Chair to
liaisewith SLA Headquarterson public relations
issues. These Chairs are the eyes and ears of the
Association, reporting regularly on what's happening "in the field." Many of the activities
reported by Chairs are recorded in the "P.R.

Update" column in S p c d l j t . Chairs are also
responsible for promoting Chapter and Division activities and lending public relations advice and assistance to other officers and members. Every couple of months, Chairs receive a
mailing from Headquarters including information about comingevents, hints for better public
relations, important announcements, and bibliographies. There is a special session at the Annual Conference for incoming and outgoing
Chairs. Chairs are encouraged to network with
one another and are provided directories to do
so. It's an important responsibility. The more
communicationbetween Chairs and with Headquarters, the more everybody benefits.
SLA is pided in its activities by the Public
Relations Committee appointed by the SLA
President. The Committee meets several times
at the Annual Conference and in January at the
Winter Meeting. In addition, the Committee is
in constant contactwith Headquartersviamemo
and phone.
The Committee is responsible for reviewing
the Public Relations Plan, selecting recipients
for P.R. awards, plotting new directions for the
Program, advising the President and Board on
some public relations issues, and generallysewing advice and counsel to the Association staff.
This year, the Committee summarized the Report of the Task Force on Image for Special
Libraries (Spring 1991 issue), developed a fiveyear plan for "Emphasizing the Value of the
Information Professional," developed two new
awards for public relations, and guided the
formation of SLA's first International Special
Librarians Day.
The awards program mentioned above indudes three awards given annually for Excellence in Public Relations. One is given to a
journalist who mites the most outstanding article about the profession in a non-library newspaper or magazine, the second is given for exellence in P.R. during National Library Week/
International Special Librarians Day, the third
for all-around excellence throughout the year.
The Committee and the staff hope to increase
the value and status of these awards through
more intensive marketing and publicity.

special libraries

Making It All Happen
Good public relations takes work and cornmitment. No one ever got noticed for just being
good at what they do. This issue is full of ideas
for tooting your own horn. I hope the articles to
follow capture your attention and engage your
imagination-the sky's the limit. As experts in
getting to the core of the matter, I have no doubt
you'll succeed.
To succeed as an Association, we need to help

each other. Find ways to get involved in your
Chapter or Division-volunteer to serve as P.R
Chair or on the P.R Committee, host a focus
group meeting in your informationcenter, come
to an SLA P.R workshop, send your ideas to the
P.R Committee, and your articles to SpcirrLlit.
Share your successesand failures. Only by
telling our story together, loudly and well, will
we succeed in changing perceptions and behavior. And hopefully have fun doing i t

rn

Mary E. Zimmermann was Director, Comunkations, SIA. She is now working in the public
rebtbns flekl in Minneapolis, MN.
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Public Relations vs. Marketing:
The Information Professional's Role
as Mediator
by Holly l. Bussey
As librariansand informationprofessionalsbecome more sophisticated, wbat seems
to be easl defined becomes easily blurred Marketing and public relations are two
areas that ave developed to such an extent that it becomes diffixuh to know wbicb
function is really important. In this article, a discussiouon tbe differences, similarities,
and usefulness of botb pubk relations and marketing is discussed in the context of
developing an information center's potential within an organization.

"r

Branding vs. Public Relations:
The lnfonnation Professional's Role
as Mediator
For quite some time, there has been a battle
raging in organizations. No rifles have been
pointed, but strategicmoveshave been executed.
The battle has been between marketing and
public relaaons.
Information profkssionals are now beginning
to experience their own personal battle with
these same two factions. The conflict is more
concentrated and on a micro-scale. Why? Because in many cases, the information professional must represent both sides. The functions
are confusing and managers must recognize and
use the differences and similaritiesof both these
disciplines if the information operation is to
thrive.
Within theinformationprofession, much time
has been devoted to the marketing of libraries.
Special courses have been offered, numerous
articles published, and many hours of discussion
have been devoted to the topic Yet it has been
only recently that the Special Libraries Association has placed public relations on a high priority in terms of its suategic planning.
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There is a growing confusion between the
roles of marketing and public relations in organizations.' Among information professionals,
public relations has been a stepchild of marketing. This article discusses the differences and
similarities of marketing and public relations. It
will review the evolution of the two disciplines
and will also examine how the two, in balance,
can workas an integrated wrnrnunicationspackage to effectivelyjustify and promote the information department.

What Does It Mean?
In order to integrate public relations and
marketing it is necessary to understand them as
separaceentities. They cannot be examined until
a working definition is provided. Books have
been written on what each discipline is, but to
put it succinctly, the purpose ofpublic relations
is to manage imgc, while the purpose of muketing is to manage dcmand.2 For the information
professional, this translates to the following: you
are marketing your department when you provide s e ~ - to your primary users, account
people, executives, faculty. You can develop
your operation through public relations by
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appealing to those departments who do not
normally interact with your area through a variety of methods, newsletters, lo-gos.Public relations concentrates on the non-tangible or the
psychological, not the hard sell or physicalgoods
as does marketing.

Whiih Came First-Tbe Chicken or the Egg?
Marketing's origins tmx badc to the ancient
function known as selling, with which it is still
confused. Goods were tra&d and the h e art of
negotiation was born and endures today. By the
late nineteenth century, mass communication became a v i d partofamanhrer's business plan.
Advertising became a valued supplement to normal sales activities. The rapid growth of national
markets in the 20th century i n d the need for
marketingintbrmationonwhich acompanycould
plan theirfuture. Sellersrecognized that they could
reduce their risk by spending money to find out
what customers d y wanted and how customers
perceived their products.
The marketingdepartmentevolved from these
three functions: sales, advertising, and marketing research. The purpose of the marketing
department was to develop a balanced marketing program that coordinated all the marketing
mix instruments and the fbrce that impinged on
the customer.3
Public relations has its roots in ancient history. The three main elements of public relations are as old as society: 1) informing people,
2) persuadin people, and 3) integrating people
with people. Edward Bernays, one of the fathers ofpublic relations, traced it from primitive
society, in which leaders controlled by force,
intimidation,and persuasion, to Babyloniawhere
kings commissioned historians to paint favorable imagesof them.5 Publicrelationshas played
a vital role in shaping America's history, for
instance, SamuelAdams' use ofthe press to unite
the colonists against the British and P.T.
Bamum's innovative use ofpublicity to generate
interest in an event by placing articles in newspapers.
Corporate public relations evolved more recently. It has gone through fourstagesofgrowth.
The first two are related to types of contact:

4
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lobbying--contacts with legislators, and press
relations-contacts with the media. The next
stage occurred when companies began to recognize the positive value of planned publicity to
create customer interest in the company and its
produas. Research, step bur, became a tool to
the public relationspractitioner as it was realized
that understanding public opinion prior to developing and launching public relations campaigns was beneficial.

Tbe Maturing of tbe Disciplines
Through this process, stereotypesevolved for
each function. Marketing people were viewed as
hucksters, "number aunchers," and salesmen.
The public relations profession inherited an
image of press agents, flacks, and sponsors of
pseudo-events, e.g., Miss Jelly Bean Queen of
1980.~
The two disciplines have matured to a point
where it is unclear what function belongs to
which. Both are seeking more policy-making
roles in an organization. While one hopes to
make the organization more market driven, the
other hopes to make the organization more
public-oriented. What relations dothe two functions have to each other? Kotler and Mindak
identified five possible ways in which marketing
and public relations could possibly relate: 1)
separate but equal; 2) equal but overlapping; 3)
marketing could dominate; 4) public relations
could dominate; 5 ) the two could become integrated as the same function? Regardless ofwhat
authorities and experts say in the field, choice
five is the best for the information profession.
This selectionworks because it allows integration
of thoughts, actions, and personnel.
Infirmation profkssionalsmust be keenly aware
of the importance of developinga marketing plan
fbr their organization. However, marketing,without a public relations plan to complement it, will
f$ll short of its objectives. While marketing addressesour infbrmation products and what we can
do as prohionals, public relationsfiKuseson the
user's opinion, perception, and psy& of who we
an. Indeed, we can't hope to be dynamic in
function if people perceive us as somethingelse. It
is public relations that helps to change and shape
these perceptions.

Undnrkurding thr market is impor*mt, but
publiEity brings about change. This is why marketing and public relations need to work handin-hand. In most information operations, it is
the head information officer that wears the hat
of marketer and publicist. Information managers are refining their marketing skills, yet still
fkquently consider public relations unnecessary. "P.Rn sounds casual, h o s t frivolous and
those in the profession are often classified as
"nice to have around," but not essential. Too
often, public relations has been a function of
?fterthought.As the legitimate, sensitivedevelop
ment of public relations activities can bring
success, infbrmation prof&sionalsYreservations
about P.R are unfortunate. It should rank in
importance with other management functions
such as finance, acquisitions, staffing. Librarians
need to become aware of methods to communicate needs and value through public relations.
Without this communication, the marketing
plan they seek to realize will remain a dream.

lnte rating Public Relations and
Mar eting

i

How can librarians begin to integrate public
relations and marketing? First, conceptualize
public relations on a broader scale. Think of
public relations as operating on three major
levels, each making important contributions to
the well-being of the librarylinformation center
and its relation to the parent organization.
The first level is direct promotion of products, s e ~ c e sand
, behavior. This would involve
advertising of the infbrmation center, direct
contact, and specid promotions, e.g., Intemational Special Librarians Day.
Level two of public relations is often referred
to as image creation. However, that phrase is
unfocused. Librarians should consider level two
as positioning. This concept is best described in
a Kenneth Lightcap article, "Marketing Support." He believes that strategically positioning
an organization (information center) must take
place over a long period and be based on a series
of general impressions, gathered over time, that
tell an audiencewhat purpose the library serves?
Public relations is best equipped to do this. Once
public relations has established a solid reputa-

tion fbr an information operation, advertising
and marketing plans can be introduced and
implemented to help sell the library's products
and services.
Reputations are built over time. If they are
solid and well established, the public relationsbased positioningwillremain intactwhen change
or crisis occurs in a library. This is a more
strategicapproach to positioning than the traditionally "fuzzy" description of public relations
being overly concerned with a "good image."
An example of positioning involves the Ayer
Information Center (AIC@)which is the information division of N W Ayer, Inc Until recently, this operation's staff included over five
professionals and two support staff. During the
past three years the department has been involved in a rightsizing process resulting in the
staff being reduced to a total of three. These
reductions came about fiom a company-wide
cutback and a variety of economic conditions.
The reputation of the department was that of
an interactive, "cutting edgen group of prof&sionalsalways there to provide what the manager
had positioned as the "strategic advantage."
When these cuts took e i c t simultaneouslywith
the implementation of a charge-back system
meaning users would be charged, the result was
somewhatsurprising. There was no reduction in
the awareness of the department fiom users;
rather, an understanding and willingnessof colleagues to work with the information staff and
constraints in order to continue effectiveoperation developed. Company managementwas confident that AIC could handle the situation.
Indeed, company employees participated in the
solution by contributingsuggestionsand targeting requests prior to involving the information
center. This positive reaction was due to an
existing strong department identity. The positive image was well established and helped the
informationcenter to "weather the storm,-" rather
than being "written off." This image, however,
must be constantly reinford.
Philip Kotler assists in defining the third level
of public relations but refers to it as
"megamarketing." He concludesthat marketing,
on its own, is a powerful technique for behavior
change, but by itself,cannot succeed. You can't
just worry about the marketing mix-the tradi-
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tional four P's of product, price, place, and
promotion-you also must mAitor the changes
in the marketplace? He adds two more P's that
inbrmation professionals must constantly be
aware of political power and public opinion
Formation. *Marketing plans always examine
economic and substantive factors.. .they fail to
examine the political scene. They should examine the conflicts, special interests, and political
realities..."lo Indeed, when developing a marketing plan, it is no longer good enough to create
a plan based on an understandingof the market.
W e m a o orrtandinJucll~ethrt x t d r n v i r o n rrpnrt. This is the $vod reason information
prokionals need two plans: marketing and
public relations.
Marketing addresses current attitudes and
needs, while public relationshelps to ensure that
attitudes remain strong while providing useful
kedback in how the attitudes are changing.
These changes directly influence the marketing
plan and allow adjustments to be made. Publicity is the tool of public opinion Formation. It is
a vital instrument in organizational culture and
the power that lies therein. Improving the librarylinbrmation center's ability to operate
within an organization is critical to any success11 public relations campaign. It is the broadest
application public relations can achieve. By combining this level with level one-publicity for
product and service enhancement-and with
level two-public relations for strategic posiaoning-a powerful framework for public relations results.
Where public relations seems "fuzzy," mar-

keting helps to qualify. Conversely, where marketing seems "detached," public relations helps
to introduce the human fictor. In the information p r o h i o n , the two blend naturally because
our p r o h i o n is the natural blend of marketing
and public relations. We have products to o a r
and we have a customer base and image to
develop. One directly afFects the other. That is
why a public relations plan, not just a specific
program, is essential. It should be developed in
conjunction with a marketing plan.

Summary
Marketing plans often focus single-mindedly
on the customer; public relations sees the organization in relation to its external environment.
The two need to be fully developed and integrated. Most information prohionals are not
public relations experts but they need to be
aware of its power. Just as information profssionals are beginning to incorporate marketing
techniques in their operations, so too do they
need to begin blending public relations opportunities. They need to examine their information operations in the contextofappealing to the
current market and theficturr. Together, marketing and public relations accomplishes this. A
marketing plan without public relations is like
riding in a car with a flat are. Libraries know the
value of marketing, and this vision must be
integrated with a specific public relations plan.
Public relations is no longer an optional activity
for a library or information center!'
H

'

--
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Alternative Sources for Marketing
Research for Libraries
by Jeanette M. Mueller-Alexander
H Successful public relations should be part of an overall marketing plan. Developin
a marketing plan takes toheand effort. librarians seldom have tbe luxury of unlimite
time and staffing to create a marketing plan or even to do a good survey. There are
alternative sources for marketing researck This article dircusses seven possible
sources of marketing plans and other market researcb.

!

In an increasingly tight market during an
economic downturn or recession, it is essential
for economicsurvivalthat libraries and information centers analyze themselves and their markets. More and more libraries are required to
justify their budgets and "proventhat they hffill
their mission. One way business 'provesn or
analyzes their position in the market is by conducting surveys and studies of consumers. Surveys are one part of a larger document called a
marketing plan. Every library needs a marketing
plan, just as every business should have one. It
shows the direction and methods needed in your
public relations and marketingeffortsfor achieving t o d market penetration. For librarians, that
means when people speak of finding information, they automatically think of the "Library."
Based on our own statistics and the number of
people who do not use libraries, this condition
cannot be true now.
This particular image problem, and hence one
proofofvalue, that Sirkin discusses in her recent
article "Marketing Planning for Maximum Effectiveness,"' was highlighted by Alan Hald,
Chairman, MiaoAge, Inc., in his speech to the
delegates at the Arizona Pre-White House Conference on Libraries and Information Services.
He was astounded that, when he suggested
placing information relating to Arizona's strategic economic development plan in the state's
libraries, business people were flabbergasted. It
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simply nwer occurred to them that the libraries
might, or should, contain business information
they might need!' Such lack of product or corporate recognition, wen on such a generic level,
is part of what a marketing plan combats.
In addition to doing a marketing plan yourself, what other options are there for librarians to
have a marketing plan or any market research
done?In the course of my research and through
experience, I have found the followingoptions:
I. market research firms;
2. marketing department of your parent organization;
3. research institutesicenters at colleges and
universities;
4. friends of the library groups;
5. graduate library school students;
6. marketingstudents, both graduate and undergraduate;
a. market research classes;
b. internships;
c. marketing senior papers, theses, and
dissertations;
d. American Marketing Association Student Chapters; and
7. writing a grant proposal.
Before beginning discussion ofthe advantages
and disadvantages of these options, let me provide some brief comments on the necessary
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preparation prior to trying any of these options.
Being prepared for active participation and definition of the market research you want is critical
to its success. As a rekrence librarian, I need
participation of the client in the rekrence interview to increase the likelihood of a successful
transaction. Since you and the market
researcher(s)will be interviewingeach other, it is
important you understand your library's and
parent institution's missions, goals, and objectives to successfully negotiate the market research project. Strategicplans, long-rangeplans,
andlor short-range plans can also be used to
assess what it is you want to know. In preparation for these diLussions and how th& documents fit together as part of a marketing and
publicity plan, the writings of Philip Kotler,
especially the ones on nonprofit and prof&sional services marketing, may be helpful.
~hristou?~allimore?and sirkin5 are librarians who have translated some of this material
into the world of libraries. These readings can
help in doing a preliminary analysis of the market, resources, and mission prior to initiating the
discussion for a program. These steps are important to establishin a project's boundaries. According to Kotler, it is even more important for
nonprofit organizations because, until a crisis
arrives when it may be too late, fkw nonprofit
institutions even consider asystematic approach
to public relations and marketing. In the time
since this early article by Kotler, many segments
of the nonprofit sector, particularly the health
services, have made remarkable suides. Libraries, unfortunately, have not been participating
fully in these marketing trends. Therefore, your
institution may not have all the documents
needed to begin planning for market research.
Once you are prepared with the background
information and have alreadydecided youwould
rather not do it yourself, it is time to review your
options for having the market research done.
One of the first considerations is the budget
availablefor the project With a market research
budget over $5,000, you may be able to hire a
firm specializing in market research. Considering the market and that major corporations
often use the other options in this list, actual bids
received may be several times that amount. To
give you an idea of the possible price range,

f.

marketing consultants in the United States receive an average of $94.20/hr. compared to
For most
$65.00/hr. for all types ofconsu~tin~.'
libraries, the cost of a market research firm
automatically moves us on to the next option.
Many libraries are part of a larger systemwhether it is a college, a government, or corporation is not important. The question is, does the
parent organization have a marketing or public
relations department?That department's ability
to assist you or do the research will depend on its
mission and funding. Although evexy o p i z a tion is difkrent, they may c h q you for their
services even if it is part of their mission. In the
organizations within the government-hded
sector, consumer surveys haw been done through
the cooperation of many departments with only
a portion of the survey questions relating to the
library. The ones I have seen or participated in
have all arrived as part of my various utility bills.
Due to the quirks of individualorganizations, it
is difficult to guage the costs of an in-house
produced market research for the purposes of
this paper. However, if you are charged the local
market research rates, this, too,may be beyond
the library's budget.
The third option may also be p m of the
previous option for academiclibraries. Research
institutes, bureaus, or centers &liated with
colleges and universities often do market research aspart of their mission. The mixed sources
of funding for the bureaus may also be a boon.
These institutes usually have a mix of university
funding, special legislated funding, and grant
monies. Whether kes are charged or not will
vary by institution. These fees may be from no
fees to regular market rates. One university I
have worked with did market research on the
industry and corporate level at no charge because it was part of their funded mission.
Actual research was done by faculty and researchers as part of the business and economic
research bureau or the business group of one of
the research institutes. Much of the work had a
definite local flavor, because the missions emphasized economic development opportunities
fbr the region. These research projects often
required national level analysis, and in some
cases, internationalanalysis. The level ofanalysis
depends on the industry. An information broker

for visual images is more likely to need national
and international analysis than a library that
sems a d&ned geographic area. Note: some
centers may produce marketing plans only as a
part of a business plan or as part of a broader
economic analysis of an industry. If this is true,
the results would still be useful, just not as
specific. Generalized versions of the research
done are usually published in the economic
newsletters and working papers of these bureaus.
To find colleges and universities that have business and economic research bureaus, it is useful
to know that these bureaus are usually members
of the Association for University Business and
Economic Research (AUBER)
Another type of research center at colleges and
universities that may do consumer surveys in
particular are those whose mission involves research on public opinion and attitudes. These
tend to be affiliated with the various disciplines
of the social sciences, particularly sociology,
communications, political science, and public
&airs. With funding arrangements similar to
the resevch centers in business, the fees for
services should be similar. Much of the research
done by these groups are based on data collected
from the local populace. Lad, in this case, is
defined by the issue under analysis. It could be
from an area as small as a neighborhood to one
as large as the nation. Ifwhat you need to know
is your primary clientele's attitude toward information and its various formats, this may be an
extremely use611source of assistance.
Any of their research on the l o d populace's
attitudestowards important issues would a h be
helpfd in collection development! Corporate
librarians may wish to approach their clientele
using "attitudes in the work place." I have found
these social science research centers less easy to
locate than those in the business area Inclusion
in the various directories of research centers is
not a guarantee that one still exists or that there
are none at any given location. At smaller colleges and universities these centers tend to be
more fluid in their existence, due in part to
campus politics and funding in the social sciences.
Those libraries having a friends of the library
group may wish to tap into the skills of the
membership. The particular expertise you need

.
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to seek is a business background, marketing or
advertising, ifpossible. Most entrepreneurs have
had to do a business plan, which is very similar
to a marketing plan. By matching this experience with the creative members and those with
a willingness to work, you could have a winning
marketing research team.
Using your fiiends of the library group is
about the most difficult way to get market
research done because it can require intense
monitoring, possibly more for political reasons
than actual needed supervision. The cost of this
option is usually just actual expenses. The danger is in stayingwith the library habit of tending
to prefer the least expensive path rather than the
best choice for the circumstances. What I hope
you have access to is retiredexecutives, especially
those involved with Service Corps of Retired
Executives Association (SCORE), or the
company's retirees' association.SCORE is &lia d with the U.S. Small Business Administration programs and is a free service for those
needing management assistance in starting or
improvinga small business. One SCORE member told me he always enjoyed volunteering his
expertise, especially when those involved were
willing to learn and work. He took tremendous
pride in the success of those he helped.
Those fortunate to bewithineasy travel distance
of a library and/or infbrmation scienas program
have an advantage that other libraries usually only
achievewhen oneof the stafFii enrolled. Indexes to
library literature include more library school dass
projects, MLS theses,anddissertations for PhDsin
Library & Inbrmation Science involving surveys
thaneverbefbre.Not onlywillthisoption help you
get your market research done, but it will also
provide experience to someone in our protkssion
in one of the new "hadmg edge" areas of librarianship. One handicap of using library school
resources is the need to be, in some programs,
theoretical andlor original if the work is to be the
thesis or dissertation. It would be idea for a library
public relations or marketing dass. At this point, I
suggest that it will cost only what is arranged,
which is nothing, or only expen-until
the
deans read this article. The same option exists in a
more developedway within the business programs
of colleges and universities, which is our sixth
option.

The sixth option is to contact your loca college
or universityo&ring a business degree to see if any
students in marketing classes are available to do
market researrh projects. Both graduate and undergraduate marketing students are trained to do
market research. The programs I have imugated
may or may not o&r a marketing degtee,but they
have marketing dasses, one of which is usually
called marketing research-the old name-or
marketingintelligence,thenew appdation. These
classes teach students how to condua marketing
in+nce
i n c l u h designing, doing, and anaIyLing a s w e y on a product or business. Formally
or informally, these surveys are done b r companies in the local area b r a chosen target market,
usually local as well. Based on ~ourley's' research,
ofthe bur-year collegesand universitiesofiring at
least one marketing course in the business program, 34% provide dent-sponsored marketing
courses. "Client-sponsorednmeans that the companies pay for the services of the students; the
actual amount aid varies by the university. The
survey ~ o u r ~ conducted
J
indicated a range of
$ 0 41,500 in &,with the 80.8% falling in the
$0-$1,000 range, ofwhich 50% charged less than
$500.

What you receive is the cooperative effort of
three to seven marketing students applying their
theoretical knowledge to your specific circumstances. Faculty I have worked with on such
projects demand professional level work, including a professional presentation and report. I
have worked with faculty in a formal dentsponsored marketing program and with faculty
in an informal program. The informal program
usually involves the students doing the research
on their family business, for a friend's business,
for a business they hope to start if the marketing
analysis is favorable, or for a company employing one of the students in the class. This is not
unusual for any business student getting histher
business degree as part of the continuing education benefits provided by an employer. The
project often directly relates to the current job or
to advancementwithin the corporation. It is also
possible that, rather than a general marketing
intelligence course being offered, the larger colleges may offer specific marketing courses that
require similar projects. Some of the more common possibilities are consumer behavior, ser-

vices, industry, and international marketing.
There is also usually a &rence between the
undergraduate and graduate courses in what
parts of a marketing plan are included in a given
course. Graduate courses require students to
produce a complete marketing plan for a company; this requirement may not be true of the
undergraduate classes. It is important to ask how
much of a marketing plan is induded in any
given course.
Whether the marketing intelligence program
is formal or informal, it is unlikely to be well
publicized. ~ourley~ssurvey~~showed
thatwhile
publicity was used, unsolicited telephone calls
A d &rrals are the main methodsf locating
potential clients. In fact, it is through word of
mouth that the program at the American Graduate Schoolof International Management, called
InterAD, attraas a large aowd for the public
presentations on InterAd Day. The resultant
strategies and programs are judged by international marketing professionals from both corporations and agencies. It is also among the most
expensive programs." The sign of a good program is a strong list of repeat business from local
companies or, in the case of larger programs,
national and multinational corporations.
Instead of hiring a dass team, some companies
choose to hireonestudentto doan internship.The
intern is usually assigned to the department that
normally doe. the market research for the company. When the company has no brmal department that does marketing research, the intern is
assigned to the department that needs the research
or to the person who will supervise i t Since
internships can be paid or unpaid, they can be very
cost efictive. The caution on interns is that there
may be insuffiaent time within the allotted time
span b r one person to do the whole project. This
is especially m e of the novice to marketing research. That is one reason marketing firms are
expensiv-the
project gets done in the allotted
time span by however many people are needed.
Senior papers, master's theses, and doctoral
dissertations, while still an option, are less practical ways to have your marketing research done.
Theimpracticality usually is connected, just as it
is in graduate library work, to the limitations
placed on the scope, focus, and originality required of these works. The other common h i -
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tation is that graduate business degrees are not
one or two year programs, but rather five to
seven years in length.
The last option using academic programs is to
chedc our local business college to see if they have
anAmerican MarketingAssociationStudentChap
trr. There are 383 student chapters in the United
States. These chapters do fund raisii activities in
the ucaofmarketing. The chapteratArizonaState
Unimity is very active in local market research.
The Vice President for Fund-raisii coordinates
the&rtsof the dub. To encourage participation,
each manber is expected to eam 50% of the
available points ear. month in the semestu to
remain in good standmg. Points are earned by the
event or by the hour, depending on the projea
These students haw conducted surveys at local
events, done the publicity and local campus amrdination forevenis,and Aarketed consumergoods
and services to the student population. Payment
for their servias can vary widely, not only because
fees are negotiable, but also because they may
acceptgoodsandservices in payment. Paymentsin
goods and services are then used by the membership to achieve their goals. I have seen bigger ticket
itemsin their rafflesor auctions. With this method,
libraries that don't haw h d m g to pay cash could
possibly offer aset amount of free servicefor one of
the normally &-based services, such as copying
services, interlibrarybans,document retrieval and
delivery service to on-campus locations, online
searches, etc
The final alternative source for marketing
research is one in which you may be the one to
do the research. That is, writing a grant proposal
that gets funded. In the difficult economic situation, obtaining such funding is not easily
accomplished. A variation of this is to seek
funding, not for you to do the research, but for
you to use one of the previously mentioned
options. In either case, it is more a matter of
patience and persistence in applying to various
foundations who may fund this type of research
or project. The recommendation for this op tion
is to look to local sources betbre going farther
afield. The funding requested will depend on
local prices and what you are willing to match in
funding or to do tbr yourself.
The quality of the research from all of the
options will vary, just as professional and stu-
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dent work always varies. My position as the
librarian providing the secondary information
research, or teaching students to do the research,
allows me access to some feedback from the
research teams when they visit the library. Most
of this M b a d c is about the successes, but
m i o n a l l y I hear about the ones that did not
work. The successes that the research centers
have will show up in the local media months
later as the implementation of the plan reaches
I also see results in the media
the publi~itysta~es.
from plans by students that have pleased the
dent. For the marketing classes, I ask professors
about the successes and filures, in order to
improve my teaching of the secondary information research section. I know that the plans that
are not up to par are reworked until they pass the
professor's quality control. It should be noted,
however, that more important than achieving
top quality is developing a workable and potentially successful marketingand publicity plan for
your library. Whether you have a complete plan
or just the survey portion, the results depend on
your ability to express your needs and desired
outcome, not on the amount of money spent

Summary
Developing a marketing and public relations
plan takes rime and e & n The better prepled
you are to discuss what you need and the end
product you want, the greater likelihood you
have of receiving a workable and successful
public relationdmarketing program. In choosing one of the options, the greatest limitation
will be what is available locally when you make
the inquiries. The actual cash outlay does vary
from option to option, but the tod cost in time
and effortis fairly equal for all options. None of
the options will allow you to turn everydung
over to someone until the final presentation. At
the very least, you should expect consultations
for clarification or requests for additional documentation from your library's administrative
files. Having a completed marketing plan that
meets your needs is well worth the time and
effort. Rewards are a boost in morale and a sense
of purpose and direction provided for orderly
and positive increase in support for your library
and information resources.
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Developing a Cohesive Image
for Your Special Library
by Peggy Tumey
Devebping an image through design mechanisms entails designing an kou or bgo
whkh clearly and accurately as possiblevisually representsthe product or organization
to the u b k Ubmries can a ply the purpose and use of icons and bgos to define their
awn itbntity as separate roa, but integrated with, the organlzatbr This article
examines the various concerns and elements involved in the creative process of
developing icons and bgos, what these visual representatloas should do for your
pmluct or organization, and the criteria involved in selectlg a designer or design
group.

1

Before even beginning to discuss how to develop an image fbr a library, Division, or Chapter, we must first answer the question, "What is
an image?"
According to Wcbsteri Unabria'gcd Dirtiomwy, there are eight diffkrent defiiitions of the
word 'image." The definition most applicable
to our discussion is as follows: "image, n. 4. (a)
a m e n d picture ofsomething;conception;idea;
impression;(b) the concept of aperson, product,
institution, etc, held by the general public,
o h n one deliberately creatd or modified by
publicity. advertising, etc." (Webster, 1979).
Naturally, when this definition is applied to
graphic design applicationswhich include logos
or icons, we fill precariously into the all-encornpassing category of "etc" While advertising,
marketing, and publicity may shift and change
according to the current dimate, an icon or logo
remain uniquely tied to the product, service, or
organization. The iconllogo must, therdore,
represent as closely as possible the image desimd
fbr the product, service or organization.
Befbre continuing, a definition of logo and
icon is necessary. A logo is a v i s d representation
of an oganrkatio~.g.,Special Libraries Association, U.S. Government, DepartmentofTransportation-through either words, an image, or
both. An icon is a visual representation of a thing
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(a book, money, etc). Because icons and logos
are representations, they are as uniquely tied and

identified with the image of a product, service,
or corporation as is the name. A properly designed icon or logo will be a form of advertising
because it will bring forth a specific, positive
identity to the consumer or user.
In order to develop either a new icodlogo or
modify an old one for a library or Division1
Chapter, there are two premises which must be
answered first, by the librarian, before the designer or design group can begin creative development.
The first determination should be the goals of
the organization.. .the library. How do you perceive yourselves? How do you think you are
perceived by your public? How do you want to
be perceived?
Answers to these questions can vary widely.
For an information organization, this is a crucial
question to which the answer may be driven by
the current economic dimate, competition, nature of the product or business, and the personalities of the principals running the operation.
For a library already existing in an organization,
sometimes an initially strong identity or public
image may have become blurred through mergers, st& reductions, changes in reporting h c tions, and other variables.
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Other times, a library may have expanded
primary user; and the secondary user. Many
rapidly or shifted its emphasis in the organizatimes these groups & f i r greatly from one antion. Either situation (and others) could necesother. It is dad that the icodlogo appeal to
sitate an identity change. In any instance, it is
each group.
important for an information operation to recNow that we understand the most important
ognize when it is experienang an 'identity criconcerns to be established, the following must
sis," either within its own ranks, with those who
be asked: 1) what should an image do for your
utilize the department, or both. A library's goal
product or organization? and 2) how does the
may vary somewhat from those of the parent
designer or design group make that happen?
organization. Ifsuch asituation exists, it is likely
First and foremost, an icon or logo should
that the information operation may want to
identify to the primary consumer the positive
maintain an individual &age which will many
aspeci of the produa,-service, or organization.
comfortablywith thecorporate/association logo.
At the same time, it should reinforce the role and
(This is particularly true with Chapters or Divigoals of the product and organization. Because
sions, but applies equally as well to those with
an iconllogo is a key item in creating an overall
library h c t i o n s within a larger operation).
integrated theme throughout an organization, it
is important that it have a wide appeal but not to
Designed well, a library logo should dearly
reflect not only its specific
the point that it becomes meenvironmentbut compliment
diocre in its ability to clearly
represent the product, organithe larger organizational environment as well.
zation, division, or departOnce the goalsof the informent.
For an organization's library
mation department have been
established, the second deter(or ChapterlDivisionof SLA),
mination to be made is the
an iconllogo would function
targetaudknce.Genedy,the
The right choice.
inmuchthesamernanner.The
target audience will break
library logo would identify to
down into w o groups: prithe corporatelassociation
This powerful Iymbd effe<tIve!y group positive aspects of using
mary and secondary.
From the information Ihstmtezcomnurdcationthrough the resource. And, the image
the w&
should reinforce the role and
profwional's viewpoint, the
mission of the library. Addiprimary target will be those
currently using their products and services. The
tionally, every item circulated from the library
secondary target will be those who are not using
should bear its icon or logo.
It is important to recognize that the ingredithe products and services of the department.
ents which continually reinforce a company's
In specific cases target markets will, of course,
identity (or a Division's) 'are as varied as the
vary widely. Even with company libraries the
primary users of this department may differ
symbol on stationery, the decor of reception
areas, or-most subtle of all-the structure of
greatly. In oneinstance, theinformation departthe organization itself." (Anspach, Grossman,
ment may be used primarily as a resource for
executive research and development reams. AnPortugal, Inc, 1983) Keeping this in mind, it
becomes the goal of the design group to create a
other scenario may establish the primary users as
positive and realistic image which can be Rmiddle management, research associates, or facflected in an arrayofexpressionswhile maintainulty. In each instance, the demographics of the
different primary targets will shift the design
ing its original integrity.
So, how does the designer magically create
emphasis of the iconllogo.
these
representative symbols?Well, contrary to
From the designer's
viewpoint
there
could
be
popular opinion, it is not magic It is hard work.
at least four target audiences for a special library:
Accurately representing your product in the
the parent organization iwlf; the library operamarketplace and your organization's philosotion (Division or Chapter in some cases); the
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of the designer or design
phy are always the
group. In every instance, a good design group
takes into consideration each of the concerns
already mentioned: the goals of the organization, the targes audience, and the various ways in
which the symbol will be used. Each of these
concerns should be considered in great detail.
When one considers the barrage of advertorial
and graphic information people are besieged
with every day, it becomes especially important
that an icon or logo convey immediate recognition and understanding in order to command
our attention.
The attention span of the average person
equals only a maximum of 3 112 minutes per
visual or verbal input; it is ~ r u d athat
l an icon/
logo have both visual clarity and be visually
arresting to the consumer. Although these visual
necessities may seem at odds with each other, it
is really quite simple. An image must have darity
in that it is immediately understood and it must
be visually arresting
- in that it is able to hold the
viewer's attention for more than a few, brief
seconds. Remember, this image must compete
with as many as 30,000 images that could potentially be viewed daily by the average consumer.
Taking this one step further, with the 30-second
television commercial, it is astounding to think
that "by the time a youngster graduates fiom
high school in this country, he's probably seen
over half a million of these hypnotic 30-second
sales pitches." (Meyers, 1984).
Within an organization, an information operation is contending with similar (though not
as large) competition. Manpower, budget constraints, other departments (e.g., computer processing, research, etc) all compete for an integral
place within an organization'soverall operation.
The icon/logo acts as a tool to promote awareness of an information department within an
organizational environment.
Because of the enormity of visual input every
consumer receives on a daily basis, it is ofkn the
simplest design which becomes the most visually
effective. "The best design is simple and unassuming, never calling attention to itself, yet can
stir feelings or spark sudden understanding of
complex truths. In the most profound sense, it
communicates." (Anspach, Grossman, Portugal, Inc., 1983). Stirring &lings deep within
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ourselves is o h what makes the image visually
uresting. The AT&T logo illustrated is anexcellent example of the irnpaa a trademark can have
on the consumer. This symbol efictively and
immediatelyrepresentscommunicationthroughout the world. With it's basicshape representing
the world and with intersecting lines suggesting
communication,it dramaticallysymbolizesglobal communication. It is, without a doubt, a
very arresting image.
Now that you are fully armed with more
knowledge than any designer would prefer, your
next concern should be how to select a p o d
designer or design group.

Selecting Your Design Group
Always review portfolios of work which
they have actually produced as well as
speculative work. The speculative work
will give you a dear understanding of their
creativity (how they think); the produced
work will provide examples of their creative solutions for clients (the librarian)
and, hopefully, their success rate.
Always keep in mind when reviewing a
portfolio that these will be examples of
their "best" work. And, bear in mind that
every project is a combined effort on the
part ofthe designeror design group and the
client. Sometimes, it is often dimcult to
determinewhat was contributed by whom.
Rest assured, however, that when a designer shows you what he or she feels best
represents their work, it is usually work
which provides a fairly accurate reflection
of the designer's creativity and problemsolving ability.
Communication is a key factor in your
decision to hire either an individual designer or a design group. With good communication between you and your designer, you will be able to unlock a successful solution. Remember, a designer is an
artist with a highly individual personality,
and understanding each other is essential
to achieve a successful solution for your
specific needs. If you are working with an

individual designer or a design group, always ask yourself these questions: Do we
communicate easily? Do we understand
each other? Do we share the same goals?
Another important consideration is
whether or not the librarian will be working directly with the designer or if an
account executive will serve as mediary.
There are pluses and minuses to each situation. If you are working with an account
executive, the same communication questions should be applied.
Working with an account executive can
be a positive experience if that individual
has the ability to function in both acreative
and account-service capacity. The account
executive should be comfortable with the
creative process so that s h e can communicate effectively with the client. An account
executive should be able to offer design
suggestions and translate this conversation
and the client's desires to the designerwithout losing pertinent information in the
process. The account executive's ability to
communicate effectively can become an
important factor when deciding on a designer (ifcommunicationwith the designer
is poor but hidher work is excellent).
Similarly, working with an account executivecan be a negative experienceif he or
she is not an effectivecommunicator.When
this happens, ideas can become watered
down, muddied, and confusing, resulting
in many extra hours of reworking designsa situation to be avoided at all times as it can
put design expenses through the roof.
When communicating with designers,
don't be &aid to ask questions regarding
terminology or exactly what is involved in
the design proess. If, for example, a designer throws out a term alien to you such
as PMS (which you understood to mean
Pre-Menstrual Syndrome),don't be afraid
to ask what they are taking about. Or, if
you want to know what they mean when
they refer to kerning, leading, or flush left
rag right vs. justified, ask! Like everyone
else, they love to talk about their work.

Commonlped Design Terminology
Layout Terms
Layout-reRrs to the designer's representation of the finished piece of art work.

Rougherefen to the designer's rendering of a series of ideas in an unfinished
state.
Pencils-similar to roughs, it refers to loose
comprehensive renderings of the art (a
more finished version of a rough).
Tight ComprehensivJTight Comp-refers to a very finished version of the
designer's ideas. It should almost look like
a printed piece.
Camera-Ready Comprehensive-totally
finished in look, this would be indistinguishable From a finished piece.

Mechanical and Typographical Terms
MechulicalslCamem-Ready Art-drs to
the boards on which all typography and
copies of artwork are placed in the exact
position that they will appear on the finished printed piece. Mechanids are the
blueprints and guides that printers must
have to print anything. Any mistake on a
mechanicalwill appear on the printed piece.
Retouching-refers to revising anything
in a photograph or illustration prior to
printing. Traditionally, artists performed
the retouching but now it is done through
electronic imaging.
Leading (pronounced led-ing)-rekrs to
the additional space between each line of
type. This is adjusted accordingly to avoid
crowding of the typeface.
Kerning-ref&
to adjusting the space between each letter to make it look visually
correct.
Flush Left Rag Right-ref&
to each column of type aligning with the lefi margin
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and having a ragged (uneven) edge on the
right.
Flush Right Rag Lcft-rekrs to each column of type aligningwith the right margin
and having a ragged (uneven) edge on the
left.
Jusdfied-refers to each line of type being
of equal length, so that each line is both
flush left and flush right.
Centered-each line is centered on the
page according to the margins.
Printing Tenns
Negatives--refers to the film shot from the
mechanicals. The film will be used to create the printing plates.

4lC;-refers to four color or full color.
Specifically it refers to a set of four ink
colors (red, yellow, blue, and black) which
combine in varying densities to recreate a
full-color photograph or illustration.
PMS or Matched Color-&rs
to the
Pantone Matching System, in which a specific color can be designated to be printed
as a solid color (rather than as a combination of four colon). Note: all designers
should have PMS sample books to show
clients the exact colors they are recommending.
Strippinerefers to placing together various pieces of film so that all the artwork
and type is in the proper position before
the plates are made.

Budgeting
Every budget provided by a design group
should include estimates for the following elements: layouddesign, typography, vtwork (illustration, photography, or graphics),
mechanicals, photostats, negatives, printing,
shippingldelivery,and miscellaneous (supplies,
messengers, etc.).
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Finally, one must consider pricing. Uhrtunately, there arc no set ruks for determining a
designer's pricing for the creative development
of an icon or logo trademark. Because them are
so many variables involved in determininga fee,
the methods used to determinecreative kcs will
vary with each design group. A determining
factor common to most estimaas is how will the
logo or icon trademark be used? What kind of
exposure will it reaive?
if the trademark will have a large
In
exposum, it is likely that the creative fee will be
higher. Similarly, if the usage is relatively small,
the fee is likely to be reduced greatly. Additiond y , a creative design fie is determined, in part,
by what the market will bear. If a design group
is well known for h o u s trademarks they have
designed in the past, it is likely that they will
command a higher design fix than a company
which is not as well known. A pe&ct example is
the NBC television network logo. NBC paid a
well-known and respected New York City design firm $750,000 to dwelop the famous NBC
lop. Afterwards, NBC discovered that the same
logo had been developed, prior to theirs, by a
recently-graduated design student for a public
television station in Iowa. The design student
charged a fee of less than $300. Two important
lessons to be h c d are: 1) cawotnnptor(1et the
buyer beware) and 2) your logo should be well
researched for competing trademarks and it
should be trademarked (especiallyif it is going to
be used on a national level such as NBC's).
A final factor which can help determine the
creative fee is what can the client reasonably
afford? A large, well established client will be
able to &ord more than astart-up entrepreneur.
It is not unusual for a small design group to
adjust creative k in accordance with their
clients' needs.

Selecting Your Design Group: Summary
While all of the above criteria are important
considerations when deciding on a d c s i i r or
d e s i ip u p , the most important thingto runember is to consider the design solutions they have
createdbrother &en&. Ifthesesolutionsappeal to

you stronglyand ifyou 6x1that they are successfiil
solutions, it is very likely that you will be pleased
with the design solutions which will be applied to
your specific situation. Determining a final s e h G
tion b r a designer or design group is, ultimately,
always a subjective decision. And, at times, it can
be a hq$y personal decision.

In condusion, when developing an icon or
logo for your product, service, or organization,
it is avcial to remember that this visual representation will bear as great an impact on your
consumers as the name itself of your product or
organization. And, because icons and logos are
used in a large variety ofways, it is important to

"A Communications Compendium," Cons u k i n Marketing Cmnmunications.NewYork,
NY: Anspach, Grossman, Portugal, Inc, 1983.

ensure that the integrityof the original design be
maintained, thereby avoiding lack of darity and
conhion of image identity.
With all this knowledge in hand, it is also
important to remember that while the iconllogo
are critical fiaors to a product or, more importantly, an organization's or operation's identity,
they are not enough to complete an identity in
the public's eye. To be established l l l y in the
public eye, a product or organization must focus
on developing an ongoing image with the public. Establishingan image is, of course, a combination of brand name, logo, icon, advertising
support, public relations, and various other
marketing support strategies. But, it all begins
with the initial name development and icon1
logo design.
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Practical Primary Public Relations

W Tbis paper will give librarians and information professbnals a framewotk for
pmvidingfundamentalpubk relationsfor their library or laformatbn service. Startin
witb a bask defaition of publicity-issuing informationwitb news value as a w
gainin pubk a t t e a t i o ~ b i sdiscussba provides a step-by-step rocess to
wben anded a pub% relations assignment. S cifk and pradk applkatioas are
suggested and samples of P.R. releases are lac uded.

I

You have been selected. You have volunteered. You have been given an assignment by
your Chapter or Division. The task? Handle
publicity for your library or for the Chapter1
Division.
You probably received this assignment not
because of a journalism background, but because someone believed you could do the job or
you realized it was for the good of the informa. all wear many hats.
tion s e ~ c e . .we
T o be involved in public relations is a great
honor (believe it or not) and challenge (that you
believe!) because you are a key person in the
success of your organization. The kind and the
amount of news your "community" or users
reads or hears about your organization (or the
one you are representing) will determine what
the "community" thinks about the group and
will, in turn, determine how it supports it.
In most cases, when we accept a public relations position we are startingfiom scratch. Some
guidelinesare available fiom SLA Headquarters,
but each situation is unique. This artide will
detail what you need to know a b u t how to find
P.R opportunities and outlets, how to work
with them, how to create, and what to do when
there's nothing to write about There are many
books about public relations. This article takes
an eclectic approach to the key issues involved in
public relations. It emphasizes that old journalisticchestnut, the sixelementsofwriting nWho? What? When? Where? Why? and How?
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P

The who is you and your library operation,
Chapter, or Division. The answers to the other
questions follow.

What PubrKity Is-Why

I t Is Important

A working definition of publicity means information with news value issued as a means of
gaining public attention, recognition, understanding, or support fbr a person, an organization, an institution, or cause.
Some of the key benefits of a good publicity
program indude:
recognition for your deeds in the o r p i e
tion;
heightened awareness of the organization
and its overall impact;
heq&wd

appeal to prospective manbas;

greater financial support; and
p s i tive image reinforcement.
Whether publicity is for an individual library
or for a Chapter or Division, the benefits are the
same. Without publicity, your o r p i m i o n ' s
impact is greatly limited. By venturing into
publicity, new attention, encouragement, and
support can be achieved.
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Where to Start
As anmpublicityperson, you have two places
where you should begin to set up an effective
program: 1) in your organization (Chapter or
Division) and 2) with the media.

la Your Organizatioa
It is imperative you have a dear understanding
ofwhat news-gathering aaivities there are in your
organhion. This appliesto libraries(understuldingintemdcultunldevelopmentswi& t h e o x d
organhion) or to Chapter and Divisions (talk to
your Chairs and SLA's Director, Communications, at SIA Headquarters).
A few key points should be made dear:
Know the overall objectives of the operation for which you will be coordinating
publicity. You must know its basic aims in
order to decide on what audiences to focus
your publicity dorts. Understanding objectives can be gained by reading guidelines, charters, bylaws, and other official
documents. In some cases, you may need
to create an impression that you feel represents objectives, if none exist.
Get a current list of names of officers,
committees, and, if available, a complete
roster of members. Addresses, telephone
numbers, fax, and E-mail numbers, as well
as professional titles are vital for all officers
and committee members.
You already know the basic objectives,
now find out from the head of your organization and other officers and committee
members what rpeciul immediate objectives there may be and what particular
problems are pressing (ifyou are doing this
with a library operation...p lay different
roles). A new membership drive?New program development? New publications?
These are just a few. Be creative and search
deeply for dues.
Get a calendar of activities and events (or
make one up on your own) and sit down

with the head of your organization to review it in detail.
Establish some working rules with your
group's head. You should be your operation ororganization's onlycontactwith the
press (unlessotherwiseagreed upon). Also,
establish whether publicity releases will
have to be deved with anyone.
Find out if there is a publicity budget. If
not, develop an estimate and submit it as a
proposal. Track all expenses so that in the
next year, you can propose a true budget.
Determine the kinds of information you
will be generating and devise a publicity
program (see next section-Building a
Media List). This will be your blueprint
and timetable for action.
Review you timetable with the head of
your organization.
Prepare a f a a sheet that you can send to the
press or leave when you visit as a background document for reference files. It
shouldgiveyour name, telephone number,
fax, address, and similar information fbr
any alternatecontact. The fact sheet should
include highlights of your organization's
history, objectives,events, honors, etc. (see
Figure 1).

Building a Media List
We all know our key local newspapers, and we
all know these are not the only publications one
could use for publicity. You need to develop a

master list.
A relatively simple task fbr an inhrmation
profissional to create is a master list. This cmation would involve checking a directory of
publications (e.g., GakDimtory ofpublicotionc/
StmukrdDirectory ofprriodicaL$.Jot down local
and then surrounding communities whose publications would be useful. Magazines in the
information profession are important, but consider too, those publications related to your
specificfihiof concentration (e.g., advertising,
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Fiqun 1:
Sample Fact Sheet

aerospace, pharmaceuticals,
museums, etc).
The next step would be to indude an analysis of the publications on your master l i t . What you
want to learn is 'will my stories be news to the
readers of these publications?"Think about the
hllowing as you review each publication:
What are the kinds of stories the editor
likes?
How are the stories written?
What kind of graphics are used?
Is there a certain issuetday when a column
or section appears?
Once you have a fecl for the publications take
the list to your corporate communications depvrmentand coordinatemaking contact Where
no help is available, you may have to contact the
media yourself. Making a personal contact with
the editors permits you to introduce yourself
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and you can begin to
develop a working relationship with the publication. During your
conversation, try to obtain the deadlines (replar, holiday, special issues) for the publication
and criteria for article submission. Determine
how to address your material and what format it
should be in.
Naturally, ifyou arejuststartingout, you may
only be able to develop a relationship with a few
publications. Keep records so when someone
else takes on this position, they can continue to
enlarge the list. (Also, remember that similar
techniques can be used to develop lists for TV,
radio, and other media). In the meantime, you're
ready to create some publicity.

What and Wbea to Write
What to write starts when you put yourselfin
the shoes of a publication's editor. After ail, it's
the editor that is your target. The more you help
himther to do histher job, the better your success
atyourjob. What's newsworthy?Things that are
current, timely, and eventful.
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There are many things to write about. The
important factor & remember is youshould not
judge what is newsworthy. That is the
publication's editor's job. Here is a list ofopportunities fbr news and fkatures:

anniversaries;
speaker announcements;

To put this recipe in action, consider the
following:
Make sure you have as much infbrmation
as possible on the eventltopic that you are
writing up. Names (correct spelling), correct titles, addresses, etc.

Be sure to review the six questions: who,
what, where, when, why, and how. Some
may not apply, but it is a& way to make
sure you haven't missed anything.

appointmentdpromotions;

dedications;

Your "leadn(theopening) paragraph is most
ofkn one sentence. The sentence should be
clear, fact-filled, and concise. Once this is
written, subsequent paragraphs provide
detail in order of importance. Generally
speaking, the deeper into the article, the less
significant. By using this structure (sometimes called the pyramid or inverted pyramid style: where the editor cuts from the
bottom to the top) you will retain the value
of the release should the editor cut.

demonstrationsleducation;

Use short words, concrete nouns, and ac-

banquedbenefitsldrives;

tive verbs. Strivefor clear, forceful English.
Avoid adjectives.

exhibits;

Don't editorialize.

speeches;

Shun slang.

conventiondspecial programs; and

Be specific.

research findings.

Keep your story as short as possible.

awardslhonors;
avicse~~committees/communityser-

vice;
competitions and contests;
surveys;

How to Write PubMiy

Copy Preparation

Books have been written on this topic. Condensing it is not an easy task, but consider the
following recipe for good news writing for publicity:

Although each publication may have its own
specific guidelines, there are some basic rules
that publishers recommend for copy prepamtion. You should always check with publishers
about variations and specific instructions fbr
submitting photos, graphs, and artwork.

Put it &re them briefly so they will
read it, clearly so they will appreciate it,
picturesquely so they will remember it and,
above dl,accurately so they will be guided
by its light.
-Joseph Puliaer

Type d stories using plain 8 112 x 11
paper. (You may use an identifiable letterhead or subtle color paper stock but be
careful). Every publication on your list
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Fiiure 1:
Sample Press Release

should receive an original
(or a good copy).
Margins
should always be
"
ample. Be sure to identify who
the-release is from in bold with a date, and
indicate release status (see Figure 2).
Type your story indenting the first sentence of each paragraph five spaces.
Double space sentences within the paragraph and between paragraphs.
If your release is one page, type "###"
centered to indicate the end.
If the release is longer than one page, end
each page with "(more)" two lines below
the last line of text and at the right margin.
Begin the next page with a page number
and identify the story in the upper lefthand corner.

If your release is
accompanied with a photograph, etc., indicate after the end
(###) two limes below and to the kjmargin: "accompanying material."
Check with the publication for the proper
way to submit accompanying material.
Check, recheck, and tnpkcheckf$raccuracy.

Good Can Be Bad
There's always more ways to publicize our
prohion. Sometimes, publicity &the form
of reaction. Negative press--and responding to
it-be very beneficial. The trick is deciding
which issues to respond to and which to let pass.
Responses must be tempered (never lose yours)
or else one risk being labeled a "trouble maker"
or unprofessional. Being too public can hurt.
Here are a f i x steps to consider in whether to
respond to negative press:
Consider the possible scenarios. What

would be a mild case, medium case, extreme 'slur?"
Evaluate and weigh the importance of the
image. This is a judgement call. Obviously, it is futile to pursue n , q bad thing,
but trust in your 'gutn reaction. If your
hair stands on end, it is time to let others
know about it.
Notify key people within SLA. Let P.R
Division Chairs and P.R at Headquarters
know immediate&.Discusswith them your
conarn and why this particular instance is
bothering you and how you think it reflects
on the entire profission.
Contact the Association about the proper
response to make.. .do they have a position?

Write lcttcrdmake calla to the appropriate
people. Your P.R Chair and Headquarters
can assistyou with this task.. .as well as direct
communication further if the issue warrants.
(Don't hrget in-house Corponte Communications that might be helpful).
Contact othera that may aid in support
and would be willing to continue endeavors. Negative press response takes stamina
but in the end it can make a bigdifirence!
Follow-up. Keep in contact with SLA
people andthe issue. Develop a network to
track the progress of your response.

Be sensitive. Understand the people, politics, and problems involved as well as the
ramifications of the actions you are taking.
Know your audience.

Cutlip, Scott M. Efictivc Public Rehtions
Prentia Hall, 1985. Public Rrlations Bibkographly 2nd Edition. Madison, WI:University of
Wisconsin Press, 1965.

Not Much Time?
Publicity plays a v i d role in the development of
information prokionals and SLA. There are
many opportunidts availabk to u~publicity.For
us 'part-time" publicists, a fkwguidelines can help
to o+
our time, which enable us to utilize
opportunities. It is important to remember that
editorialsareagreatwaytostartaprognmwith
little &rt Leaus to dre editor also function to:

call attention to an error;

call attention to an upcoming event;
enlist support for a matter of public concern (or Association concern);
explain a misunderstood point;
take a stand; and

thank people h r support.
These are just some of the things to consider
when developinga public dations p h or p u b l i ~
ity agenda. Key sources nnnr to fbrget are your
fellow intbrmation pmfesion& who have P.R
experienceaswellascokaguesinyourownlvga
corporation. Images and attitudes can't change
unless we let those -ring the image know they
are in error. We do this in many ways, but one most
efktive way is by deliveringthe image we want to
be in &publicand responding to stemtypes. It is
up to us to help incre;lse accurate representation of
our profession. Only then will attitudes change It
stam with us. The process is, without question,
hcinating and, in many ways, very gnafjin%.

tiotu)r Librarianc Getting It AIL SavingIt AIL
SharingIt AU Libs Unlimited, 1989.
Angoff. Allen ed. Public Re&tiow$r Librarin Communications Technique(Conmbutions in Librarianship & Information Saia: &says

Roberts,Ann and Susan Blandy. Public Re&-

ence: No. 5) NY: Greenwood, 1983.
Darrow, Richard W. and Dan J. Forrestal.
TheDartncUPublicRelationsHandbook. Dartnell
Corporation, Chapter 9: "Public Relations for
Trade Association, Prokssional Societies, and
Similar Organizations," (the entire handbook is
useful). Chicago, IL: Damell Services, 1979.

Doty, Dorothy I. Publicity and Publie Re&tionsBarronysBusiness Library. New York, NY:
Barron's Educational Press, 1990.
Center, Allen H. and Patrick Jackson. Public
Relations Practices: Managerial Gur Studies and
Pmbkms. 4th edition. Englewood Clifk, NJ:
Prentice Ha& Inc. 1990.

John Lovari is Associate Director of Strategic Services at Levine, Huntley, Vkk and Beaver
Advertising in New York City. He providesinput for strategic plannlng and creates market profiles.
His responsiblities indude monborlng and reporting on consumer trends, preparing industry
overviews, and tracking competition John has developed m n y innovative approaches to
information management whkh began when he was a librarian for the Advertising Research
Foundation (ARF). As assistant manager of information at N W Ayer, he helped create online
systems and analysis. His most recent endeavors include an interview and discussion on the
electronic information center.
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Brand Strategies and Libraries
by Dave McCaugban

' alternative
Branding is the means by which marketers differentiate their product from
services and products. Librariescan apply tbe principlesof brand strate y
to develo a distinctive image for the information services and products that meet Ie
identified"needs of their various client groups. Part I summarizes tbe different
elements of the branding rocess and then explains how the process can create more
t

1

loyal users. Using a case istory, Part II shows how brand repositioning is acbf ved
through a successful public relations event.

Brand strategies are the means by which marketers turn their products or services into an
essential partofaconsumer's lik. Such strategies
make a product stand out among the user's
spectrum of alternatives. Librarians can use the
brand strategy approach to heighten their image
and to emphasize the perceived role of their
services.
A brand strategy is much more than the
development of a fancy name or a nice logo. In
fact, these elements can do more harm than good
if not applied to the specific expectations of the
brand's users. This paper attempts to explain the
concepts involved in brand strategy building.
Nearly 80 years ago Hiller Wellman expressed
the view thac:
Simply to provide books and trust that
they may be read is not enough. The modem library cannot remain satisfied with
merely satisfying demands. It must be aeative and aggressive, not a passive force.'
The last decade has seen a great deal of space
in the profissional literature devoted to the
potential role ofmarketing. Most libraryschools
now indude marketing among the subjects
taught. Similarly, the literature is full of references to our true function as being the facilitator

of our user's information needs; yet we so rarely
see the application of basic marketing techniques to the problem of giving users better
service, that is, becoming more valuable to them.
A recent Special Libraries Association publication, Winning Marketing Tecbnqws, points
out that librarians are not very good at selling,
publicizing, or marketing. They don't "selln
their existing products to their potential client
base, nor do they "create a needn in clientsboth present and future-fbr their products.2
As a result, librarians and information profissionals think they are marketing if they survey
users on what they do now and not on what they
could be doing. Questions information prof&sionals should be asking are:
Should we be doing less better?
Should we be only targeting the 20% of
our users that use us 80% of the time?
Why should our users want to use our
products rather than those of someone
else?
Failure to publicize the images that your
library's services conjure in user's minds could
leave you vulnerable to all these questions. Fail-

ure to find the right public relations and marketing techniques will lead to the library or information center disappearing from the potential
users' frame of reference; or worse, absence from
their minds may lead them to consider the
function as n~n-essential.~

fulfillment grid." Users have a need to be fulfilled. The many possible factors that have an
impact on how to fill the need can be visualized
as forming a "gridn of requirements.
Such a grid includes:
product fkatures and benefits;

Use a Brand to Make Your Product
Marketable
Brand strategies are not a replacement or
another term for marketing. It is just onepart of
the marketing process that should make your
service better understood, more frequently used,
and consequently, more valuable.
What is a brand? It is not a name or a logo.
These thiigs can help to position and promote
the brand but they are only the wrapping. It is
important to understand the difference between
a brand and a service or product:

A product is something that offers a
functional benefit (e.g., toothpaste, hotel
room, or a library reference service). A
brand enhances the value of a product beyond its functional process.4
A library's brands must be unique from the
services with which it competes. Thegoafofyow
brand ir to dafmmtiatc your sctv~efiornits possibk competitors. In today's society, individuals
are constantlyhaving to choose from the options
open to them. Rarely is there a situation where
an alternativeis not available. Marketerscall this
conhionofchoice"dutter."Brandscut through
the clutter and encourage users to choose their
service.
Behaviorists believe that brands are the means
by which consumers organize the marketplace?
The branding process must build an emotional
bond with the user that will move the service
from the inert or possible choice set within the
decision process to the evolved or definite. And
this bond must be unique.
This general concept is no difirent in the
information marketplace. When users are faced
with the problem of finding a particular type of
information, there are a numberofchoiceswhere
they can get the answer. Technically, marketers
refkr to this multiplicityof choices as the "needs
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brand image of the existing possibilities;
self image-what will using a particular
brand do b r me? and
price and value.

As the users' needs change so will the pattern
of this grid. The marketer's and librarian's job is
to ensure that when users form a needs grid
pattern that your brand can fulfill, they do
indeed choose your brand.
It is this 'top ofmind" reaction by users to your
brand that makes it such avaluable tool. In asense
we all "brandnproducts and services. Brand choice
results from an interaction of the consumers'
requirements and perceptions of how well available brands fit those requirements.

Developing the Brand
In order to be "top of mind," the brand must
be developed in a thoughtful and researched
manner. A number of general rules apply:
The Character of the Organization
The brand must be a reflection and extension of the parent organization's objectives. Whether this is a local council, private company or university, any brand
developed by an organization's library must
represent the parent body.
The Characteristics of the Product Itself
The brand strategy process involves making the potential user more aware of the
usefulness of the product or products involved. It is not possible to create a brand
around products that are undefined.
The Image the User has of the Brand
From the first time users come into contact

with a brand, they begm brming opinions
about i t This is often 4 b&rr use, hPm
word-of-mouth reference or advertising.
Thaef$rr, the marketer must ensure that the
brand will always make a good impression.

Brand Limitations
A brand must reflect your achievable levels
ofservice. Once adecision is made to create
a brand around a product or group of
products, a commitment must be made to
aIways reproduce the product at the same
level of service. One bad experience can
ruin a brand.
In order to achieve the last point, it may
be necessary to "rightsize" your existing
services. This may involve decreasing the
number or variety of services you offer in
order to achieve the level of service your
core users require of your core brands.
Research Your User Base
Branding relies upon your having a thorough knowledge of your users' potential
needs and your ability to fulfil those needs.
T o suggest that "we do it nownor 'we have
always done thisnas a defense for maintaining a service is fallacious. A brand must be
built around services users need and use.

A library may develop a number of different
brands to suit difirent user's needs. By trying to
fit too many services into the one brand, you
may c o n k its identity. This is not to say that
a library's various brands may not include reference to the library as a whole. However, research
must first indicate that potential users see this
connection as a benefit. Ideally all your brands
should be enhancements of the library.

How Many Brands?
The number of brands you develop is really a
function of your knowledge and capability to
fulfill potential user needs. A review of marketing literature, however, indicates that success
comes from developing a single core brand, and
then when it has been judged as successful,
extendin into new brands or extensions of the
original.

P

A lendingand reference servicetypical ofmost
public libraries could be developed as a brand.
The libmy probably is d d y a brand to most
people who have come in contact with it. The
process of brand strategy is to manipulate the
image that the brand brings to users minds and
enhance it.
A special library may decide to develop difirent brands for each of its various user groups.
The same resources and s d a r e used to furnish
these brands, but to the various user groups the
result, that is, the brand's fulfillment of their
need, is a service that is special to them.

Building a Bond
The brand should act to build abond between
you and your user. This bonding process is like
a contract beeween the market and the heavy
user, the loyal user. There should be an emotional component such that the user will be
concerned if the brand becomes unavailable.
Think of the manager that receives a weekly
up-dating service on competitor activity in the
specialist trade press. If the service-let's call it
"Updaten-fails to come, the manager becomes
concerned. "Update" has become a part of life.
It answers a specific need and it is the best way to
deal with the problem of knowing the
opposition's business. The manager may have
prwiously taken the 'Update" for granted, but
now realizes life would be unbearablewithout it.
Of course this situation is exaggerated, but our
ideal should be, as experts have coined, 'to create
demands."
Bonds built from branding should not be
taken lighcly as they do build demand. We break
the bond if we make sudden or unexplained
changes. The bond is about building trust--a
trust of continuous performance levels that is
built from intimate knowledge. Don't spring
surprises on your brand user without explanation. Bond building involves the whole marketing program and, as such, draws all these elements into the bonding ofyour brand with your
users.
Such marketing techniques help to build and
sustain user interest. The brand will then meet
the critical need to be ofhigh interest and to have
the strength to beat off competitive attacks and

internal operational or executional mistakes.
Significant in building brands is the develop
ment of a "halo of overtonesn--a belief that the
brand promises and can deliver more than is
stated.
It is this development of brand authority that
will lead to consumer franchise building. Strategies that look to this end can ensure the brand
longevity and a positive consumer perception.

Promoting Your Brands
A brand's reputation is the result of all your
marketing actions. These include:
Developing the product itselfdon't develop products you can't maintain.
The service quality+qually both presentation of your product and the staffs attitude to users.
P r i c i n g 4 1 library services have a price
whether it be "pay as you gon or prepaid
through a set budget, rate, etc Make sure
your service is priced at alwel that justifies
its continued use.
Promotions-from direct mailing to the
company executives to staff training programs, all promotions should enhance and
reinforce your brand.

must reinforce the brand's image with the user.
They must act as a fbcal point to keep existing
users interested and attract new users.
Each product or service has auseror consumer
pool. That is, a group of users that are currently
likely to use the brand regularly; this pool is ever
changing. New users are entering the pool as
they need m have a service like yours. Old users
are leaving the pool as they change jobs, have
difirent work priorities or, unfortunately, find
your services inadequate.
Branding attempts to slow the leakage from
the pool. By thoughtfully building a brand that
suits your target users needs it should be possible
to keep them happy for a longer period. By
building strong brands you can extend a user's
stay in your pool by creating a bond they do not
want to break.
Once your main or figship brand is established-not before-consider extending
- it byadding additional services. These additions are
known as brandtxtmionr. Remember that these
must be compatible with the flagship brand
itself. If the brand extension fails, it is directly
reflected to the parent brand.
It is therefore worth considering developing
new brands to keep straying users happy. If you
find your "use pool" losing numbers of people,
survey them to find out why they are going.
Look for the common causes that could be the
opportunity for new services and brands.

Conclusion
Advertising and public relations-both
formal, in staff newsletters, trade magazines, etc., and informal, the logo on all
your documents. The signage you use both
in and outside the library must always
reflect your brand's attributes and professionalism.
Location-it is important for your users to
know where you are--make sure they know
how to contact you.

All elements need carefulconsideration. They
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Branding will not automaticallywin you new
life-long users. It has the potential to do so
provided it is carried out in a well-researched
manner. A brand can act as an easily identifiable
answer to your users needs, but will only do so if
it does indeed answer those needs.
As a marketing tool, brand strategies provide
the means of tying your users to you for a longer
and deeper relationship. Above all else, it can
keep you at the front of their deasion making
process and keep you in existence.
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Ingratiating Yourself to All and Sundry..
Or How I Crawled My Way to Notoriety
by A v e McCaughan

Part I discussed the importance of developing a brand Omage for the library and its
"products." la this sedbn, the author provides a case histo outline, and step-b
step application of realigning the library "brand" within t e context of a pub N
relations event: a relocation.

P

One of the greatest pleasures ofworking fir an
advertising agency is that there is almost an expectation to be &rent to surprise one's kllow
workers and keep them entertained. Nothing is
reviled more than boredom.
So, internal public relations becomes not just a
necessity but a challenge. The following is a case
study of one public relations campaign undertaken by the infbrmation unit I manage. It representsan appliuaonofbrand buildingawarenessof
the library within a larger organization.

Background
McCann Information Service (MIS) is the
information department for McCann-Erickson
Advertising in Australia The department's role
is to source, collate, and distribute any advertising or marketing-related information required
by McCann staff or clients. MIS serves all five
offimofMcCann-Ericbn in Australia (Sydney,
Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide, and Perth) and
is located in the Sydney office. The department
has astaffof four and a collectionof information
in the form of journals, extensive files, books,
and computer databases, both internally developed and externally sourced.
Prior to relocation, MIS's limited space and
poor location within the three floors of the building occupied by McCann had meant that users
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were not encouraged to visit the department, but
rather, to use the phone, fax, or networked personal mmputer to make contact. Indeed, MIS's
brand image as a key infirmation resource for
strategicmarketing was fizzy. There was a contradiction between how MIS verbally positioned
itself within the organization and how it was
.
For a number of reasons, the
physically d
management asked MIS to move to another location in the buillng. The staff saw this as an
opportunity to launch a publicity campaign to reestablish the department within the company and
to build its image as an itttmch depamnent

The Brief
While heavily used by certain sections of the
company, MIS had little direct impact on many
employeesat McCann-Erickwn aside from newsletters and current awareness services. Many did
not know of its physical location and, as they had
not visited the department, they were not too
sure of its facilities or its capabilities.
To make better use of MIS's materials, it was
decided that employeesshould be encouraged to
use the department, visit it more, and take
advantage of the newfound space. By using the
new location as "an event," MIS staff decided to
create a higher profile and awareness of the
information center within the firm.
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General Obipctive
Use MIS's re-opening in a new location to
create an event, at a cost of not more than $700
(AU), that would raise awareness of MIS and its
facilities among all staff.

Target Audiences
1)Management Committee. This group is
key as it ultimately decides the fate of the
MIS and also forms the largest potential
group of users of the department i services.
2) Sydney McCann St&. All staffcould benefit by using MIS more and by being aware
of the department's facilities. Sydney office staff can physically visit and make
more use of the facilities themselves.

Few had had contact with MIS stafFUinthe
flesh."
Few could identify MIS's location beyond
being in the Sydney office and even fewer
had visited the department.
Management tended to be more aware of
MIS activities, but again, had little idea of
the department's resources or how it collects infbrmation.
StafFhave a high level of reaction to events
publidzed in the st& newsletter (publihed by MIS on behalf of the staff social
committee). It is widely read.

* McCann stafFlove a party.

Media
3)Intentate Office S M . Staff of interstate
offices can make better use of MIS if reminded of its services.

* Direct Mail: Invitations were sent to management committee inviting them to a
special tour of new MIS.

Current Options
As a means of measuring the effects of any
publicity cunpaign, current opinions of MIS
were established through assessment of the
department's regular user surveys. Such a research process revealed the following:

McCann staff have a fairly high opinion of
MIS but don't really know much about it,
how it works, or how it finds or
stores information.

Cards (see sample 1,2) and cake sent to all
interstateemployees on the day ofthe cocktail party. Card carried message that members of the MIS ue sony interstate staff
cannot join the party and were accompanied by a copy of the MIS brochure.
(The fruitcake
was offered as a

Sample I:
Interstate Staff
Announcement

special libraries

Sample 2:
laterstate Card
Aaaouncemeat/Details

tea" and was bought by the
local general manager's secretary on behalf of the MIS.)

Advertisements: An advertisement publicizing the went was published two weeks
before the cocktail party in the staff newsletter. This newsletter is issued to all staff
on a monthly basis (see sample 3).
Posters were mounted in the Sydney ofice
tea rooms (one in each of the three floors)
one week befbre the went (see sample 4).
Phone: All department managers were
called by MIS manager on morning of the
cocktail party to ensure their attendance
and that of their staff.

Specific Campaign Obiectives
Make the staffawarethat MIS has changed
location and provide an "effective date"
notification.

Introduce as many
staff as possible to the new
location and encourage their future
use of the department's facilities.
Reinforce the role of the MIS to all staff.
Make management committee aware of
MIS's effort. to increase profile among
staff and to re-introduce them to the
department's facilities.
Keep the budget for this campaign below
$700 (AU) by using in-house facilities and
McCann staff time.

Campaign Mechanics
Publicity focused on a cocktail party for 111
staff in the new MIS area after the move
was complete.
This party took place on a Friday (date
specified) in the new MIS area at 4:30 p.m.

Sample 3:
Newsletter Advertisement

Sample 4:
Tea Room

special libraries

Sample 5
Newsletter Advertisement

At the party MIS
staff circulated with
the guests, encouraging them to return in
their own time and to
use the facilities.

As a follow-up, members of the management committee received an invitation via
internal mail to attend a special tour of
MIS on the Monday followingthe cocktail
party. This tour was targeted as an occasion
to impress the management committee
with MIS facilities and explain how the
department can offer better service in its
new location (see sample 5).
The tourwas timed to begin 45 minutes
before the weekly manager's meeting held
in the boardroom which happens to be
adjacent to the new MIS location. The
managers, including the company chairman would, of course, have attended the
cocktail party the previous week.

Other Specif'~s
* St&ng for the cocktail party was provided
on a "volunteernbasis by all MIS staff.
All artwork for advertising, posters, etc.
was developed by the MIS manager using
graphics softwareon the department's canputer (see all examples).
Company policy did not allow for extra
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intra-company activities. Therefore, all work that
could not be accommodated in normal
work hours was undertaken on avoluntary
basis. Such activities were seen as part of
staff duties and fell within an employee's
salary package.
In each interstate office, the general
manager's secretary was approached to
undertake the distribution of cards and
cake to st& members on behalf of MIS.
This fell under their normal role as office
liaison with MIS.

The Results
Questions to MIS from all levels of the staff
increased an averageof 17percent over the
previous six months.
Visits to the information center by senior
management of the company increased
from one or two a week to one or two a day.
Those who had previously not used use.g., c r e a t i v e d s o began coming in to
Ubr~~~e.n
When next surveyed, members of the management committee were more cognizant of
MIS, its f$cilities,capabilities, and its impact
on strategic decision making. Overall, their
knowledge of MIS had risen drastically.

MIS got a lot more work! But really that is
what it was all about-ensuring we were
utilized to our fullest.

...

...

Oh yes apartfromafewhangovers we
had a great time as well!

Summary
In Part I of this article, the author discussed
how a library could be considered a brand and
how all the services offered additional brands or
extensions of the *flagshipnbrand: information
service. Here he described the repositioning of

the flagship brand (McCannSsMIS) to its customer base using a publicity went as a vehicle.
Examining information services in relation to a
user base is nothing new. However, applying
brand strategies to the operation and ptvdrrc~rof
an information resource can result in a more
viable, efFective, interactive department. Once
the strategies have been identified, the key is to
match them to methods that will raise the aware"culevel ofyour target group(s). The vehicle for
developing this is a carefully-planned publicity
campaign that can take many forms. Public
relations plays an integral role in transbrming
the ideal into a uxiibk reality.
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Changing Perceptions: Making P.R. Work
for an Information Service
by Caroline Mills
What follows are tbe personal experiences of an informatiom officer who recently
relwncbed a department b a London advertising agency. Tbb I' bt-hearted article
contains tbe basic principles of some P.R. activities that you cu J a p t to your meeds.

In October 1990 I took up the position of
Head of Information at Gold Greenlees Trott.
GGT is a London advertising agency operating
in a market beset with problems of a recession.
At a time when many companies are cutting
back on their service departments, GGT had
decided it should invest in experienced staffand
upgrade their informationoperation. I accepted
the challenge of changing the perceptions of the
staff, someofwhom were unconvincedinformation had a role in the agency.
When GGTapproachedme, I had just returned
from speakmg at the SIA Annual Conference in
Pittsburgh. I had attended as many sessions as
possible and was fLll of good ideas, enthusiasm,
and selfanfidence. I men tion this because I think
a large proportion of librarians and inbrmation
officers are not good at selling rhmtvIv~.We may
be totally competent at our jobs and confident in
ow own abilities, but as aprokion, how goodare
we at self-promotion?We do ourselves a dissavice
hex and -we should be more assertive about o w
role in our organizations.
GGT approachedme at what was agood time
for me personally. I was ready for change and a
challenge. After five interviews--enough to sap
anyone's stamina-the job was mine; I set about
ied
as an asrecruiting a n e ~ l ~ - ~ u a l i flibrarian
sistant.
For the first week I was working on my own.
The first day was enough to reduce anyone to a
snivelling wreck. The library was a cold mom,
situated several floors away from the people I
needed to work with. There were piles of maga-
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zines still in their wrappers, and dusty reference
boob which containedsuch useful tides as Your
Fawrite Hymns of Praise, Love Your GoId'b,
and A Gnidr to Bw and C o d Companies.As I
felt like throwing myself under a bus, the latter
seemed the most usell. There was a dedicated
terminal for a database I don't like, a broken
printer, and a magnificent plant display. I did
the only thing I could.. I watered the plants!
The next day I borrowed a spare computer
from my old company and set up contractswith
two other databases, Profile and Maid. With the
computer up and running, I felt more confident.
By the end of the secondweek, we had acquired
the beginnings of a reference book collection,
thrown away the useless boob and files, and
gained a third assistant. Enquiries were already
coming in but the time was k t approaching for
me to start t e h g people what we auld do.
Besides Serving the main agency, the information
department is paid a fie. to work for a subsidiary
companyinvolved in all forms ofsales promotion.
I decided to start with the subsidiary company; so
about a month after beginning,I set off to spread
the mrd I took sii acetates, not so much a
prepared speech but a map to guide me through
the areas I wanted to cover. My first acetatewasjust
the name of the department
It was the first time the department had had a
public face. It is important to have some kind of
identity or logo which you can use in this and
many other ways. I had something to sell and
now I had to create the right image b r it. I talked
about the importance of quality information
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when you are advising a third party about their
business, and showed what type of sources the
information service would use to ensure they
were well-informed. The advertisingbusiness is
renowned for short deadlines, so I emphasized
my department's recognition of this,while pointing out that the more time given, the more
thorough our response. I raked for about 20
minutes, about the variety of tasks we were
prepared to tackle and quoted some amusing
examples of off-beat requests I had handled in
my previous job.
The presentation went well and I returned to
my office with a number of requests to M l l .
Over the next few weeks, we were deluged with
calls which were answered as thoroughly and as
cheerfully as possible. As we rarely meet these
particular people face-to-face, it is important to
have a friendly and confident telephone manner. I will now be attending their monthly status
meetings to help maintain personal contact and
keep me aware of what areas they are interested
in. A proactive information
service is just as valuable as a
reactive service.
Since then I have made presentations to various other
departments, some ofwhich I
will continue on a regular basis to keep people informed
about the way the idbrmation department is develop
ing. I find it valuable to talk to
fairlysmallnumbers ofpeople
at any one time; it allows you
to make the presentation as
relevant as possible to the
I N F O
group's specific needs.
I am also setting up a training scheme so that
anyone who joins the company will spend a
couple of hours with us learning what we do and
how we can help them. People have to know
what the department is capable of, before they
can use it properly.
Never underestimate the value of promoting
a cheerful and positive attitude to users and
potential users. Some librarians and information officers are naturally quiet or shy people
and, however competent they may be, their
personality will reflect on the image of their
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department. By being friendly and self-confident, you will inspire confidence in your service.
Having dealt with the value of a positive
attitude and a friendly smile, let us move on to
other types ofpublic relations that can be adapted
to work for your department

A Logo
I mentioned I had developed a logo for the
department. At the moment it consists only of
the agency's logo with the word "INFORMATION" underneath. A simple branding devioe,
it has proved useful for memos, faxes, stamping
books, and the daily press cutting service. I even
use it on the backs of envelopes that I send out.
It is important to brandeverythingyou produce.
Do not underestimate your users. If they can
score points by implying theyfound an article or
got a report, they will. Make sure you get the
credit due to you. As my company intends to
relaunch itself this year, we will be having a new
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corporate identity. When this is available, it will
be adapted for our use. But I will keep it simple,
as that means flexible.
Spending a lot of money printing covers for a
daily press service will invite criticism. Opt for a
cheaper solution. Most companies now have
some kind of computer graphics package or a
computer whizz kid who will be flattered to be
asked to design something for you. And you
don't need massesofstationeryespecially printed
for you. One header page can be laid over articles
on the photocopier with impressive results.

special libraier

Direct Mail
When you get in to workevery day, one of the
first things you may deal with is the mail. If you
are like me you will reeive a number of circulars
from publishers or online services promoting
their product. Are you using this technique
within your organization?
My department has three types of "direct
mail" circulating around the company:

1) a current awareness service of press cuttings;

2) a new acquisitions alert; and

3) all staff memos.

All of these are ways of publicizing your department Let us dealwitheachofthemindividually to
show how you can get the best P.R from them.
The Current Awareness Service.
Like most libraries or information
services, one of our regular

Cover Sheet
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jobs is to scan newspapers, business magazines, and tnde journals h r articles of
interest to our company and its dents.
Cuttings are then circulated on a daily
basis to whomever is interested in each
articular area. In my organization, interests are diverse and each person has different requirements. We do our best to meet
this rather than doing a blanket bulletin to
everybody. It takes time and effort but it is
appreciated. Think how you feel when you
are sent irrelevant mailings; you may just
throw them away, but over time you may
build up a hostility to organizations that
cannot be bothered to understand your
requirements. Remember this when you
are the initiator. And of course, everything
that goes out is "branded." At present we
only have a rubber stamp; it is my intention, however, to devise a new logo to be
usedon everything sent out. Another cheap
way of branding communications is to use colored
paper which people will
identify asyours. Do not

Staff Memo

underestimate the value of
an awareness service. Remember, it enables a large
number of people to "read" a
large number of publicationssomething for which they may not have the
time or the inclination. Promote it as an

important setvice-it

ri.

The New Acquisitions Alert.
As my department is embryonic, we have
used ia growth to promote the standards we
are aiming for. If we buy a particularly interesting report, we make sure everyone knows
we've got i t I am agreat believer that, in these
daysofbudgetresmccions,everytlungbought
must e m its keep. Using a standard desktop
publishmg illustration of a book, we devised
a What's New in Information" cover sheet
This can be used fbr short memos accompanying apress release or newspaperclipping,
or when time permits, an abstract of a new
report Sometimesthere is an executivesummary that can be circulated. You will find the
response may not be immediate. It may be

delayed until a
specificneed&, butyou
are showingthat your departmentis
acquiring relevant publications and that is
good P.R

All St& Memos.
I try to keep these hght-hearted. When a
reasonable cokaion of general reference
books had been assembkd, &is memo was
sent out.
It showed that the information department was now able to answer quick requests
for infkrmation that people =re wasting
time aying to find out for themselves. If you
can provide a solution to a problem in one
minute, thatyourexecutivesmight havespent
15 minutes finding, you are saving your
company money. Make sure people re?lize
that The second example was more humorous (see page 192).
Although the department's aim is to provide a high level ofmentalstimulation and indepth analysisofmarkettrends, we inevitably
get asked some pretty strange thing. We

Humorous Memo

decided to make a virtue of
our flexibility in an amusing
manner. I must admit I was
amazed at the number of people
who responded, from the Chief
Executive to the boys in the mailroom. For
those who arecurious, the request thatgot the
better of us was the one about the T-shirts!
Here is the next piece in what is becoming
aregular communication. Thiswent out after
the Easter holiday weekend. Note that this
one is dual-purpose in that it communicates
two pieces of news about the department as
well as continuing the flexibility theme in a
fun way.

..."

"Beyond the Call of Duty

R e a d y we were asked to check up on a chain
letter that had been sent to quite afewpeopleinour
company. We rang a national newspaper who had
alreadyheard about it and assured us it was a hoax.
The person who had made the inquiry sent out a
memo explainingthat the letter had been checked
by the Mormation Department and should be
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ipored.At the end of
the note he wrote, "It's true-the new Mbrrnation Department is
brilliant!" Not only a compliment, but another
piece of P.R for us.
In the UK we have a long-running advertising
campaign for our Yellow Pages classified phone
directories which has the end line, T e ' r e not just
there for the nasty things in life like a blocked
drain." I like to persuade our users that the Information Centre is the same. Because we are used to
solving problems, we can o k n provide a solution
to almostany dilemma All this helps to confirm in
people's minds that you are helphl and haw awide
knowledge base they can call upon at any time.
You can never tell everybody about exactly all the
sources you haw available; you must therefore
settle for making the nght impression soyour users
will automatically come to you first when they
want to knowsomething. This is important Howwermagruficentyourcok&onof&rence
books,
however high-tech your computer systems, however neat and tidy and well organized your department may be, unless you tdpeople about it, you
may as well not exist.

/
'

/

...

Promotion Using People
Startwith yourself. I have already extolled the
virtues of a fiiendly personality and a confident
image, but it doesn't stop there. Gone are the
days of the bespectacled middle-aged lady librarian with her twin-set and pearls, but there are
still people who think that working in a library
means you don't need to dress up. Perhaps you
don't, but try it and see how people's perceptions ofyou change. And this is not restricted to
the ladies. I'm sure we all know a bearded
librarian with a natty line in waistcoats lovingly
knitted by his mother. You may be restricting
your career progression more than you think!
I mentioned that my office is situated several
floors away fiom the bulk ofour users. This can
be put to good use as it can provide a refuge, a
haven of peace for reading, and a quiet environment for you to do your job without distractions-if you unplug the phones. It also means,
however, you have to make a real effort to go and
see people. Don't phone or send responses to
requests in the internal mail, get up and
go and see the person. You

Regular

show you are interested in what you're doing
and what they are going to do with your information. There may well be follow-up which
would not have been hrthcoming ifyou hadn't
spoken to your user. Also the sight of you and
your staffaround the building will prompt other
people to make requests. The personalities of
you and your staffwill be the overriding image
of your department. Make sure you come across
in the way in which you want to be perceived.
You may have n o t i d that I have not made
any rekrence to a library guide-ome kind of
pamphlet or poster, or both, which lists what
you have in stock and where it is kept I loathe
them, but I freely admit that my department and
my company are relatively small and you may
find yourselves in a completely different environment. My view is that I and my staff are the
"library guides." I don't want people trying to
answer their own requests without our guidance. I don't like people rummaging through my
files and assumingthat is all we
have on a subject, then putting the file back in the
wrong place.

I want to help people find the right answer to
aquestion, or the most relevant article, the most
reliable piece of research, and that can only be
accomplished with personal contaa. I'm afraid
I am the same about users accessing our online
services. I would prefer to do it myself and know
that a thorough search had been made. I will
make no mention ofthe fiathatjust the thought
of an *amateurmmeandering around a database
which is charging by the line andby the minute,
brings me out in a nervous rash!
The personnel of your department are its
most visible i m a g ~should
r
be. Be aware of
this responsibility and never miss an opportunity to publiaze your services.

Conclusion
I hope ifyou have read thisfar, you can see what
I have tried to do with my departmentsince taking
it over somesix months ago. So far it has gonevery
well; everyone is pleased and in some cases,pleasantly surprised at the contribution we have made
and how quickly we have transbrmed a derelict

library into an efficient inbrmation service. It
hasn't bee.n easy and our arrrent problems ye how
to copewith the workload we haveaeated, but this
is a problem I am happy to tackle. We have
achieved the nght image by using the P.R techniques I have d i d We have established a
branding h i c c t o give us identity, made prrsmtatiom to educate our users, set up training
s&m for new members of staff, promoted a
j b d b image to encourage people to approach
us, and set up regular in-hm*rccommunicationsto
disseminae information.
Maybe you can think of other methods of
promotingyour service. Good. I don't set myself
up as an arpert, merely an experienced information officerwho has learned all this the hard way.
Remember: public relations for libraries and
information departments is all about making
sure your users know what you can do for them.
Raising the department's profile means raising
its reputation and making new and existingusers
aware of your capabilities. It should make your
job more interesting and rewarding. I hope you
will enjoy it as much as I do.

Caroline Mills, Head of Information, Gold Greedees Trott, has 20 years experience in
advertisingagency informationdepartmentsinLondonShe has worked with Bates, SSCLBoUntas,
and Ayer. last autumn she ioined GGT to raise the profile of their small library. Caroline senres
on an industry committee whkh examines new technology and new online hosts. She has also
spoken at several conferences, including SLA8s 1990 Annual Conference,
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Consortium Promotion:
Publicizing a Library Group
by Ellen R. Cooper
Many librarians have developed activity plans for publicizing thet libr
potential users within thet institution. These marketing techniques are usefu for
promoting sin le libraries, but it may also be desirable to promote a group of libraries
to the genera community. Promotion methods used by bdividud libraries may not
answer the needs of these groups. These promotion ideas that have been successfully
tried in Memphis may be adapted for use by other library groups.

7

i'

Cities or regions that have a library council or
consomum are in a position to publicize and
improve the image of libraries and librarians in
their area. These groups may be organized by
library type such as health science library consortium, or they may be multi-library type,such as a
metropolitan library council or a special libraries
chapter.' Theseorganizationso k n have publicity
or promotion committees with a goal to increase
library awareness within the community.
Many of the individual member librarians of
these groups may have developed publicity plans
or activities within their institution to promote
the library to potential users.*' Common activities are newsletters, book sales, open houses,
and orientations? These are successll marketing techniques for promoting single libraries
to a limited number of users, but such promotion methods may not answer the needs of a
larger library group. In order to get local media
such as newspaper, radio, and T V coverage, it
helps if the group can do something that warranu public attention.6n
The Association of Memphis Area Health
Science Libraries (AMAHSL) was formed in
1974 and has over 30 members belonging to
local hospital, academic, and medically-related
business libraries. The objectives of the organization are to improve communication between
health science librarians, to cooperate in the

'

exchange of information and resources, and to
promote and assist in the development and
growth ofhealth sciencelibraries. Over the years
most publicity activities were aimed at reauiting new members.
A similar publicity program had occurred
with the Memphis Library Council. This organization was founded in 1964 and has over 50
members belonging to public, academic, business, medical, and legal libraries. The Council
was established to foster and promote coopemtion among libraries, to initiate programs and
projects that are mutually beneficial, and to
demonstrate to the community the library resources and services that are locally available.
Both organizations were prompted by the
American Library Association's 1989 theme for
National Library Week of promoting librarians
by improving the image and status of librarians
in the communiq by expanding their publicity
efforts beyond new-member recruitment. Libraries around the country responded in a variety of ways? and the following promotions
which were successful in Memphis may be
adapted for use by other library organizations.

TV Pledge Drive
The Association of Memphis Area Health
Science Libraries first participated in the pledge
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drive held for a local public TV station in
December 1988. Pledge drives occur several
times during the year, and the station is always
looking for groups or organizations to answer
phones when the pledges are being d e d in onthe-air. The AMAHSL Publicity Committee
decided this might be a good way to publicize
health science libraries, so the station was contaaed and asked to mail information concerning the next pledge drive.
When the schedule was received several possible times were selected to work, and Committee members were asked to volunteer for their
prefenrd choice. The TV station only requires a
k w people to work on-the-air and one person to
work behind-the-scene during a shift, so when
several members agreed to one shift the station
was called to reserve that time. Some members
who didn't want to work the entire shift split
their time with another AMAHSL member,
allowing more members to participate. A k w
members were also scheduled as "back-upsn in
case one of the other members would be &able
to work at the last moment. Those who appeared
on-the-air wore T-shirts with their institution's
name and logo on them. T-shirts could also be
designed with a consortium name to hrther
publicize the group. It was entertaining to appear "liven on the TV set, and the show's host
mentioned the name of the organization several
times on-the-air while the phone pledges were
being called in. AMAHSL has done this for three
years now and hopes to continue it as an annual
activity. Participation in the pledge drive involved no cost to the group, and publicity was
received in the newspaper as well as having
appeared on TV.

Romanian Journal Donation
AMAHSL was also involved in a project to
send duplicate journal issues to the Brothers'
Brother Foundation in Pittsburgh for dismbution in Romania in the fall of 1990. All institutional member libraries of the Medical Library
Association were contacted about this project
and asked to participate individually. In Memphis the project was expanded to include all of
the consortium members. Press releases describingourparticipationin this humanitarian project
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were sent to three newspapers in Memphis.
Newspapers like to report these kinds of stories,
and two of the papers printed articles on
AMAHSL's efforts since the deplorable medical
conditions in Romania were well documented
and this was one localeffort to help the situation.

Librarian of the Year Award
A promotional idea established as a means to
publicize librarians within the county was the
"Librarian of the Year" award first sponsored by
the Memphis Library Council on their 25th
anniversary in 1989. Similar awards are made at
the national and state l e d , but the Council
wasn't aware of any awards presented at the local
level. The Memphis Library Council's Publicity
Committee distributed nomination forms to
members of the council, and selected the honoree from the nominations md:. The winner
was announced to the Library Council at the
next meeting, and then the committeebegan the
publicitywork. The winnerwas interviewed and
press Aease with a photo was sent to all local
newspapersand magazines in the city and county
including dailies, weeklies, and monthlies. Press
releases were also sent to the local radio and TV
stations.
It was assumed that if the award was presented
by the Library Council President at one of the
regular meetings, the local media would not be
as likely to cover the event. Therefore arrangements were made with the Mayor to present a
plaque to the winner at the Mayor's office during National Library Week. A Prodamation was
also prepared so the Mayor could also announce
the county's recognition of National Library
Week at the same ceremony. The Mayor's office
was selected as the site of the presentation ceremony for two reasons. First, the Mayor wasn't
required to travel, sowe weren't imposingon too
much of his busy schedule; second, local newspapers and TV stations have reporters assigned
to the city and county buildings. The only cost
to the Library Council was $50 fbr the plaque
presented to the winner. This award has been
presented three times in Memphis by the Mayor
to an "outstanding" librarian and the event has
been publicized on the radio, TV, and in newspapers. The Memphis Library Council plans to

a

continue with this annual award, and a similar
program could easily be started in other library
organizations.

Libraries for Literacy Rua
A fun group promotion was the *Librariesfor
Literacy 5K Run" also sponsored by the Memphis Library Council in the summer of 1990. It
was thought that the theme would be appropriate because of the current emphasis being placed
on literacy by First Lady Barbara Bush. The
Publicity Committee for the Library Counal
began by making arrangements with the local
track and runners dub to indude this event in
their schedule. The track and runners dub provided the starters and official timers for the race
so the librarians weren't involved in that aspect
of it. The Library Council contacted sponsors
such as bookstores and vendors to help with the
initial costs. Posters were designed and placed in
sporting goods stores and other businesses all
over town. Brochures with registration forms
were also designed and distributed. The biggest
expense was for the T-shirts that were ordered
for the runners. Trophies were also provided for
first-, second-, and third-place winners in several
difirent age group categories.
All of the promotional materials indicated
that all money earned from the registration fees
in excessof the expenses would be donated to the
Memphis Literacy Counal. We received publicity on TV, on the radio, and in the newspaper.
On the day of the race a few librarians actually
ran, and the rest helped with registration, dispensing water to runners, and other types of
assistance. The Memphis Runners Track Club
told us that it was one of the best organized and
well-attended races of the year, with almost 200
people participating in the run. We were also
very proud to present the Literacy Council with

a check for $1,931 which they greatly appreciated. Both the Runners Track Club and the
Literacy Council indicated that they hoped the
Memphis Literacy Council would continue to
sponsor another Libraries for Literacy Run in
the future and a second run is scheduled for
1991. It was felt that the publicity generated for
libraries and the actual profit earned for the
Literacy Councilwere worth the effortexpended
by the group.

Conrlusba
It's l i l y that these marketing techniques
aren't appropriate for a single small library to
attempt because of the people resources required, but any group such as a health science
library consortium or an inter-type library association can readily adapt them to their local
situation. In summary, an active consomum
campaign can:
improve communicationarnonglibrarians;
foster cooperation and networking among
libraries;
promote the status of libraries and librarians to institutional administrators; and
promote and improve the image of librarians to the general public.
In Memphis thesepromotional activitiesserved
to publicize libraries and librarians to our institutional administrators, themayor, and the community as a whole, and they also helped bring
the library members closer together by forming
or renewing friendships which ultimately helps
improve library services.

w
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Public Relations: A Useful Reading List
IAs information professionals, we must wear many bats. We shouldn't make the
assumption tbat we can become public relations professioaals overmigbt. But we an,
professionals who are trained ~the
II art of fading out about anything, and tbt article
w l l help to find out more about pub% relations through a well-known metbod: an
annotated bibliography. The following biblt raphy % in two parts togetber they act
as a vehicle for locating more information a ter you have read this special issue.

I

Brief Bibliography on Promotion and
Public Relations for Special Libraries
compiled by Sharon M. 1 a R o s ~
Editor, MLS Newsletter
Amerkan libmry Associatbn, Pubk lnfOlll#t10n
Office. PR W .Chicago: ALA, 1987.

Edsall, M a h 5. UBroy Ptwnot&m~~
M
Phoenix, AZ: Oryx Prerr, 1980.

A brief introduction to public relations for
libraries. Contains helpful hints on working and
communicating with the media, and a detailed
guide to planning and hosting a National Library Week celebration.

Considered a definitive text. Covers all the
basics oflibrary promotion, with many practical
ideas and suggestions.

Cole,

u

Kies, Casette. MdethgradR& Rehtioasfw
UbmriesMetuchen, HI:Sammw Press,, 1987.

Roberts Tbe P n ~ t i s d H ~ o f P ~ l sA planning manual for integrating the mar-

Rebrianr Englewood Cliffs, HI: Prentke-Hall,,
1981.
A guide to the methods and techniques used
in planning and implementinga public relations
program. Designed for the newcomer, it offers
practical advice on establishing relations with
each of an organization's "publicsn and using
various P.R tools. Contains extensive sections
on news and feature writing, preparing an annual report, and techniques for improvinginternal communications.

keting and public relations process into the
managementofthe library. Emphasizes the theoretical concepts of library marketing and P.R,
with attention to how these concepts cul be
applied in all types of libraries. Includes a useful
discussion of the advantages and drawback of
different communications methods (print, verbal, visual) and promotional techniques (brochures, posters, presentations, news releases, etc).
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Ledy, Philip, ed. les/y's Rdk Rebti#rs HonrtbooL. 3rd editlon EnglewoodCliffs, W: PrentketlaO,l98&

Phillips, mkhael and Rasbeny, Sak M d e t h g
WIWAdverti+htive Stmtegiesfor Stnd
BurhessSurcessB&y,CA:
NdoPress, 1 986.

A standard reference work for P.R practitioners. Indudes essays on function and practice of
public relations in several typesof organizations,
the role of P.R in marketing, and the various
techniques available to the P.R professional.
Time-tested advice compiled by one of the P.R
industry's leading practitioners.

Focuses on the role and importance of "personal recommendation" (i.e., word-of-mouth
advertising) as a key promotional tool for attracting and retaining customers. Explains how
businesses can harness this low-cost technique
and use it to their advantage. Principles are
applicable to special libraries.

Levitt, Theodore. "kketlng IntangibleProducts
dProduct Intangibles," H0rVc.d Bvsbress R e
dew 59 (3): 94-1 02 (+Jm 1981).

b d Chkago:ALA, 1982

68&e~tkleas:IbeDb~uyAworenes1tbnd-

Understanding the degree of a product's intangibility, and how a customer evaluates an
intangible product is essential in designing an
efictive promotional strategy. Levitt presents
ways to "tangibilize"intangible products and
services and to keep customers coming back by
periodidly reminding them of the benefia of
your service. Quite relevant to the information
services promoted by specid libraries.

A collection of promotional and public relations ideas utilized by libraries throughout
the
U.S. for a variety of purposes, including reaching special market segments, fund-raising, advertisingspecial programs, introducing new services, and building general library awareness.
Each idea includes the target audience, a surnmary of the promotional campaign, and complete contact information for the library that
utilized it.

Uebold, Louise bndak Fteworks, B m Bmds
~
with Flat. for
d E I e p h t s : P t o u n r Events

Wiener, Rkhard. Rofess&mi's
Wk to Rdk
Rektlons Seryker 6th edition New York:

libmlesmdOttterNorprofhOrgpniicrtiorrs.Phog AMACOM, 1988
A directory of P.R products and services
nix, AZ: Oryx Prey 1986.
A sourcebook of examples, ideas, and advice
for planning and promoting memorable library
programs andevents. Coverscelebrations,coop
erative ventures, thematic programs, fund-raisers, games, festivals, and fairs. Emphasis is on the
use of creative promotional techniques and advance planning. Indudes "guidelines for success" and resource lists for various types of
events. Also noteworthy is the section on developing a logo and good graphics.
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designed to help the practitioner identiFy and
select needed services efficiently and economially. Among the more than 50 topics covered
are celebrities and speakers, clipping bureaus,
literary services, mailing services, media directories, and photo sources. Each chapter includes a
description of how the service idcan be used,
and information on how and where to find the
sources and suppliers.

A "Kotler Collection" of Useful Readings
compiled by Jeanette M Mueller-Alexander
Below a x selected works of Philip Kotler that are relevant a,the issues facing libraries as they plan
their marketing and public relations plans.

Kotler, Philip. McrCem MQqlc###rt: Ady&

PhllS, LA.Gobehfl.- Y
NewDhr
~ / n p b a m ~ m d ~ 6 t h e DeflnltlonforCommunlty61egeSu
Q
tron Englewood Cliffs, KI:Prentke-Ha$1988.
tknsforbmmvnity611eges.(36):5-12(1981).
Textbook. Covers all aspeas of managing the
marketing of products and services.

Discusses how marketing works for the community colleges.

Kotler, PMip. "Stmtegk Planning and the Marketing Process," Bushess30 (no. 3): 2-9 ( M g

Kotler, PMip md Paul K BbomMcrCelinghofesdmdservkesEnglewoodCliffs, HI:Prentlte-

June 1 980).

Hall 1984.

Explains the relationship ofstrategic planning
to the marketing plan(s).

Textbook that brings together Kotler's work
and others on the marketing needs and techniques of professionals.

Kotler, Philip and Alan Adreasen. Shut# M41C
kethg for Norprofit (&g&&ms 3rd e d i h
EnglewoodCliffs, HI:Prentke-Hall 1 987.
Textbook that brings together the information and application of marketing to nonprofit
groups.

Kotler, Philip and EdwrdoL Roberta SOCIIP(MQket@ Shutqhsfor Chuugky PubPC Beihavkr.
New York, Free Press, 1989.
Explains the special field of social marketing.
Has applications for libraries in exploring social
values and worth of information. Techniques
and examples for changing consumer behaviors
are also included.

Kotler, Phinp and Karen F. A Fox. Shutegk
Cliffs L~rentke-Ha~ 1985.

"

Covers marketing as it relates to the special
needs of educational institutions.

Kotler, Philipa d RkhanlA Connor, Jr. "Marketing ProfessiomlServices," kundofhkef&+
41 (no. 1)c71-76 (January 1977).
Explains the professional view of self in relation to the need and importance of marketing.

Kotler, Phmp md Wlllhm Mindak "Marketing
and Publk Relations Shoukl They Be Partnen or
Riwb?" l o r m r d o f ~ e ~ (no.
4 24)c 13-20
(October 1978).
Interesting article detailing the rivalry between marketing and public relations and how
these aspects of publicity could work together.
Rieq Irving J,

Philip Kotler and MartinR. Stoller.
~ W
YO& D~dd,Mead, 1987.

M@I ~ B t t yN.

Details how celebrities are created. Designed
to bring understanding for the role and use of
visibility. Long-term goals, planning, and marketing strategies are stressed.
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On the Scene
Arizona Promotes International
Librarianship

Border states and international librarianship
are a natural combination, and librarians in the
State of Arizona are particularly active in this
area. Understandably, Arizona librarians are especially interested in Mexico and the rest of
Latin America, but many have ties with the
Orient, Africa, and Eastern Europe as well. In
general, projects that Arizona librarians are involvedwith includebinationalnetworking,short
and long-term consultations,exchange programs,
bookdistributionprojects, reciprocalagreements,
and participation on the committees of several
international organizations.

Arizona State Library Association
In 1988, the Arizona State Library Association recognized the International Librarianship
Round Table (ILRT) as a means to develop the
interests of librarians and libraries in activities
and opportunities in the field of international
librarianship; to promote the exchange of materials, information, and librarians throughout the
world; and to serve as a channel of communication and wunsel for members of ASLA in the
field of international librarianship. Since that
time, the round table has grown to over 80
members, and offers interesting and varied programs at ASLA's Annual and Midyear Conferences. These have included addressesby international leaders in librarianship such as a South
African expert and collector of the largest private
library of Afiicana in the United States, the
Director of the Benjamin Franklin Library in
Mexico City, the Director of Public Libraries for
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Mexico, the Director of the Third World Book
Program of the Canadian Organization for Development Through Education, and SLA Past
President Frank Spaulding who spoke this past
November on access to international information. ILRT has also presented programs by two
Arizona librarians who have served as ALA
Bookfellows in Malaysia and Argentina, and
Arizona librarianswho have worked in Botswana,
Niger, El Salvador, and Japan.
One of the most exciting development. has
been the increase of interest in networking with
Mexican librarians. At the 1989Annual Conference, which took place in Tucson, ASLA members welcomed over 50 Mexican librarians to the
confkrence and served as host families and bilingual interpreters. This was the first time Mexican librarians had attended Arizona's state conference in such numbers. One result of this
meeting was the inauguration in 1990 of the
Asociacion Bibliotecariade Sonora,A.C. Called
ASBAC, thii became the State of Sonora's first
library association, under the leadership of Librarian Carlos Sala~
at the Colegio de Bachiolleres
del Estade Sonora (COBACH) in Hermosillo,
Mexico. In addition, Mexican and Arizona librarians, reluctant to relinquish this new networking opportunity, jointly agreed to plan a
binational transborder library forum to wntinue the dialogue.

Transborder library Forum
The Foro Binacional de BibliotecasJ
Transborder Library Forum, February 1-2,

cmhr Q 1991 sped ~ i b ~ r i~r~ociotan
er
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1991,was a huge success. The cooperative result
of the work oflibrary leaders in Arizona, Sonora,
Jalisco, and indeed the entire Mexican library
organizational structure, the two-day event offered an exhibit hall with exhibitors from both
nations, prominent scholars from each side of
the border as keynote speakers, and displays of
practical demonstrations of products, services,
and solutions to library needs; over 160 registrants from Mexico and the United States attended. The heart of the forum was the series of
Talk Tables, Mesas de Trabajo. Forty topical
talk tables, whose subjects were idensled by
survey in both countries, were facilitated by
expert moderators from Mexico and the united
States. Interpreters assisted at each table. Position papers prepared in advance by each moderator and an international glossaryof terminology set the stage for a fast-paced and informative
conference. Topics included border libraries,
status of librarians, international librarianship,
and exchanges, as well as shared resourcestnetworking, automated acquisitions and cadoging, strategicplanning,preservation, and microcomputers and database management applications. The h a l talk tables were by type of
library; the Special Libraries table was moderated by SLA Arizona Chapter President Susan
Lake. Participants at this table concluded the
day with a resolution to indude Mexican speaal
libraries in the next edition of Arizona's Dirrctoty of Special Libraries. Fifteen Mexican special
librarians attended this wrap-up session.
Bilingual published proceedings containing
the keynote talks, talk table position papers, and
resolutions will be published before the White
House Conference on Library and Information
S ~ M C ~In
S . addition, this document will provide the groundwork for the next Foro, being
called *The Second EditionILa Segunda
Edition." The Steering Committee for Foro I1
was formed even betbre the concluding ceremonies for Foro I. Foro I1 will take place in
Hermosillo, Sonora, Mexico on March 20-21,
1992.

Japanese Exchange Fellowship
The State of Arizona is proud to be active in
the field of library exchanges. Thanks to the

endowmentoflibrarypatrons, the late Dr. Layton
"Jackn Horner and Mrs. Homer, Arizona librarians, through a formal award process, receive
stipends to visit the libraries and librarians of
Osaka, Japan. Two recipients, the first, a public
librarian from Phoenix, the second a law librarian from the UniversityofArizona, visitedJapan
in 1989and 1990respectively. Both r e p o d on
their experienceswith detailed multi-media presentations at annual conferences. A trip to the
United States of Osakan librarians completed
the exchange. In March 1990, 16 Japanese librarians visited Arizona in a whirlwind trip to
academic, public, and special libraries in four
cities as well as the University of Arizona's
Graduate Library School.

Other International Adivitiis
Arizona librarians are involved in other international activities as well. ILRT has established
a Standing Committeecalled the ArizonalMexico
Area Committee (AMAC) to coordinate activities related to a consultingkxchange program
with Mexico's Binational Centers, a reciprocal
state document agreement between Arizona and
Sonora, a Partners of the Americas association
with Durango, and binational Interlibrary Loan
agreements between the U.S. and Mexico. Arizona librarians are also active on the ArizonaMexico Commission, primarily a trade and exchange group that also includes the exchange of
information; attend the International Book Fair
held annually in Guadalajara, Mexico; and are
membersofALA's InternationalRelationsCommittee. Arizona librarians are active in international book exchange, especially to the Third
World and Eastern Europe. One Arizona librarian is Vice President of ILEC, the International
Library Exchange Center, which coordinated
with Nigeria 24, a Returned Peace Corps Volunteer group, to send books to a secondary
school in Eastem Nigeria.

Conclusion
As Daniel J. Boorstin wrote in The Zndiviibk
WorU: Libraries and the Myth of C u b a f Ewchange (Washington, DC: The Library of Con-

gress, 1985):

"In a world divided by ideology, by trade
barriers, by military threats and nudear
&an, we librarians are not powerless. We
are the ambassadors of an indivisible
world-of culture and books and ideas.. .
There is no country in the world where
librarians cannot make some small progress

.

toward removing the boundaries and lowering the barriers which separate cultures
and which are sponsored by citizens or by
governments."
Ariina librarians are seeking out those opportunities.
rn

Charlene M Baklwin is Head Map Librarian at the University of Arizona. She also serves on
UA's Board of Directors as Chapter Cabinet Chair-Elect.
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Corporate Value of Library Services
by Kay Uoyes
Cater ilbr Inc. T~hnicalInformation Center used tbe President's Task Force on the
Value o tbe lnformtion Professionalfrom SIA to design a user survey. la 1988 and

!

1990, tbe survey determined user needs and tbe benefit of library services. This case
study reports on tbe survey results and user interviews. Features include: time saved
by information services; real savings in financial gain or cost avodance; importance of
the librarian as a service provider; and anecdotal evidence on value. Results proved
helpfulin determiningthe relativeimportanceof current services and in planningfuture
services. Copies of the surveys are available from SIAfs InformationResources Center.

Caterpillar Inc. is amultinational heavyequipment manufiaurer that makes a wide array of
earthmoving equipment and engines. Corporate offices are located in Peoria, IL. Research
and development are located just north of Peoria at the Technical Center. This facilityhouses
the Technical Information Center (TIC), a
special libraryemphasizingthe engineeringand
scientific needs for the corporation and especially for the Technical Center. To maintain
top quality service, timeliness and open communication are essential. Periodic evaluation of
user needs and TIC services is essential to stay
on target. Rapid development of new technology and the growing service potential makes
critical evaluation of new projects a must.
Have needs or interests changed?Is this produ a or service being delivered in the most efkctive way for today? What do users say about
service? And where should priorities lie for
future development?

Caterpillar's Technical Information Center
Caterpillar's Research Librarybegan in 1939.
Development ofproducts created a need to stay
abreast of new and developing technology. In
the early years, the library was a part of the
Research Department and developed as astrong
support for the engineering and technical staff.
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As the corporation grew, so did the need for
technical information. As worldwide manufacturing facilitiesextendedengineeringresources,
the library began to serve the new locations.
To reflect the evolving nature of the Research
Library, the name was changed to Technical
Information Center (TIC) in 1970. The collection strength is applied science with concentration in the areas of engineering, materials, and
soil mechanics. Besides traditional library materials-books, journals, government documen&, and society publications--Caterpillar
also has a need for industry standards, vendor
catalogues and other industry-specific information. New product emphasis and new fields of
technology expand the collection needs. Recent
additions indude electroniccontrols, computer
technology, artificial intelligence, and robotics.
Online searching through DIALOG has been
an integral part of the libraryservice since 1976.
Resource sharing with OCLC began in 1979.
An in-house publication, Update, has kept engineers aware of recently published journal articles and new books since 1959. In 1986, inhouse online services were initiated to improve
access for Caterpillar's diverse locations.
A staff of professionals, paraprofessionals,
clerks, and student assistants ~rovidea full
range of library services for Caterpillar's technical employees.

w~t
s 1991 ~~ lbmries ~rrocot~n
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A user may be an engineeringstaffmember or
someone in a lab at a distant location. He or she
might be a recent graduate who is preparing a
talk, a marketing representative, or a foreman
looking for a better way to do the job. The
prinaple library users remain the research and
engineering staff. Statistics compiled during
the period covered by the two surveys indicate
that more than 2,000 employees used TIC
services each year.

Challenge from SLA and ALA
In 1985, Frank Spaulding challenged the
Special LibrariesAssociation to define the value
of the information professional. A special Task
Force was charged with exploringways to determine the value of information and the information professional. TheTask Force outlined three
basic approaches to measuring information
value:
1.time saved by information services and
providers;
2. real savings, as either financial gain or cost
avoidance; and

3. anecdotal evidence.
In theTask Force report, corporate librarians
are compared to information doctors-"the
expert professionals who know how to diagnose, treat, and cure information problems." A
corporate librarian must stay in tune with the
user needs to provide efkctive service in a
climate where rapid change is the rule. The
d u e of the information profkional-the librarian-is in the service provided. Combining
knowledge of available resources, organization
skills, and corporate goah places the corporate
librarian in a unique position to enhance productivity for many employees throughout the
organization.
For 1989, the American Library Association
selected as the National Library Week theme
the phrase: "Askaprofessional. Ask alibrarian."
This, too, highlighted the importance of the
professional librarian in making an effective
library for the community it serves, whether it
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is a school or academic community or a public
or corporate library.
With these two challenges in mind, theTechnical Information Center began to design methods to evaluate services and service delivery.
Gathering quantifiable data would provide tangible results of past service, emphasize current
needs, and direct future development. The input from the Task Force report provided guidelines to plan the 1988 User Survey. This same
format was extended for the 1990 survey. In
each case,the two top questions to be addressed
were:
1. What are the strengths and weaknesses of
the library services in relationship to corporate needs?
2. How important is the librarian in the services provided?
Past user surveys had provided valuable information for TIC to measure efkctiveness and
the last survey was conducted in 1985. In light
of these two closely related questions, TIC
~lanneda user survey and individual management interviews for 1988. We expected that
response to the survey would identify the most
valuable user services and provide feedback on
the areas where development was needed. The
value ofthe librarian was implicit in many cases,
but it was also a specific part of the questions.
Results would provide a management tool to
establish priorities for long-range planning and
quantify the value of TIC services. A staH
assessment was included as part of the project.
In 1990, the same approach was taken. The
1988 experience had shown that the value of the
combination of user surveys and interviewswas
worth the time necessary for the evaluation.
The interviews were extended to include both
individual managers and group discussions with
users from cross-functional areas.

Management Interviews for Long-range
Needs
In 1988, 25 management interviews were
conducted either in person or on the phone,
depending on the manager's location. The in-

terviews solicited information on the manager's
perception of long-range needs for library services. Quality of current services was also addressed. Managers were willing to share their
projections for the next year to five years. They
suggested how library services might be tailored
to meet the changing office environment.
By 1990, the internal organization at Caterpillar had changed from functional areas to
products areas. Fifteen personal interviewswere
conducted and were more structured. A specific
set of guidelines was drawn up for the interviews, but the range of responses was as far
reaching as each division's activities. After the
individual interviews, a summary of the identified needs was presented to groups representing
thevarious divisions. The groups provided feedback on the composite goals that were developed based on the interviews. It became apparent that on-going evaluation was needed rather
than biannual surveys. In early 1991, a User
Support Committee was formed with representatives from the divisionswhich represented the
heaviest library use. The committee will provide a communication channel between the
user areas and the technical library.
The interviews, user group meetings, and the
User Support
- - Committee have allowed the library to make users aware of changes in library
service and technology that provides job benefits for them. It also allows the library to stay
abreast of the changes in division needs as the
organizational structure has changed. One common thread seemed to run through all the
communications: the impact of technology on
all technical areas and an interest in being more
~roductiveby using the increased technology.
Most managers acknowledged that staying
abreast of current developments was very important and that they relied on the library to
help in that process.

Staff Assessment to Define
Goals and Purpose
Staff assessment was done as a group brainstorming session to define the goals and purpose of the TIC. Various services were outlined
that helped meet these goals. It is difficult to
evaluate the quality of a service that one pro-

vides, so the staff did no quality or quantitative
evaluation. Staff input was valuable in defining
internal goals so that a match, or mismatch,
with user needs could be identified. Their perception of user needs also gave us a starting
point to draft the 1988 user survey and compare
the final results.
It was dear from the group sessions that the
entire staffsaw service to the technical community as a key function of their various jobs.
Specific services, such as a monthly current
awareness bulletin, were identified as essential
and recognized by both TIC staffand engineers
as having significant value. In-house online
service was identified by the staff as having
potential for handling increasing user needs
and giving greater flexibility in methods of
service delivery. Other surveysubheadings were
selected using the input from the staff to clarify
and quantify value of various library service
areas. It was expected that some services were
very popular and others were used less. The staff
was ready to compare their projections with the
engineers' response.

Survey Drafted for Quick Response
A survey was drafted so a user could respond
in ten minutes or less (copies of the survey are
available on request from SLA's Information
Resources Center). Responses indicated kquency of use of major services, overall satisfaction or dissatisfaction, brief demographic data,
and comments. During a two or three-week
period, the survey was sent with each request or
response that left the library. This procedure
recognized that company mail was akey method
of document delivery.
Phone inquirieswere not tracked and journal
routings were not included. With this plan, 147
surveys were distributed in 1988. At the end of
the response period, 99 surveys were returned,
a67 percent response rate. In 1990,385 surveys
were distributed company wide using the Update, the current awareness bulletin. An additional 72 copies were sent out as had been done
in 1988. Response rate was 31 percent or 142
surveys.
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Table 1: Value of TIC Services to Your Job
Value of Services from TIC

1988

Significant value
Moderaoe value
T i e Saved
Incmae in efficiency

6.6
80

Results Identify Service Needs and
Productivity Boost
With the management interviews and survey
responses, library services were tabulated to
identifyfrequency of useor need for a particular
service. For example, in 1988 a high response
rate on the need for vendor information in daily
work decisions implied there was a need for a
readily available vendor catalog collection. By
1990, this need had dropped significantly. This
reflects a change in organization structure and
other internal services that had developed. Other
services, such as online catalogs and searching,
had relative low usage in 1988, but showed
significant growth by 1990. This reflects new
services and tools which were being introduced
to the user community.
Online searching, such as DIALOG, is used
frequently by librarians to handle reference
requests, but is not generally a service that users
request. The relatively low response for this

51%
44%

percent of responses
percent of responses

4.4
54

avg no. of hrshonth
houdyeulTIC user

item reflects unfimiliarity with the term, not
with the results online access provides. Inhouse databases have been availablesince 1986,
so the change in number of users from 1988 to
1990 indicated the growing use of this resource.
Responses gave TIC a list of needs and s e ~ c e s
and the relative value of the information in
providing many of the services.
When engineers were asked to state the value
of TIC in their work in 1988,37% reported it
had significant value and 44% said it had moderate value. In terms of hours saved per month,
values ranged from 0 to 40 hours with an
average of 6.6 hours. For a normal 40-hour
work week, this is an increase in efficiency of
4% for library users, a gain of nearly 80 hours
per year.
By 1990, the number of users reporting that
TIC was of significant value in their work had
risen to 51% with 44% still saying it had
moderatevalue. The number of hours saved per
month, however, had dropped to 4.4 hours, an

Table 2: Dollar Value of TIC Services for 2,000 Employees
1988

1990

Significant value
Time Saved
H o w saved

740
6.6
4,884

1020
4.4
4,488

no. of employees

Moderate value
Time Saved
Hours saved

880
3.3
2,904

880
2.2
1,936

no. of employees

7,788
$25
$ 194,700

6,424
$30
$192,720

Value of Services from TIC

Total hours saved
Hourly rate
Monthly value
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hourdmonth

hourslmonth
houdmonth

efficiencyincrease of2.8% or 54 hours per year.
Part of the explanation for this change may lie
in the increased emphasis on self-service for
employeesrather than providingastaffmember
to serve each employee. Table 1 summarizes the
value q u a tions.
In today's technology explosion and competitive environment, library services add a
significant boost in productivity. Since most
s,
users take advantage of multiple s e ~ ~ ethe
advantage to Caterpillar of having a corporate
technical library adds up to a significant number of engineering hours each year.
A conservative estimate of added value is
calculated by estimating the dollar value of the
increase in productivity for the number of library users. The user base of 2,000 employees is
used for both years (see Table 2). The group

who indicated that the library provided "significant valuen to their job performance are
assumed to have saved the average number of
hours per employee. Those employees who had
"moderate valuen from library services are assumed to have saved half the average number of
hours.
Using these estimates, the savings in cost
avoidance and direct benefit to Caterpillar is
over $2.3 million annually. The potential for an
increase in productivity within the engineering
staff is undisputed, although the calculation is
based on subjectiveestimatesof individualvalue
as given in the survey.
The indicated importance of both vendor
and industry standards make these areas key
areas in improved collection. Along with the
concentration in the specific material collec-

Gle S: 19811 Sumy & m a r y Based on Percentage of Respondents
Which library services or collections do you use or have need of?
Total
Users

Frequent Tech Center
Users(*)
Users

1. Society Publications

97%

30%

97%

2. Industry Standards

88%

18%

86%

3. Charge out books

86%

5%

90%

4. Aquisitionslrequests

86Yo

7%

84%

5. Journal routing

81%

43%

86%

6. Vendor Catalogs

75%

22%

70%

7. Government Publications

73%

9%

70%

8. Reference Questions

71%

2%

70%

9. Interlibrary Loan

61%

3%

64%

10. DIALOG Services

33Yo

1Yo

34%

11. AIM (online access)

31%

1Yo

32%

(*) A frequent user is one who uses a service more than once per month.
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Table 4: 1990 Survey Sum-

Based oa Perteatage of Respoadeats

Which library services or collections do you use or have n d of?
Total
Users

Change in %
Frequent Tech Center of frequent users
Users
from 1988
Users(*)

1. Charge out books

90%

46%

94%

UP

2. Reference Questions

81%

14%

87%

UP

3. Society Publications

77%

26%

85%

down

4. Journal routing

67%

19%

76%

down

5. Vendor Catalogs

56%

6%

56%

down

6. Interlibrary Loan

56%

12%

G4Yo

UP

7. Industry Standards

55%

6%

60%

down

8. Government Publications

54%

5%

56%

down

9. AIM (online access)

44%

15%

51%

UP

10. DIALOG Services

39%

6%

44%

UP

11. Aquisitions

discontinued as library service

(*) A frequent user is one who uses a service more than once per month.

tion, it is imperative that the engineering
community be given adequate notice of changes
or upgrades in the collection.
The heavy concentration of contactsby phone
makes telephone techniques for interview and
response very important. Despite the objections that phone answering devices bring, service has been added to handle the volume at
peak times. Immediate persona senrice is preferable, of course, but may not be Rasible at all
times.
T o simplifyself service and gain wider disnibuaon of information, implementation of the
online public access online catalogcontinued at
an accelerated pace from 1988 to 1990, when it
became fully operational. Upgrades to simplifL
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searching and display to improve the user access
of the system are important. Preference for staf
assistance and the need for s& assistance for
nonlocal employeeswas obvious. Online access
has changed and will continue to change st&
responsibilities and enable staff members to
serve more employees, but it will not decrease
the responsibility or desirability of personal
service for all users.
The value of user input has been demonstrated for Caterpillar. The on-going dialog
helps library staff and users as needs and technologies change. The surveys have enabled the
Technical Information Center to focus on priority services and discontinue those things that
have marginal value.

Table 5: 1988 TIC User Quabty/Benefits Summary
How would you rate qualitylbenefit of TIC services for your job?

All users

Tech Center Users

1. Overall quality

Significant
Moderate
Slight
2. Benefit in job performance

Significant
Moderate
Slight

37%

44%
19%

3. Estimated hours saved per month.

6.6

Demographics
Tech Center Users
Location

Other Facilities

50%

Survey respondents = 99

Table 6: 1990 TIC User Quality/Benefits Summary
How would you rate quditylbenefit of TIC senices for your job?

All Users

Tech Center Users

1. Overall quality

Significant
Moderate
Slight
2. Benefit in job performance

Significant
Moderate
Slight

52%
42%
5%

3. Estimated hours saved per month.

4.4

5.1

Tech Center Users

Other Facilities

50%

50%

Demographics

Location
Survey respondents = 142
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Sources for Information on
Foreign Companies
by Flower l. Huld
-

-

W Locating information about companies inco orated outside the United States can
be difficult. Sometimes this information is avai ble in the same sources that rovide
information for U.S corporations but, in many cases, other tools must be use Some
are discussed below.

'&

As interest in international business grows,
information providers increasingly must answer
questions about corporations in other countries.
Some of this information is lurking in the same
familiarsourcesoften used for information about
U.S. companies but some is elusive. Finding it
requires more specialized tools.
Different sources have different orientations
and there is a tradwff between the number of
companies covered and the amount of information given for each. Some libraries will find
simple directory information sufficient. Others
will have special needs in a particular geographic
area or industry. In building a reference collection of foreign company information, each information center should define its own needs
and be guided by them. Few will have the
resources to be comprehensive.
The reviews below are divided into three
sections.

1. Section one discusses common reference
sources often used to find information
about U.S. companies, but which also include some foreign company information.
2. Section two considers reference tools primarily concerned with foreign companies
and which can be purchased.

3. Section three lists online databases.
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None of the sections is exhaustive. Further
information on other and more specific resources can be found in the titles listed in the
bibliography or by consulting major database
vendors such as Dialog or Datastar. With the
exception of Predicasts' Prompt, all sources reviewed are full text.

Section 1
The SecuritiesAct of 1933 requires that companies which sell stock to the public in the
United States must register and file reports with
the Securitiesand Exchange Commission (SEC).
This law applies to foreign as well as domestic
corporations. Filings are in the public domain
and the information they contain is readily
available. Copies ofdocuments may be obtained
either from the SEC or from private vendors.
They are abstracted in many commonly-used
business reference publications some of which
are given below.

Conqpoct Discbsm Betheda, MD: Disclosure
Database Sewkes (S-year curnulatons, monthly
updates)
The Disclosure database contains information on over 12,000 publicly-held companies
registered with the Securities and Exchange
Commission and tradedon U.S. stockexchanges
or over the counter. In August of 1990, 484
foreign companies were included in this total.
i Libmries
i rocat at on
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While this is a small percentage of all foreign
companies, they may well be the ones for which
informationis needed simplybecausetheir stock
can be purchased easily in the United States.
The type of information given for foreign
registrants varies slightly from that given for
domestic ones. (Accountingpractices vary from
one counay to another.) The typical Disclosure
record will have up to 25 pages of current data
induding a balance sheet, a financial statement,
and mao andpis. Subsidiaries are listed but the
management discussion section andlor a letter
from the CEO may be omitted.
Disdosure provides a demand S e ~ c which
e
can deliver documents or provide speaal reports
on individual companies. It is also available
online.

StandaddP~~~s'Corpcrrotba
Recarrfs(7volr)
New Yodc Standard and Poon Corporation

(montyl-8s)

This source includes foreign companies if
their stockis traded on either the NYSE, AMEX,
or NASDAQ. Occasionally foreign companies
that are actively traded on smaller regional U.S.
exchanges will also be covered. Since the selection criteria is the activity of a company's stock
in the U.S., there is no way of knowing how
many foreign companiesare induded at any one
time or which countries are represented.
Information is basically the same for all companies. There is a briefseaion giving the history
and background. Also induded are earnings
statements and consolidated balance sheets in
the currency of the home country. Directory
information is reasonably complete but not easy
to find.

Stcmdbd d Pam' Register of CorparotiPn$
M u c md
~ E~recuttvtn(3 vok.) New York:
Standard and P o d s Corponnkm (annual)
Still basically a directory of United States
corporations, the Standard and Poors' Rcgkter
now also includes over 1,000 Canadian companies and nearly as many from other countries.
Standard directory information, including officers, number of employees and type of activity
or produa(s), is available for each. Foreign
companiesare included based on the publisher's
perception of the usefulness of this information

to U.S. companies. OKcers of foreign companies are not regularly induded in the biographical volume of the Rq@er (Vol. 2).
The S&P database, induding both the Rqkter and Corporate Descriptions is available on a
compact disc from Dialog as well as online.

Problems in locating information on foreign
companies ariseprimarilywith those that are not
listed on one of the U.S. exchanges. Fortunately
publishers and vendors are recognizingthis void.
Manyold standbys are expanding their coverage
substantially and there are new entries in the
field. However, there are still problem areas.
Coverage is heavily weighted toward Western
European countries, particularly major industrial countries in the EEC. It is improving rapidly for Asia, but is mediocre at best for Latin
America and the Middle East. Coverage for
Africa is very poor and it is still difficult to locate
information for companies in Eastern Europe.

Corrpoct Discbm~
C a d and Conp#t DiscbE q e . Betheda, MD:DiscbsureDatabase
Senkes
Disdosure has just begun to expand into the
internationalfield. The Canadian database contains 6,000 records which are similar to the U.S.
Disclosure records. This is the GznCorp database and is also available online.
At present, the CompactDiclosure, Europrhas
records for only 1,700 companies in 15 countries. They are obtained from the Netherlands
Credit Institute (NCM). Plans are to expand to
over 3,500 companies within the next year.
Those accustomed to U.S. Compact Diiclosurc
may be disappointed. The records are shorter
and the format somewhatinconsistentAccounting practices and reporting requirements that
vary from one country to another make comparisons difficult, a problem Disclosure is trying
to overcome. Ratio analysis is minimal and
records often do not include descriptive text,
information on merger activity, or other elements included in the records for U.S. companies (Disclosure cites translation problems).
Currencies are in the country of the company
andin dollars.

DUR and Bradstreet. Three Sylvan Way,
Pardppany, NJ
Dun's has entered the international business
information field in a big way. As always, most
of its products must be leased, not purchased.
The requirement that an older volume in a series
be returned is waived for libraries, but Dun's has
been very insistent in requiring alvolumes in a
series be returned if a subscription is stopped.
D&B publications covering large areas of the
world are describedbelow. Informationon those
covering more limited geographical areas can be
obtained from Dun's Marketing.

35,000 lading European companiesnbased on
annual sales volume. Companies are from the
EEC, plus Austria and Switzerland. The first
two volumes list countries and companiesalphabetically. Entries are similv to those in Principk
ZnternationalBusitussabut are somewhat fuller.
This is one of the kw sources of directory
information for Latin American companies. It is
similar in format and content to the Millon
DollarDirrctoryand PrincipkZntrmOtiOMlBusinests. Firms are listed alphabetidy and by SIC
code. The CEO's name is given and import/
export activity indicated. Information is from
the Dun's database.

Ash/p& KeyBuxhessEntetprfsesParsippany,
HI:Durn Marketing Service

~penstedtD&ect#vof~~s(CD-

This new publication contains brief, direc
tory-type entries for 22,000 companies in 14
Pacific Rim countries. Entries resemble those in
other major Dun's direaories such as Principks
IntmratwnaIBruit~sses.Indexing
- is by- -product
as well as geographical and country profiles are
included. Japanese companies dominate with
almost half of the entries.
This is one of the few sources giving broad
coverage of Asian countries.

ROM). Darmstadt, Germany: Hoppenstedt
W t t s M t d o t d GmbH (every fou months)

Ash3 17,500 hpst bmponles and Euope's
1 5 , o O O ~ s t ~ ~ L o n dUC
o nInterm:
tioml (distributed by Dun's Marketing Services)
(annuals)
In section one in each of these volumes, the
500 largest companies are ranked by sales. A
third section ranks trading companies by sales.
All are listed in tabular form with brief financials. Many private companies are included.
Rankings, the use of ISIC numbers, and U.S.
dollars throughout makes cross national comparisons relatively easy. Both volumes contain
summaries of the economic and business conditions in each of the countries covered.
Formats are not entirely consistent between
the volumes and sometimes are rather confusing. Some will find the color coding distracting
and wish that money spent in printing and paper
had been applied toward a price reduction.

W s Euopcr (3 v d 3 . Parslppany, NJ: Dun's
Marketing Servkes (annual)
This is a new product, a "definitive guide to

Detailed descriptions for almost 50,000 West
German and West Berlin companies, those with
a minimum of 20 employees or 2 million d e s
DM. These listings account for 70% ofGerman
sales. Includes directory information, industry
sector and codes (SIC, etc., financial information, subsidiaries, and imports and exports.
Corresponds to the hard cover HandblKh der
Grossunternchmtn and Mitttlstatndischen
Untmhmm. Is also available online.

M d ) ldnket#rreth
Bvdnesses Parslppany,
k Dun md Bradsheet International (amwl)
This is the Million D o b r Directoy for the rest
of the world and has, at the moment, more
listings than any of the other directories reviewed but with limited information on each
company. The standard Dun's directory format
is used. Separate sections list companies by SIC
code and alphabetically. A Dun's number is
given and further information may be available
online. Dun's includes both private and public
companies in its publications.

Who Owns MumLondon: Dun and Bradstreet,
Ltd. (annuals)
Dun's Who Oumr Whom series provides very
good, comprehensive guides for tracing strut
ture and ownership of corporations. Volumes or
sets (some are two volumes) for North America,
Australasia and the Far East, Continend Europe, and United Kingdom and Republic of
Ireland can be purchased separately. SIC codes
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and minimal directoryinformation are included.
The cross referencing is excellentand ownership
is easy to trace but this is not a good source for
other information.
OMIs U%om is available online through
PergarnodOrbit and on tape fiom the publisher.

FInandd Thtes Internafiorol rearbodrsChkag4
St. James Press ( a d s )
At pment there seven of these yearbooks:
Mining, Oil and Gry WorU I m a n c r , WorU
H o d Directoty, E&ctronics, ChemicaL, and Engineering. The last three are in a set, IndIrsttiaf
Cbrnpunk, but can be purchased separately. In
all cases, the publisher indudes those companies
about which it has adequateinfbrmation and the
amount and depth of the information varies.
Formars are similar throughout
Each volume contains an ove~ewofthe
present
of ;he past
stateof the industry, discusses
year and projects future trends, worldwide. A
useful section in the fiont explains company designations and the country they indicate (Inc =
incorporated, UnitrdStata,LLC= Limited Liability Company, MIA& &st, etc). Finanaal terms
used in the m r k are also defined.
These yearbooks are reasonably priced and a
real find for libraries with needs in these specific
areas.

rntmHonal Dtwtory of ConpMy HstOrIe%(5
v k ) Chiape St. James Press
This five-volume set is in the p r o a s of publication. Volume 1 is now available and Volume
2 is due. The publisher plans to have the remaining vohnes out by 1992 but "won't promise."
The Directory will provide histories of the
world's largest and most influential companies.
Descriptions are several pages in length, giving a
good picture of the company's founding and
growth (including changes in product mix, acquisitions, and company strategy). This infbrmaaon is placed in context by rekrring to the
economic and political climate of the time.
Sometimes a bibliography is appended.
The series is planned to cover the estimated
1,200 largest companies worldwide. The arrangement is alphabetically by field of activity
and company. Since selection is by asset size,
there can be no predetermined number of coun-
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tries and en& from major industrial countries
will predominate.

This directory is the international version of the
Dinrtoty of GtponrtcAJihtwmand has a similar
bnna~
It is particularly availablein locahg affiliations of foreign companies in the U.S. and those
of U.S. companies a b d . The work gives a
surprisingamount of directory-type idormation,
including idormation fbr subsidiaries.
Other useful information includes lisa of foreign consulates in the U.S. and U.S. embassies
abroad, Chambers of Commerce, breign trade
commissions and international telephone codes.
If directory information will suffice, this gives
alot for a relatively reasonableprice and could be
a first or, if the budget is limited, the only
purchase in this area

h s Om Smce CDhtwmtknrd Cambridge,
lk Lotus Development Corp.
Part of the Lotus One Source CD-ROM set
This CD-ROM is compiled from data provided
by CIFAR (Center fbr International Financial
Analysis and Research) and Wright Investor's
Service (see Wor&opebelow) Contains financial
data on some 5,000 major corporations in 27
industriesand 24 countrieswith 300 or more data
itemsperentry. Currentratios are computed Data
goes back 20 years. Directory idormadon and
company specific accounting standards are included. Companiesare selected by size and not all
industries are represented in each country.

.

Mt@r CongPIJesof tbArab W& MaJorCornpaniesofEwqeVd 1, McJorConpcuJesoffh
ConHnenta/Ewopecn Ecarromk Comndty, V d
2, Major Cuupdes of the Udted
and
V d 3, Mq& -s
of Western Euope
OutsidetheEc~Camnurlty;Majorcor)4-

rJesofth FarbstVd 1, S o u ~ s t A s b 4 l d V d
2E a s t A s k M ~ ~ s o f ~
London: Gmham and Trotmn (Distributed by
Gale) (annuals)
This rather expensive series provides inf$rmation that is hard to find elsewhere. Each volume
can be purchased separatelyso librariescan beef up
coverage in areas, such as the Arab world or parts

of Asia, which are not well covered by other
sources. AU kinds of enterprises are included,
financial and senrice companies as well as industrial companies, both publidy and privately held.
Companies self nominate for inclusion in
these directories and supply the information
used. Records vary substantially in length and
quality. Enmes are selected on the basis of sales
volumeorsizeofbalancesheetand thecompany's
importance to the country in which it is based.
In I d e v e l o p e d countries, the criteria do not
seem to be rigorously applied.

MD: Discbske Database k e s

-

-

The CIFAR (Center for International Financial Analysis and Research) collection of annual
reports for over 7,000 foreign companies in 50
countries has been purchased by Disclosure,
renamed, and is nowdistributed through them.
This is the most extensive collection presently
available offline. Microfiche reports are divided
into two series, the Industrial Coltntrics Colkcthn consisting of 5,000 reports from companies
in 20 major industrial countries and Emeng
GpidMarRetscovering more than 2,000 companies in 27 other countries, many ofwhom are
in the "third world." Information back to 1977
is available for some.
Each series is accompanied by a paper user's
guide which gives basic directory information. It
a h includes company rankings by country and
industry, and a list of defunct companies and
name changes. There is a demand service for
individual company reports.

h l d f s Intemuliud h b d (2 vds.). New
Yorlc k d f s Investors Service ( a w l )
The standard Moody>Manuul format is applied to over 5,200 major international companies (all non-U.S.). The narrative includes a
brief history, current operations, and financials.
Information comes from the corporations themselves, stockholders reports, and/or the SEC or
other governmental agenaes.
The ntanualisarranged alphabetidy by country with the first pages ofeach section containing
valuable economic and social data. The countries' bonds and other obligations are included
and rated by Moody's.

In addition to thereplartsrt, thereisauseful
special seaion (blue)which contains both intern?tional and countty-speafic information such as
consumer prices, impom andexports,commodity
prim, exchange rates, and international s d

exchangeinderes.Indarrngisex&tThcmrtmrel
isinbnnativeandeasytousc,a@v;rlue.

worldscope ldustrfd Compny Pmfiles (5
vols.) Worldscop F k w d C0111panyProfhr
(3 volr) Bridgeport, CC: Wright InvestorsService (annuals)
WorLicEop is a joint product of Wnght Intors S e ~ and
a the G n t a for FinancialAn+i
and Resevch (see above). Sas may be purchased
separately. Volume one of each set is perhaps the
most useful and interesting as it contains summaries of all countriescoveredand statisticalcomparisons between them. There are also a variety of
company rankings. Hidden at the back of the
"Users' Guide" section is a discussion of accounting praaices in each country.
Subsequent volumes in each set are divided
inm broad geographical areas and alphabetically
by country. A full page ofstatisticalinformation
(66 to 100 items) for each company is given in
tabular form. Six years are covered. Ratios and
growth rates are included. This is not an easy
publication to use in its paper form. However,
much of what it contains is not available else.where. Wmldcope has a new CD-ROM available covering the same information in the paper
publications but it is not very user friendly.
The books and C D are excerpts from a substantially larger database which is available on
computer tape, online through CompuServe or
as part of the Lotus One Source CD-ROM
serk. his database covers a ten-yearperiod and
contains 700 data items per entry. It is updated
monthly with weekly updates planned.

Section 3
Online databases provide a breadth of coverage and searching flexibility impossible to obtain in paper or a m . New databases are becoming availableat a rapid rate and many established
ones are expanding.
The lit below is not exhaustive. A much more
complete list of directory-type databases, a de-
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scription of their contents and their vendors is
appended to Reva Bach's article, "A Survey of
InternationalCompany Directories" in the April
1989 issue of Database, or can be found in on of
the database directories.
Dialog seems to still be the major online
vendor of international company information
in the U n i d States but it has no monopoly.
Datastar, a relative newcomer h m ~ u r o khas
,
some unique databases. Unless noted, all those
listed below are available through Dialog although they may also be available elsewhere.

ABC EmpaEuropean Export Indusky ( d a b l e
through DataStar)ABCder Deustchen Wlrtschuh
Werkrgsgesellschaft mbH and EuropeEx
tion GmbY Postfach 40 34 Bemner A 8 D6100 Dtmnstadt 1, West Germany

E

ABC Europe is the online equivalent of m
publications, ABC ab Dnrtsch Wrf~baf,
and
ABC E~ctvpcProdurtion The database provides
quite complete directory-type information on
149,000 companies in 32 European countries,
(eastern Europe is included). Covers number of
employaes,managementandownership, andcapitalization. Has brief textual description of p d ucts and s e ~ c e s .Database is prim+ directed
toward importers and exporters and contains the
names of import and export managers.

Fbm#kd llmes Fdtext. FinancblTimes Business
lnfonnotbn 1, Southwork Bridge, London SEl

various priit directories and produces databases
of companies in Germany, Austria, and the
Benelux countries. Only the German directory
is available on Dialog. The others can be accessed through D a d t a r . Databases are in German with English translations for Hoppnrstcdt
Getmany and Hoppnrrtcdt Bcnefux. All contain
both public and private companies, some degree
of product coding or description, and minimal
or no financiah.

Haypenst& Auftrirr
This provides full directory-type information
for companies with over 200 employees. Very
limited financials.

Hoppenstedt Be&
This database gives somewhat limited dire^
tory information for almost 80,000 companies
in Belgium, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands.

HoppenstedtCalled HoppntrcrdtDimtory ofGrrmpn Gmpak,this database is now available on CD-ROM.

ICC Infonnatlon, Im,7 Centuy Drive, Suite 205,
Parsippony, NJ 07054
ICC provides extensive information for all
registered companies in the U.K., both public
and private, and more limited information for
companies in other European countries and
Canada.

9HL Englond
Contains the full text of all articles published
in the London and international editions of the
Finuncial Tima h m 1986 to the present. This
is not the place to look for directory information, but it offers a European perspective on the
international business scene.
The file may prove particularly valuable in
locatinginformationabout small companies not
covered elsewhere (all significant words in the
text can be searched). It also includes information on industries, markets, economics, and
relevant political developments.

Hop ensted Wlrtschuftsdutenbunk Gmbh.
W g a n g M v e s t r . 9 D - 6 1 OOOanatodt,
West Gennany

I

This company abstracts information from
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KCBritfsh C q m n y h t o q Dut&se
This database contains records for all of the
Limited Liability Companies in the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland, over two
million records. Information includes basic directory data and a list of documents filed with
the Companies Registration Offices as required
by British law. The file is being expanded to
include basicfinancialsand inbrmationon stock,
fuller information on filings with the Companies Registration Office, and notice of timecritical events such as charges against assets or
liquidation. Companies dissolved since 1968
are included in the database but only name,
registration number, and date of dissolution are
given.

B#&bQgaRyFhaaddIktosbsstr~

h T ~ ~ I n v p s T e x t T . D 1l ,1 F d S t r e e t ,

Substantial information is provided h r over
105,000 lvger British companies, both privately and publicly owned. The information is
fiom m u d reports and other documents filed
with the CompaniesRegistration Office. Fiandal inbrmation includes balance sheets, profit
and loss data, and performance ratios.T k fle is
being upgraded to provide stock analysis, the
names of major shareholders, growth ntes of
subsidiaries, and industry comparisons. ICC
provides a document delivery service h r dl
documentson file with the Companies Registration Offices.

Boston, MA 02210

KC k~ternoti##IBudness
R e d fbfabsr
Full text investment bank and brokerage reports as well as annual reports are in this database. Seventy percent of the coverage is British,
the balance is for European or Asian companies
and regions. A n n d reports are included for all
companies listed on the London exchange.
Reports may be either "companynor "industry" and can be lengthy. All can be searched by
company name, industry, produa name or SIC
code, and geographical arez Finandals are extensive. These are thoughtful reports and valuable b r the' analysis of a company's position
within an indusay and its future prospeas.

/ n t ~ P u r ' s M e t I d e n f f f l a Dun's
r r MaThis directory now contains basic inbrmation on more than 550,000 leading companies
in approximately 150 countries. The file cornsponds in part to the paper Prituipk Zntrmatiowl Bwinrsses. Companies may be public,
private, or government controlled, and all lines
of business are induded. When subsidiaries are
induded, the parent company is referenced.
By the end of 1990, Dun's expects to expand
this file exponentially. The goal is to have over
three and a half million. The file will still be
weighted toward Europe.
Canada is not included in this database but is
available online as Canadian Dun ?Market Zdmt~Jim,
a file of about 350,000 public and private
Canadian companies.TheU.S. and former communist block countries are also excluded.

ZnvaTort contains the fidl text of company
and indusay reports by investment firms and
march organizations from many countries.
More than 4,000 fomgn companies and over
fifty industry groups arc corned. Repom a m age eight pages in length. Theyvaryagood bit in
content but company reports u s d y contain at
least some basic directory information.
for financial and market
InvcrTat is &I
analysis. It can be searched by SIC number or
industry name and may contain forecasts and
market share inbrmation.

E
mReedlnfonrmtbnSmkes, Ltd.,
Win
Court, East Grinstead House, East
Grinstead, West Sussex RHl9 1- UK.

KT

K m p m was begun to assist companies in
locating products and services in post-World
War I1Europe. Aspedal product-ding system
was devised and is still used both by the direcmries and in the d a k . The ability to identi@
who makes or does what is the database's major
strength. The list of products produced by a
listed company a n be extensive.
At present, Kompass Europe covers over
300,000 companies and includes data in dire^
tories published b r 12western European counmes. The foreign trade status (exporter or importer), products produced, and languages spoken are given. There are no financiah or company histories.
Kompurs I/.K includes almost one million
U.K registered companies and covers 110,000
in considerable depth, including full finandah.
The Kmpoy databases are being expanded
and the publisher warns that not all records will
contain all fields.

M o o d ) , ~ ~ - - ~ M o o d y ' ~
Investon Sewice, Int, W Churtk Street, New
Y& NY 10007
Moody? Gqwratc News - Zntmurtrmurtro~lis
the
online equivalentof the News w o r t s updates to
the Intrrrmtiona1Man& This file has cumulated since 1983 and allows searching by event
code or name in addition to country and company. It contains finandals for that period as
well as mergers, name changes, and brief histo-

ria. Moody> Cotprate News- Intmrrrtwnafdoes
not mirror the Manualbut containsmuch of the
same information.

ptwrgt Redka* 11001 Cedar Avenue, Clevebnd, OH 44 106 1-800-3216388
Prompt is primarily a bibliographic database
but indudes a signifiant amount of t a t , with
some data in tabular form. Over 1,200 international trade and business publications are re-

viewed and abstracted. These include newspapers, government reports, trade journals, reports
by securities and investment firms, and special
repom. Searching can be done by corporate
name, industry, geographical area, and in a
number of other indexes. Citations to foreign
publications are in English.
This is the most comprehensiveof Predicasts'
databases and is international in scope. Updates
are daily and the file is cumulative.
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Together in San Antonio:
A Look Back at SLAfs
82nd Annual Conference

nomic necessity of using an infbnnation resource
Special librarians from around the world decenter and information professionals.
scended upon the Lone Star City of San Antonio
"We all recognize that information is an imfor the 1991 Annual Conference, June 8-13.
portant resource. Those companies that have
SLA's 82nd Annual Conference attracted 5,029
information readily availablewill move forward;
information professionals and exhibitors, an
increase from last year's Pinsburgh Conference attendance
of 4,805.
Special librarians spent the
weekattendingprograms, meetings, and seminars; they took
part in panels, roundtables, and
discussions;they met to discuss
busings, careers, and the prok i o n . Hundreds of information professionalstoured the Exhibit Hall several times, discussing products and s e ~ c e s
with vendors. They also took
time to tour romantic San Antonio by day and night, dancing
the rught away at a fiesta, and William GreeLy, Chairman, Vakro E n q y Corp. and speaker at the
visiting the many sights in and 2nd annual V;IP Reception with SLA i kadcrs: thrn Presidmt Rutb
S&m
and then Prcsidrnt-Ekct Guy St. C b .
around the citv.
the others will fall behind," Greehey told an
audience of some 60 San Antonio business leadVIP Reception
ers, information professionals, and SLA VIPs.
TheVIP reception was hosted by SLA's Texas
The Conkrence d kicked off with the secChapter and the Board of Directors.
ond annual VIP reception for local business leaders. Entitled "Infbrmation Invites Success," the
reception took place in San Antonio's prestigious
Professional Development
Plaza Club and h t u r e d l o d businesscommunity
Some 1,000 information professionals parleaderWilliam Greehey, Chair and CEO oNalero
ticipated
in SLA's annual offering of quality
Energy Corporation. Glleehey spoke to the e m -
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professional development programs; the 1991
offering of more than 25 programs was a useful
mix of continuing education courses, two units
of the Middle Management Institute, executive
management courses, and management films.
This year's participants of SLA's Continuing
Education program were able to choose from
"AddingValue to Corporate Library Services," a
focusing on-the range of possibilities
for adding value to services; "European Company Information: Preparing for 1992," a seminar providing a detailed review of the extensive
financial information available on European
companies;"MainsPeamingthe SpecialLibrary,"
which discussed how libraries and
a -program
information centers become vital to their parent
organizations; and more.
Reflecting the trends in the information profession, several programs sparked extreme interest, including "Adding Value to Corporate Library Services," "Maximizing Customer Satisfaction," and "Developing Expert System Technology to Improve Productivity."
Once again, SLAconducted the Employment
Clearinghouse, a service that takes place only at
the Conference. This year the Employment
Clearinghouse provided more than 72 job listings to 156 job seekers. Also available this year
was a newly-developedresource, an information
which providedexploration of resources
for unemployed members.

Division Programs
Throughout the week, SLA's 27 Divisions condumd more than 350 programs, seminars,panels,
and roundtables. This year's Division programming was full of relevant, interesting, and timely
topics, giving Confkrence attenders an unforgettable opportunityto learn, share, and expand their
prohional perspectives. Programs such as "Government Mbrmation Section: Census Update
1991," "TQMS: Buzzword or Savior?"and "An
Unimaginable Adventure: OCLC and the FBI
Reunite Books and their Righdul Owners" drew a
record number of participants.
Once again, many Division planners summarized their Division's activities for inclusion in
this wrap-up; below are their reports. Thanks to
all who contributed.
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Chemistry Division
Compiled by Carol Cur,
Chair, Chemistry Division
The ChemistryDivision had asuccessfd slate
ofprograms and activitiesin an ~ntonio.Social
events induded an open house w-hosted with
the BIO and ERM divisions on Sunday and a
party at the Lone Star Brewery hosted with
several other scientific divisions on Tuesday.
Our annual business meeting took place on
Monday. The Division plans to expand the
newsletter staff from its current one-man show
to indude an advertisingmanager and reporters.
It was also decided that past chairs would serve
on the Long-Range Planning Committee.
On Monday the Division cosponsored two
programs. A panel discussing copyright issues
for the '30s featured speakers from the Copyright Clearance Center and &om the ADONIS
Project which will offer full-text journals on
CD-ROM. Another Monday program presented
insights on how proprietary information is
handled in various organizations with speakers
from BPAmerica, Baxter Healthcare Corp., and
GLaxo Inc The programs hadoverflowcrowdsa testament to the high level of interest in the
topics.
On Tuesday the Division participated in the
Toxicology Roundtable, a popular session which
is presented biennially at the SLA annual meeting. Attendees received an up-to-date review of
information resources in toxicology. On Tuesday we also cosponsored a program on the
Future ofAcademic Science Libraries. Again the
audience overflowed the room and filled an
adjoining foyer. Most of this crowd stayed
through the entire presentation and heard some
stimulating discussion on how to cope with the
current hnding crisis as well as how to prepare
for the library of the future while maintaining a
library in the here and now.
Wednesday's program included a session on
Microcomputer-Based Chemical Information
moderated by Loren Mendelsohn of Wayne
StateUniversity.SpeakersindudedTodd Wipke,
Editor of Trtrabedrm Computer Methodology,
who described this experimental journal which
indudes s o h a r e as an integral part of the journal. Comell University's Jan Olsen, Head of the
Electronic Chemistry Library Project with

OCLC, Bellcoreand ACS, describedthatprojea
and presented some preliinaty results. Eva
Bergant of Molecular D e s i i Limited gave an
overview of MDL products which indude a
reaction database management system and molecular modelling software.
The Division's prognmming concludedwith
our traditional STN Roundtable. Ellen
Mimnaugh from Chemical Abstnas (CA) provided an excellent update on new products and
system fiatures. Discussion follwing the presentation centered in part around CA's plans for a
C D product CA is consideringa C D version of
the 13th Collective Index; they are, however,
considering design of a storage product rather
than a search tool.
Information Tachnology Division,
Compiled by Chdene Bddwin,
Progmm Planner
The Information Technology Division offers
membership in four sections and each section
plans at least one program for the Annual Conference. Many programs this year at San Annio were cosponsored, indicating the cross-disciplinary nature of the InformationTechnology
Division. Following are highlights of the ITE
1991 prognm:
Government Information Section. "Census
Update 1991" was the title of the program
cosponsored with the News, Social Sciences,
and Education divisions. 150 attendees heard
the followingspeakers address the issue of Census data in various brmats. Gary Young, Data
User Services Division, Bureau of the Census,
presented an overview of 111 Census products
available. Stephen L. Sexton, Documents/Refi
erence Librarian at the University of Texas at
San Antonio, reviewed the data available in, and
the benefits of, hard copy publications. Judy
Fair-Spaulding, of Spaulding Associates, described DIALOG online Census files,
CENDATA (menudriven) and File 580 (command version). Jeanette Mueller-Alexander,
Business Subject Specialist, Hayden Library,
Arizona State University, outlined the characteristics and limitations of the CD-ROM products. Charlene Baldwin, Head of the Map Collection of the University of Arizona, discussed
the mapping and GIs (Geographic Information

System) software products which are becoming
available; she also described a nation-wide test
project to evaluate Ccnsus softwvc that is availabk from commercial vendors.
-Reported byJudy Fair-Spaulding, Govemment Information Section Chair, 1990191.
MiaocomputaSection. The Microcomputer
Section pmented aprognm entitkduNetworking CD-ROMs: Making it Work." This program attracted an o d o w crowd of more than
350 peopk.
Supported by an excellent slide prcsenation,
Ruth Huure~y,of the Nimia Library at the U.S.
Naval dy,
spoke about the ~roblemsinvolved in installation and
of the hardwax
and s o h b r a LAN supporting CD-ROM
drives in an ;Lcaduniclibrary. The discussion was
practical and hands-on, giving important advice
about the selection and use of consultants and
vendors, physical d g i of workstations, and security issues. StafFuaining b r the LAN administrator, and the amount of st& time involved for
this function were also covaad.
Consultant Howard MQueen gave a technical overview of issues involved in setting up a
successful LAN to link CD-ROM drives. Discussed were LAN architecture, Micmsoft extensions, different C D LAN network sohare, file
servers, security, duties of a system administrator, re.mote control did access, tower and daisychainingCD-ROMs, "ram cram,'' meteringsofiware, system backbones, and diffkrent types of
bridges and routers. Major points and typical
system layouts were shown in aseriesofexcellent
transparencies that brought clarity to a number
of complex concepts.
-Reported by Dan Stlrhl, Microcomputer
Section Chair, 1991192.
TcchniulSaviasSeaion. The TechnicalServices Section, ledbyChairKvrnAndrews,pIanned
two programs for SanAntonio. The first, oosponsored with the Committee on Catalopg, was
entitled, "Shopping for the Next Integrated L1brary Systemor PublicAccess Catalog.. Consumer
Reviews." A panel of librarians d i d their
exp"ienm implementing and using the newest
relases of various online systems.
The second program was on the subject of
"The SISAC Barcode, A New Standard for
Automated Serial Issue-Level Identification."

+
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Sponsored by the Publishing Division, Intemational Relations, Publisher Relations, and Standards Committxxs, as well as ITE, it was an
informational session. A member of the Serials
Industry Advisory Committee (SISAC), Betty
Landesman, described the new standard, and its
many potential uses in acquisitions, check-in,
&rence, and interlibrary loan functions. A
representative from the publishing world,
Herman Paddruwe, from Kluwer Academic
Publishing, discussed how this new standard
&ts
the preparation, distribution and daiming of serial issues. Librarian Deborah
Broadwater, from Vanderbilt University Medical Library, described her experiences with the
preparation and use of online check-in by barcode, indudiig s&ng and equipment concerns. Disscussion centered on getting the standard accepted and used by all publishers, as well
as the challengesthe automated software faces in
reading the barcodes and integrating them into
the checking function. Anita Ian, from the
Southwest Research Institute moderated.
Networking Committee. By far the largest
attendance for any ITE program was the pmgram entitled "The Roadmap of the Internet,"
and in follow-up program the next day, "Special
Librarians and the Internet." Tracy LaQuey
Parker, author of the User? Directory of Computer N a r k s , gave an "aerial overviewnto the
uncharted wildernessof the Internet, as she does
not believe a road map exists yet. Shedefined the
Internet as alogicalworldwide networkmade up
of a number of other networks. At least 30
countries are presented on the network. While
largely research and education, there is growing
diversity. There are currently over 2,700 networks. Current estimates are 1 to 5 million users
on 3,000 host computers. LaQuey Parker traced
the history of Internet, compared it to the other
well-known, and primarily academic, network,
BITNET (the Because It's Time network); she
discussed some of the issues to consider when
becoming a member of the network, such as the
world can find you if you connect, this connectivity may have an impact on interlibrary loan or
require security measures. License agreements
for databases and copyright issues need to be
considered. She distributed a bibliography of
relevant readings on the subject
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The follow-up meeting, Networking II, amsisted of a pan4 of Internet users. Mary Layman,
fiom the& DiegoSupmomputerCentsr,spoh
on current and hturc uses of the Internet Dr.
Pauline Rothsrein. Dirraor of Informadon Scrvices at Russell S
w Foundation in Ncw York
City, spoh on scholarly communication use in a
researchsetting. Dr. Rothsteinarpeastosascholus usingvuiousonlinecatalogsthey need to a c a s
as wdl as other availabk resouncs such as the
national dambases. Joanne M. Goode, on contract
to IBM from the Univcmity of Kentucky, is the
mul;lger of PAMNET, the listsemr for the SLA
Physics-Asnonomy-MathDivision. This is one of
two current SLA l i s t s e ~the
~ ~other
; is MAPS-L.,
from the Geognphy and Map Division, modera d by Johnnie Sutherhd at the University of
GeorgiaSheexplained&utcomputera,&m~
ing bulktin boards, forums, and direct mail to
individual participants.
In the question and answer period after both
sessions, the group was queried on their interest
for an SLA listserv for special librarians. There
was particular interest for the Networking Committee to explore an SLA listserv and for the
Networking Committee and ITE to W i t a t e
Divisions and Chapters forming their own
listservers and forums.
-Reported by Hope Tilman, Chair, Networking Committee. A fuller report of these two
important sessions will appear in a later issue of
&II7Z?,the Blrllrtin oftbe Infitmation Tecbno&p
Division.
[Note: The SLA Board of Directors. at the
Board Meeting on Friday, June 14,1931,voted to
approw a motion "that the SLA Netwrking
Committeeexplore the sponsorshipofaBITNETJ
Internet listserver for "Special Libraries" to serve a
communications medium for speaal librarians
with BITNETor Internet addresses to share topics
of interest to special libnrians."l
Insurance & Employee Benefit Division
Compiled by Adrienne Korman,
Past Chair
The Insurance & Employee Benefits Division
sponsored four programs this year. The first one,
"Making It Work for You: Practical Abstracting
& Indexingndrew a large audience to hear three
speakers discuss techniques and tips. The speak-

ers, Lynda Moulton, of Comstow Information
Services; Barbara Booth, NILS Publishing; and
Karen Mark, American Council of LiR Insurance, spoke from their experience in database
creation and abstracting and indexing and ofRred some guidelinesand pitfalls to be aware of,
as well as some practical applications.
Wayne Burkan, Presdent of Alternative Visions, Inc., was the guest speaker for the program
"Delivering Strategic Information: The Role of
Executive Information Systems." This program,
cosponsored with the Advertising & Marketing
and Information Technologydivisions, was made
possible with the support of Dow Jones. Mr.
Burkan explained what an EIS is and how information proksionals can and should play an
integral role in the development and implementation of such a system.
The Division's third program focused on
enduser searching in the insurance industry. Pat
Alderson, Travelers Corporation, presented an
overview of The Travelers's role in enduser
searching. Alderson also presented the results of
a study on whom is using online databases
within the insurance industry and the databases
that are being searched.
The IEB Division continued this year with a
roundtable program. A lively discussion, facilitated by Marian SchwallerCarney, Alexander &
Alexander; Amy Wang, John Hancock; and
Mary Kay Schieltz, Mead Data Central, centered around strategies for survival. Attendees
participated in an informal exchange of ideas
and concerns, successes, and struggles.
The Division hosted its annual business meeting and luncheon; they also hosted the usual
Open House, Sunday night through Wednesday. A reception was held to honor new IEB
members and first-time attendees. The IEB Division thanks the various vendors that supported
these activites: BureauofNational Affairs, NILS
Publishing, Mead Data Central, and Life Insuran= Marketing & Research Association. Insurance & Employee Benefits also a field trip to the
Lyndon Baines Johnson Library.
Museums, Arts & Humanities Division
Compiled by Alice R. Cotten,
1990191 Chair
For many of us, SLA Conference this year

seemed like a charmed week. San Antonio was
lovely; people were friendly and helphl. The
Convention Center and hotels were dean,spacious, and well-designed; our speakers were uniformly interesting, informative, and entertaining. Much of the credit for this successll conference goes to the SLA s&, whose wisdom and
patience guided us through one of the best
conferences ever.
At the Division's first program on Monday
morning, Dr. Thomas F. Staley, Director of the
Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center
and Chancellor's Professor of the Book and
Professor of English at the University ofTexas at
Austin, talked before a packed room. Those in
attendance had come to hear this distinguished
scholarspeakon "Reshaping the Canon: Collection Development and Literary Research at the
Close of the Century." We were not disappointed. Dr. Staley gave a fascinating talk on
how cultural influencesaffect the literary canon,
particulary in the last part of the 20th century,
using the Hany Ransom Humanities Research
Center as an example of the role played by
research libraries. His talk provided those in
attendance with good background for the field
trip to the HRC on Thursday.
One of the most well-known historical spots
in San Antonio is the Alamo. Few people realize
that the Alamo has a library. The Division
sponsored two opportunities to have a guided
tour of the library of the Daughters of the
Republic of Texas by Director Dr. Ann Fears
Crawford and her s&. Both tours were filled to
capacity.
On Tuesday morning following the general
session, MAH and the Social Sciences divisions
had a wonderful walking tour of downtown San
Antonio led by a member of the San Antonio
Conservation Society who really knew the
significiance and history of the neighborhoods
and buildings along the route. The weather was
hot, but the guide was smart and led the group
through air-conditioned lobbies whenever possible. The tour ended by walking along the
Riverwalk to a lovely shaded courtyard where
everyone enjoyed lemonade and cookies.
Tuesday afternoon a standing-room-only
crowd gathered to hear Neil Fulghum, Keeper of
the North Carolina Collection Gallery at the
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University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
talk about using exhibits to bridge the worlds
becween librariesand museums. Mr. Fulghum's
lively talk was complemented by slides and
examples of inexpensive yet archivally c o m a
techniques for exhibiting books and adactual
materials.
One Wednesday afternoon Kate Nevins, Vice
President for Corporate Relations, OCLC, drew
a large crowd anxious to hear the inside story of
OCLC's involvement with the FBI in trying to
find the righful owners of the some 31,000
stolen nre books, manuscripts, and other materials seixd by the FBI from a house in Ottumwa,
IA Ms. Nevins, an accomplished speaker, told
the crowd of her belief that using the OCLC
database to locate libraries that owned these rare
items would be much faster than the FBI exstimate of at least two years to fmd the real owners.
She, of course, was right, and at the end of five
600 hours of staff time-the
weeks-host
OCLC crew had handled about 21,OO items,
with a hit rate of h o s t 95%, a mbute to the
library and information prokion.
Bright and early Thursday morning (much to
the dismay of many a sleepy partiapant), the
MAHD field trip leftfor Austin, where the group
toured the Humanities RgeaKh Center in the
morning and the LBJ Library and Museum in the
afternoon. H$hghn of the HRC were in copy of
the Gutenberg Bible, an exhibit of camera equipment (iduding a Mickey Mouse camerawith the
shutterin the ear!), achance to see paper conservators working on recently-acquired and partly
burned Faulkner manuscripts, and an &bit of
dust jackets through the years. The LBJ Library
and Museum was a very busy place, yet the archivists who gave us the tour of the stacks were
unFdmgly courteous, friendly, and informative.
After a drive by the Texas StateArchives, the State
Capitol, and the Governor's Mansion, we returned to San Antonio.
Other highlights of the week indude the
awarding of the Division's William B. Neff
Memorial Award to J a d y Mignogna, astudent
at the UniversityofPittsburgh Schoolof Library
& Information Science; the proud recognition
that two of MAHD's own, Guy St. Clair and
Catherine Scott, were the Incoming President
and President-Elect of the Association; the
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announcement that Division member Rebecca
Vargha is Conference Chair for the 1993 Cincinnati Conference; and notice of an interview
with Sandra Kitt by the l o d San Antonio press.
We also were pleased to hrvc a good number of
students and first-time attendees at our Board
and business meetings; our hture seems in good
hands. Evening open houses, cosponsored with
the Advertisq & Marketing, Publishing and
Soaal Sciences divisions, were a big hit and
ofired many opportunities for informal conmas and relaxation. Special thanks go to SLAfor
the wonderful publiaty for our programs; such
help doubtless increased attendanoe at some
exceptionally good sessions.
News Divsion,
Compiled by Cary Kcnncy
News Division activity dected to a great degee this year on the economic downturn of the
newspaper industry. Many news organizations
chose not to send any member of their librarystaff
to the Co&rence and one newspaper (the librarian did attend) folded on the last day of the
Co&rence. Some of the content of Division
events d d t either directly or indirectly with how
to handle dwindling staffand resources. The tone
of Division meetings and presentations was u p
beat, hower, marked not just by "how w cope
betternbut by strong intenst in broadening i&rmation resources and alliances.
Through a roundtable session there was an
effort to expand the context of the News Division by making it more relevant to broadcast
librarians. Although "news" encompasses all aspects of print journalism (features, sports, etc.),
to broadcast librarians "news" is seen as distinctly d i i r e n t from researching the various
subjea contents of non-news shows and from
the process of archiving footage of shows. In
hopes that this is more a matter of semantics
than lack of common ground, there will be a
propod before the Division Business Committee to make broadcast a special interest group.
There will be News Division programming for
broadcast librarians at the Conference next year.
A salary survey and bulletin board access
project will be completed by mid-winter. The
latter, to be handled by Nora Paul, Librarian at
The Poynter Insitute for Media Studies, will

find a BBS format accessible to all News Division members.
Further &om to reach out and find pmfessional support and to better project the image
of news librarians were examined in the annual
"issues" forum. It was a wide-ranging session
which again affirmed the desire not to define
"news" as "just newspapers" and not limit the
library in newspapers to use by just the news
department. There was a lot of talk about available professional resources ranging from institutions and organizations such as the ANPA library, the Poynter Institute for Media Studies,
to information brokers.
One formal session dealt with broadening a
research base of reliable international information sources-specifically
Canada, Latin
America, and Europe. There were excellenthandouts of wholwhadwhere to contact including a
wonderful professional statementwhich all news
librarians should rea&ruminations on "the
files" and where do we go from here-by Steve
Proulx, Chief Librarian at the Ottawa Citizen.
Britishinvestrnentconsultant,SylviaJarnes,gave
a superb appraisal of European information
sources for both the new "Super Europe" concept and to non-EEC countries. She explained
the different European economic alliances and
what will change when EEC unity is achieved in
1992. She reminded researchers seeking information about European businesses and business
personalities that most sources are still on paper
and although England is probably the best at
providing a level of s e ~ c in
e information delivery familiar to us, European countries do not
have a ready-fast-go concept of providing business information. "Watch European directories
on Dialog. They're rubbish," she says.
Many news librarians are now becoming involved with marketing information products,
especially the electronic files of their publications. Impact of electronic public access as an
issue was a thread that ran through many of the
sessions. The predominant vendors-DataTimes, Newsbank, and VuIText-hosted meetings with news providers which allowed both
social interchange and formal airing of ideas and
concerns about the past as well as new initiatives
for the next year.
Electronic image storage was the driving issue

of the Division meetings again this year. It was
the topic of the first news panel session of the
Conference, which was the most widely attended of Division events. In order to move
eventually toward complete database integration of text and graphics, George Schlukbier
(McClatchy Newspapers, Sacramento Bee)
recommended in his &-and
the Division
later agreed to follow through this year-a committee creating a format for a unique ID number
for each peice ofgraphic material in current text
databares; hopefdly this would simplify merging of photos, graphics, and text in the future.
A great deal of substantive material and s u p
porting evidence on image storage was presented-glossary, fields for indexing photos and
graphics, and standards for an acceptable system, to wit: 1) non-proprietary, 2) support two
configurations: MAC with Ethernet network,
DOS with Windows running Novell, 3) hot
links to the application that aeatedoredited the
photo, 4) ability to add or eliminate descriptive
fields annotating a photo or graphic without
reindexing the database or being constrained by
limited fields, 5) can capture the AP header
information, 6) search all fields including free
text, 7) allows exporting and importing of images as well as headers in a variety of formats, 8)
UsesJ-PEG compression algorithm with a hardware card that automatically compresses on the
fly, and a preset variable compression ratio rate,
9) multiple users have access to photo database
simultaneously with read-only access, 10) low
resolution image and all text fields on one screen,
11) can linkoriginal AP digitized trasmission to
edited image even if they are done at different
times (Schlukbier).
This year the News Division sponsored a
special post-Conference technolgy update seminar. It consisted of presentations by relevant
vendors: Camex Whirlwind pagination system
with graphical interface, DataTimes' new PC
DataTimes library system, SIT'S LASR library
system, Dewar Information Systems' total newsroom information management system (wire,
newsroom, library, picture desk, etc.), andVerity software-which demonstrates its text
retrievabilitygeared to retrieve the most relevant
document in a collection
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Nudear Science Division
Compiled by Eileen Chen,
Chair
On SundayJune 9, the Nudear Science Division kicked of its 1991 Conkrence activities
with an Open House cosponsored with the
Aerospace and Engineeringdivisions. It was well
attended by Division members and a few firsttime Conference attendees. We were able to
recruit a kw members.
On Monday, we had our Executive Board
Meeting and b d r h s t All officers registered for
the C o k c e were in attendanoe. Board membersdecidedto purchaseCo&rence Session tapes
rn a&
among members, especially for those
who were not able to attend the Conference.
The Annual Business Meeting and luncheon
also took place on Monday. Our guest speaker,
Michael Yuen of Dialog, described several case
studies involving several corporate and special
libraries that have used Dialog's assistance in an
end-user searching outreach program. He gave
many technical ideas for setting up an online
demonstration program. Note: the most important item for a successll program is to provide
cookies; not only do they attract users to attend
the demonstration,but also createa casual atmosphere.
On Wednesday, the Division cosponsored a
program on "Human Factors Information." D.
Polella from CSERIAC, Carol Jacobson from
DTIC, and Lynn Ecklund from SEEK Information Services gave a presentation on searching
human factors information which is dispersed
among many varied disciplines. At least 100
Conference participants attended this program.
The Division's final program was the field
trip to the Southwest Research Institute; the trip
included a Texas-style lunch at the Lone Star
Brewery.
Petroleum and Energy Resources Division
Compiled by Mindy Kkin,
Past Chair
Petroleum and Energy Resources (PER) Division members invaded San Antonio in record
numbersfor the 1991AnnualConference.While
many from Texas and neighboring energy-produang states enjoyed a short trip, others ventured from Malaysia, Trinidad, Canada, Cali-
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fornia, Alaska, and Hawaii. Several elected to
visitcompanyofficwin Dallas or Houston w h i i
in the state. Ten activities were planned h r PER
Division members, w h a t they:
Networked with colleagues at the jointlysponsored Texas ChapterIPER Division
Open House Sunday evening. This special
event, which took place at the Instititue of
Texan Cultures,o k d approximately400
members and guests the opportunity to
sample wonderful desserts while exploring
the museum's collection of artifacts and
information fiom the diverseethnicgroups
which settled the Lone Star State. The
flavored neufchatel cheeses sculpted in
shapes such as a face and a rose attracted
photographers andgourmands. Many PER
Division members left with door prizes as
reminders of Texas.
Enjoyed breakfast while learning how to
"Scope Out the Competition" and deal
with "Frustration with Feds." Kathy
Hubbard, Barbara Fletcher, and Jean
SteinhardtofBrown &Root impressed the
Monday audience with their demonstrationsofin-house print andonline products
they developed to track their competitors.
On Tuesday, Liz Varsek (Western Gas
Marketing) ofired hints and a marvelous
bibliography on how to find energy-related information from the Canadian government, while Audrey Taylor (University
of Houston) explained the U.S. federal
document system and where energy information is buried.
Heard from energy industry experts who
participated in two progvns jointly sponsored with other Divisions. On Monday,
Larry Fogel of BP RcseaKh s u m m a issues involved in "Managing h p r i e m y Scientific Data"He h&hghted hga considerations and explained patents, trade srarts,
and export controls, as well as record keeping
anddatamanapnent Elo'i RichaofBmm
Health Care described her laboratory notebook management system, while Alberta
McKay resented Glaxo's sophisticated data

management system incorporatingnetworked
digid imaging technology. On Wednesday,
i
l
,exBruce Bastian, retired from Shell O
plained the basics behind "Environmental
Auditingn-types of audits, elements of a
model program, elements of a compliance
audit,and available i d m a t i o n Se~ces.
Bob
DeSeyn of UTILICOM then demonstrated
his Audit Master s o b a r e to determine if an
organhion is in compliance with externall
internal regulations. Cathy Pasterczyk illustrated why librarians should be interested as
she recounted her experiences as a librarian
charged with meeting the needs of a recent
T i Team audit at SandiaNationalLaborato&s Despite the intensity of the project, she
outlined the many benefits derived from her
involvement
Were challenged with Vik Rao's vision of
future technology in the energy industry.
The Vice Presidentfrom Speny-Sun Drilling Services offered his views ofwhat drives
technology (business, current events), the
economics involved, and upward and
downward trends. After explaining recent
technologies, such as horizontal and extended reach drilling, he responded to many
questions from the audience.
Revisited "CD-ROM: The Practical Side"
on Wednesday, while taking advantage of
an afternoon tea, useful handouts, and
lively roundtable disucssion. Robin Kenny
of Pacific Resources shared the trials and
triumphs of her introduction ofCD-ROM
technology in her library during the past
year. Experienced CD-ROM user Kitty
Farnham of BP Exploration (Alaska) described her year's progress with networking, user training, and marketing.
Took care of business at the PER Executive
Board Meeting (Sunday) andAnnual Business Meeting and Luncheon (Tuesday).
The latter event offered a sell-out crowd
and yet another occasion for members to
network informally, as well as keep current
with Division activities and future plans.

Explored "San Antonio Undergroundnon an
all-day Thursday field trip. Geologist Dan
TiterleoNalero Energy introducedthe group
to area brmations and geologic history via
stops at two road cutsand the springs atLanda
Park in New Braunfels. Dan's commentary,
road log, and guidebook kept bus riders
intriguedbetween stops. Members h t e d on
German food at The Smokehouse and then
taok a kchating tour of Naural Bridge
Cawrns,an under~tpundwonderlandoflimestone formations. Several enterprising members orgaruzed a "Plan Bn field trip for PER
Division members who did notobtain tickets
to the Conference nip. They sacrificed some
geology fbr visits to a n historic bakery and
winery, but did hit the Caverns.
PER Division members always enjoy sharing
solutions and common experiences in obtaining
and managing petroleum and energy information. We look forward to meeting again in San
Francisco next year.
Pharmaceutical Division
Compiled by Anne Garty,
Chair, P.R. Committee
This year the Pharmaceutical Division tried
hosting continental breakfasts for all Division
members on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday uune 10, 11, and 12) as a difFerent way to
start off each morning. The breakfasts were
sponsored by BRS Information Technologies,
BNA, and Carrington
Laboratories, Inc., respectively, and offered a good way to meet and
socialize with other Division members. By all
accounts, this series of breakfasts was considered
a great success.
The first Pharmaceutical Division-sponsored
program took place on Monday morning, June
10. Cosponsored by the Biological Sciences,
Chemistry, MetalsIMaterials, ScienceTechnolgoy, and the Food, Agriculture &
Nutritition divisions, "Copyright and Access in
the '90s" was an extremely well attended session.
Laura Gasaway from the University of North
Carolina, moderated a panel consistingofEamon
Fennessy fiom the Copyright Clearance Center
and Mari Pijnenborg representing Elsevier Publishers and the ADONIS Project. Mr. Fennessy
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stressed that his organization's mission is to
provide a simple way for libraries to observe the
copyright law without being burdend with papemork and recordkeeping. He reviewed the
history of the CCC and its current methods for
assessing copyn%ht payrnenw the CCC is curm d y looking into the copyrightimplicationsof
online delivery ofhll-text information to library
users. In his discussion of the ADONIS Project,
Mr. Pijnenborg spoke about how the program
originally s
d as a consortium of six publishe n who were nervous about subscription income due to widespread photocopying, and has
since grown into a major project involving 30
publishers who provide full text of selected scientific journals on compact disk; the project is
now more focused on providing better document delivery services and improving
retrievability, accessibility, and costJbenefit ratios. Future ADONIS Project plans include
standards for information provision, a serials
control database,gatewayservices, and improved
access for end-users. Alively discussion followed
the presentations.
The second program sponsored by the Pharmaceutical Division (along with the Biological
Sciences, Chemistry, Engiieering, MetaMMateriah, Petroleum &Energy Resources, ScienceTechnology, and Food, Agriculture & Nutrition divisions), entitled "Managing Proprietary
Scinetific Data," took place on Monday afternoon. Moderated by Barbara Schader from
Baxter Health Care Corporation, a panel of
three speakers addressed various issues in the
handlingof proprietaryinformation. Larry Fogel
from BP America discussed the legal feasons for
protection of intellectural property (protection
of patents, trademarks, trade secrets, copyrights,
etc., compliance with export regulations, and
minimization oflitigationrisks) and steps which
can be taken to do so. Eloise Richer from Baxter
Healthcare Corporation reviewed the basics of
setting up a laboratory notebook prgram, offeringpracticdexarnplesand ideas. Finally, Alberta
McKayfrom Glaxo Inc. reviewed her company's
impressive image management system which
has resulted in a reduction of the number of
hours spent each day in the location of documents by researchers at Glaxo.
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Phpia-htronomy-Mathemada D i i i o n
Compiled by Madene Cum&
PAM'S Conference activities usually follow a
conmient andsuccessfulformula-roundtables
for each subject (i.e., physics, astronomy, math)
avendor update, and a joint session on computers with the Science-Technologyand sometimes
Chemistry division(s). This year the latter was
replaced with a joint session entitled "Turbulence and Transhrmation: Academic W e c h
Libraries in the '90s." This session proved very
popularAnd of course a Conference wouldn't be a
Conference without the Division open houses
for serious networking! This year we had three
such open houses, but one was special-a Luau
organized by our Hawaiian member Liz Bryson.
Science Technology D i i i o n
Compiled by Monica E d
The Science and Technology Division of SLA
sponsoredawide range ofprogramsfor the 82nd
Annual Conference. We worked closely with a
number of Divisions to cosponsor many of the
sessionssuch as Copyright and Access in the '90s
which took place Monday morning, June 10.
This program was cosponsored with the Biology, Chemistry, Food, Agriculture and Nutrition, MetaMMaterials, and Pharm;lceutid divisions. It turned out to be very hot topic as over
250 people
- - crowded into a mom to hear our
program on copyright and its relationship to
librarians, vendors, and new technology. Lolly
Gasaway, Head of the Law Library at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, moderated the lively session which began with an
interesting presentation by Earnon Fennessey,
President of the Copyright Clearance Center.
Mr. Fennessey discussed CCC's goal which is to
provide access to information and to work with
people whose job it is to provide access. The
original charter of CCC was to set up a simple
way for researchers and libraries to observe copyright law without it becoming a major issue. Mr.
Fennessey reiterated several times the mission of
CCC-to provide access and to make this access
easier. He concluded by stating that CCC is
anxious to know and understand the problems
librarians hce with regards to copyright and how
CCC can provide assistance.

The next speaker was Mari Pijnenborg, representing the ADONIS Project out of the Netherlands. Mr. Pijnenborg gave a brief history of
ADONIS, which began in the early '70s as a
project sponsored by several major publishers
who were concerned about the widespread use
of photocopiers in libraries. Elsevier did some
market research in the mid-70s and found that
a substantial amount of photocopying of journals was being done, especiallytwo or three years
after the journal was published and especially in
the biomedical field. Six publishers banded together and formed the ADONIS Project, which
is a project to optically store a core selection of
1,000 journals in the pharmaceutical area. Mr.
Pijnenborg then went on to discuss the technical
aspects of how this was accomplished. Publishers decided to create ADONIS because they
wanted to improve the retrievabiiity, accessibility, usability, speed, and cost of obtaining journal articles. They also want to concentrate on
how to deal with the copyright issues because
this is going to be essential as we find new
technologies to help us access this information.
On June 10, Monday afternoon, the Sci-Tech
Division sponsored a program entitled "What's
the Hype: Using Hypertext as an Informational
and Promotional Tool in the Special Library."
Ed ValaPskas from the Merriam Center Library
in Chicago began the presentation with a talk
about the image of librarians in their organization and the need to go beyond simply being
conduits of information. He encouraged us as
librarians to be catalysts for change. We need to
exploit our skills because our skills are organizational assets and we need to advertise these as
such. Ed went on to say that we have been forced
to take a "Madison Avenue" approach to advertising our services because the value of our
servicesisoften misunderstood. Technology can
be a guide to help protect our interests. However, we must use technology carefully to project
our image. Ed then went on to begin to talk
about HyperCard and how this innovative software product couldbe used to these means in the
library.After abriefintroduction to HyperCard,
Ed discussed how HyperCard was initially used
for projects such as library tours, as a navigational device. More advanced uses include using
HyperCard as an interface to mainframe systems

and as learning tools fbr areas such as bibliogmphic instruction. Ed conduded by giving
some demonstrationsofactual Hypercard stacks
such as a library tour of Washington College, a
fiont-end to a mainframe database and an actual
book published as a Hypercard stack.
Barbaa M d & Librarian fivm P Q Corporation, spoke about using Hypercard as a whide to educate Pennsylvania State Library Delegates to the White House Co&rence on library
issues. B a r h discussed how they used HyperCard to show a technology never seen by many of
the delepax bebre and discussed the process of
how the stack was put together. AccoKLng to
Barbara,this was a terrific means b r the Pennsylvania Chapter to promote itself. The Chapter
initially gave delegates an informationsheet which
emphasized the key issues in the stack. The &Iegates could then wak up to the Macintosh and
were often drawn into the stack by the scanned
photographs and pichlres. ~ o sd t e b wanted
to know how much it cost and ifit was available on
a DOS machine, but most importantly, it educated them about special libraries. The HyperCard
stack inbrmed the delegates about SLA and demonstrated a new technology. The delegates rememberedspeciallibrariesbecause theyweregiven
this informationin such an i n t e r e s ~ and
g appeding manner. Barbara conduded by stating the
McLuhan quote "The medium is the message"
and of course, by giving the audience a wonderful
demonstrationof the PennsylvaniaChapter's Hypelcard st&
On Tuesday afternoon, June 11, the Sci-Tech
Division also sponsored a session entitled "Facing
the Challenge: Reaching Outside Technical Literatureb r Scientificand Technical Idbrmation."
This program e m p h a s i i the valuable resources
availableoutsideofsouroesnottraditionallythought
of as technical. Mary Silverberg from Norton
Companybegan by stating that we should not rely
on these non-technicalsourcesin accessing technicalinbrmation but that they can contain some mal
nuggets of inbrmation. Mary stated that 35% of
the files in DIALOG are technical and 65% are
non-technical, meaning that you may be missing
a lot if you are not searching these files. She
mentioned that there is a problem in the U.S. with
companies not turning good R & D into good
profits. There is a lack of Idage between technical

people and the markets they are trying to address.
Shewenton tostare thatsome usefultechnical files
include management files, business files, multicGscplinary files, breign language files, and other
host systems such as Nexis and Dow Jones. The
trade and businesshtemture is often inaccuratebut
it is widely read and believed and thus it becomes
an important sourceof infbrmation. Mary recommended the hllowing strategies: expect du~lication,expect poor quality technical data, andexpect
to f h d fwv but some really pod nuggets.
Tina Owens from Predicasts discussed how
information needs are changing fix technical
research. Researchers need to find out about
advances in state-of-the-art technologies, which
technologies are being explored and who is
developing them, what are the applications for
new technologies, how to adapt existing technologies to a product that will have strong
market potential, what opportunities exist for
licensing opportunities or joint ventures, developments in government regulations and of
course, what is the competition doing. Tina
stated that traditional sources for science and
technology information may not contain the
latest information or the late-breaking news.
Non-technical databases can be very helpful in
this regards.
Our final speaker was Chris Smith fmm the
Tambrands Information Center. Chris spoke
about adding value to your services. Chris discussed the challenge of finding information,
disseminating it and getting it to researchers
before they need it. According to Chris, the keys
to success are skills and knowledge and a need to
market our services. Exposure and visibility are
also key as is management support and a good
location!
In addition to these sessions, Sci-Tech cosponsored a program on "Patents and Trademarks"
with the Engineering Division; "Managing Proprietary Scientific Data" with s m n other Divisions;"Turbulencea n d T d r m a t i o n : Academic
Sci-Tech Libraries in the '30s" with the PhysicsAstronomy-Mathematicsand Chemisaydivisions;
"Climate Change: Mbrmation Response to G&
bal Issuesn with the Biology, ERM, and PUT
divisions; a fun margarita party at the b n e Star
Brewerywithsixother Divisions;the "STN Roundtable" with the Chemistry Division; an Interna-
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tional Standards program with the Engineering
Division and the Standards Committee; and a
field trip to the Southwest Resuch Institute. It
was aft& five days, but theymere worthwhileones,
filled with many interesting sessions and many
new friends.
Social Science Division
Compiled by Lcslie Nordby,

Chair

The Social Science Division, with over 700
members from the many areas of the social
sciences, established six "roundtablesnin 19909 1. Each presented programs at the 1991 Conference, some in conjunction with other Divisions, providing a social science perspective to
another discipline.
The International Affairs Roundtable hosted
the gala International Visitors reception, with
150 guests attending some from as far away as
Japan, Germany, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Finland, The Netherlands, Switzerland, and the
United Kingdom. This Roundtable also cosponsored a panel discussion on "Technology
Transfer to DevelopingRegions--Focuson Latin
America." Speakers from Syracuse University,
the Pan America Health Organization, the Environmental Protection Agency's International
Data Sharing Project, and INFOTEC, an information consulting- center for Mexican studies,
presented perspectives on problems and successes in international technology transfer.
The Urban Affairs, Architecture, and Planning Roundtable sponsored a guided "Walking
Tour of San Antonio" which focused on the
architecture and successful redevelopment efforts of the city. It cosponsored a program on
"Transportation Strategies for the '90s" which
featured a thought-provokinglook at the transportation issues facing urban planners in the
"global village of tomorrow," a presentation on
INTRA SIT, a prototype of a worldwide realtime transportation information tracking system, and an overview of the Automated Traffic
Surveillance and Control System (ATSAC) in
operation in Los Angeles.
The Librarians of the Independent Sector
Roundtableexplored"PublicationsAbout Philanthropy," including Pb&nthropiES&I&and
Rrsrarrh m Propcssproduced by the Indiana Uni-

wrsity Center on Philanthropy. and the publicationsof the Foundation Center and CASE (Council fbr Advancement and Support of Educ;ldon).
all @to support the studyof voluntvy giving
of time and money.
The Health and Human Services Roundtable
attracted librarians from hospital libraries, rehabilitation services-organizations dealing with
the aging and with maternal and child health.
The services and materials provided by the organizations represented were discussed.
The Peace and International Dispute Resolution Roundtable discussed the ACCESS study
liteiof the feasibility of a clevinghouse of
ture in the field of international security, peace,
and world affairs. It began a compilation of
newsletters in the field as well as a list of librarians in this area of concern (now over 50).
The Municipal M r e n c e Librarians Roundtable planned the completion of the final chapters of the Municipal R.fmencc Guidrlnrs and
discussed issues facing the member librariansfee-based services, budget cuts, publicizing services, and organizationalplacement of the MRLs.
The Division as a whole cosponsored "Census
Update 1991" which fbcused on the availability
and use of the 1990 Census data in its many
formats. It also co-hosted a bus trip and guided
tour of the Lyndon Baines Johnson Memorial
Library and Archives in Austin. Two Executive
Board Meetings and one Business Meeting allowed for the planning for the 1992Conference
in San Francisco, election ofofficers, and discussion ofways to increase student participation in
the Division.
An Open House in the Division suite took place
Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday nights, offering
time for renewing personal and profissional contaaswith colleagues from around the world.
Solo Librarians Division
by Judith A. Seiss,
Chair

The Solo Librarians Division has gotten off to
a flying start! We had over 110 Division members registered at the 1991 Annual Conference
in San Antonio, or just about one-third of the
Division's members.
Well over 200 people attended our first business meeting which took place Monday after-

noon, June 10. The crowd was enthusiastic, to
saythe least Barbam Borelli, 1990191Conwnorl
Chair, d e d themeeting toorder. A h approving the minutes of the 1990 Caucus meeting,
Barbara d e d for a vote on the new bylaws.
They were approved.
Barbara then thanked a l l those who worked
hard to bring the Division to I&: Marty Rhine
(our bunder), Rita Evans (1989190 Convenor),
Buzzy Basch and Holy Rutkowski (fiom the
Division Cabinet), Bill Tanner and Jim Mean
from SLA Headquartexs, and Guy S t Clair (our
inspiration). Barbamprescntedaplaqwto Marty
Rhine for her *labor pains" in giving birth to the
Division. (Barbam and Judy Seiss said that
getting the Division goingwas as dose to having
a baby as either will come.) Barbara also read a
letter from Many about the Division gavel,
which Marty made from miscellaneous pam (as
all Solos can identify with), and presented that
gavel and a brand-new one to the new Chair,
Judith Seiss. A tape, "The Solo Librarian," was
played that Judy made for the Cleveland A m
Metropolitan Libnry System's ndio prognm.
Judy spoke about the past, present, and future of the Solo Librarians Division. The past
consists of all those who helped make the Division happen. She thanked everyone and prrs e n d mounted cemficates of appreciation and
SLA coffke mugs to Marty, Rita, and Barbara.
The present is the activities at the Annual
Meeting. The Division passed out bubble-gum
cigan with stickers saying "It's a Division! Solo
Librarians" courtesy of our founding sponsors
Infomation Handling Services, Dialog Information Service, The Highsmith Company, and
Corporate Book Resources. Stickers were also
given to all Division members and other interested parties. The future is p w t h , member
services, and programming. Since 30-50% of
SLA members have been identified as Solos, our
potential for growth is g e a t We do have to be
concerned with the proposed dues increase and
its impact on the cost for additional Divisions.
Judy proposed that Solo provide "added value"
to its members (one is in the works), and an
expanded membership directory. The directory
will be the number one priority, with membership, long-range planning, networking, and
newsletter committeesworking together. As far
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as programs, we will start an on-going program
at San Francisco in 1992: "Time Savers for
Solos and Others." Each Conference will have
three speakers, one each on time management,
networking, and information brokers-how
they can extend your reach. We are also planning to co-host several programs with other
Divisions (more in the Division newsletter).
The future is also people, and this is where Solos
shine. There was an overwhelming response to
a request for volunteers for committees, with
more ~ e o p l ewanting to help than there were
places to be filled. A complete list ofcommittee.
will be in the Division newsletter.
The Division presented two programs:
"Toughing It Out: Coping with Organization
and Industry Change," cosponsored with Business & Finance, Library Management, and
Transportation divisions; and "PC Solutions for
Small Libraries," cosponsored with Military Librarians Division. Both were well attended and
well received. The big event was our "birth-day"
party which took place Tuesday night at the
Marriott Rivercenter. The room was filled from
6 p.m. until closing at 9 p.m. Therewere hot and
cold hors &oeuvres, adelicious "birth-day" cake,
and party favors (from our vendors).At one time
or another, almost all the SLA Board members
came to wish us well. We saluted our founding
sponsors as they cut our "birth-day" cake and
introduced one new sponsor, Teltech, Inc. We
also thanked our "daddyn--Guy S t Clair and
our "godfather"-Buzzy
Basch. A very good
time was had by all. Finally, we saluted Guy St.
Clair as the new President of SLA by unfurling
a banner at the Annual Meeting. Created by
Information Handling Services, it read "Congratulations, Guy St. Clair, the ultimate Solo
Librarian."
All in all, it was a very successful start for our
fledgling Division. By the way, if you are wondering about the "airbornen references (flying,
fledgling), they pertain to our new symbolpilot's wings with an "S" in the middle. These
were contributed by Kay and Joe Lynch (Kay is
our new Chair-Elect) who found them in an
antique store. You will be hearing more about
them in the near future. T o those who came to
San Antonio, thank you! To the rest, see you in
San Francisco!
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Telecommunications Division
by Melissa .I Young
The 1991Annual Conkrence in San Antonio
offered Telecommunication Division members
a variety of programs, opportunities to exchange
information, and chances to network and have

fun.
The Division solely sponsored two programs.
The first session, "1984 + 7: Privacy Issues in
Telecommunications," not only addressed topics from the headlines but made headlines as
well. Coming two days after the taping of the
Virginia governor's cordless phone conversations made the national news, this program was
not only timely but informative. Two speakers,
John Hollar and Paul Misener, from Wiley,
Rein and Felding, a Washington, DC law firm,
discussed the tug between the right to privacy
and the increasing capabilities of new telecommunications services. They covered the technical aspec6 and legalities involved with use of
credit information, electronic databases, interaaive video, and others. As for making headlines, the day h e r this program took place, it
was reported on in the SanAntonio &press-Nms
by a reporter who had attended the session. This
program, which was made possible by support
from EBSCO Subscription Services, aho had
the added benefit of being "homegrown." Beth
Smith, aTEL Division member and librarian at
Wiley, Rein and Felding, identified the speakers, helped develop the topics, and served a
major role in the success of this program.
Another Division program, "Personal Communications Services," aho resulted from a Division member's contacts. Richard Mo, from
BNRin Richardson, TX (where Lisa Casto, our
former Bulletin Editor, is the librarian) spoke to
over 60 people about the user's perspectives,
alternative architectures, and the future PCs.
The time when phone calls can reach you directly anywhereyou are by calling asingle number is not that far off, according to Richard.
Suport from The Faxon Company also helped
present this enlightening session.
The Division also cosponsored two programs.
One, with ITE Division on "Networking CDROMsn had over 350 people in attendance.
Equally well attended was "Total Quality Management," ably moderated by TEL Division

member Bob Furlong, cosponsored with the
Aerospace, Business & Finana, Library Management,and Military Librarians divisions. These
arc reported on more hlly elswhere.
Division business was also conducted at two
Executive Board meetings and the A n n d Business Mceting/Breakfast. As usual, our annual
Roundtable provided a lively discussion of
sources, products, and exchange of ideas. In
addition at the Roundtable, Mary Ellen Bates,
one of the Division's Direaors, demonstrated
the Telecom Bulletin Board available on
DialMail.
Thue were also more relaxed activities. TEL
cosponsored a field trip to the Southwest Research Institute and the Lone Star Brewery and,
with ITE and LMG,cohosted the hospitality
suite for four nights. And last, but far from least,
SanAntonio offkred wonderful opportunities to
meet with colleagueswhether strollingalong the
River Walk, eating at one of the numerous
riverside restaurants, or taking a river taxi.

Keynoters
1991 Conference-goers were treated to two
fafcinating keynote speakers, both of whom
addressed issues &cting and &cted by special
librarians. Joel Barker founder and President of
Infinity Limited, Inc., a consultingfirm credited
with inventing the "strategic exploration" concept, filled General Session I with a discussionof
paradigm shifts.
Paradigms, as Barker explained, are a set of
rules and regulations which define boundaries
and tell people what to do to be successfulwithin
those boundaries. Changes in paradigms are
what aigger the megatrendswhich define an era.
Understandingthose paradigms is key to understanding and being a player in, not a victim of,
the future, Barker stated.
The importance of recognizing a paradigm
shift cannot be underemphasized, Barker said.
"Beause when a paradigm s h h , everything
goes back to zero." The importance or power of
a companylindusaylindividualin one period of
time or situation does not guarantee a starring
role in the next period. An example, Barker
pointed out, is the newly-forming partnership
between Apple Computers and IBM. At one

Joel BanCa at SL4 i General Session I.

time IBM was the giant in the computer world;
then two high school dropouts took technology
(from IBM) and put together acomputer which
brought the IBM giant to its knees.
Another example is a product currently being
perfected by Sony, Barker added. Sony is working on a product called the Bookman, a handheld computer which will contain 10,000 bits of
information that can be accessed via a keyboard.
"Thiik of who is going to go back to zero with
this product," Barker said. The manufacturers
ofpaper, printers, and possibly speciallibrarians.
What is the role of speciallibrarians regarding
paradigms? As information professionals, SIA
members are the people who provide clients
with the data, information, etc that notif~es
them of a change in the rules-of a coming
paradigm shift.
Barker warned his audience of "paradigm
paralysis," and encouraged them to maintain
"paradigm pliancy." "A 'Boy that sounds crazy!
Tell me some more' frame of mind and p e r s p e ~
tive is what you need," he stated. Paradigm
pliancy is necessary for a group if they are going
to be the ones to lead people between the paradigms, from the old to the new.
"If I'm looking at the leadership of SIA, you
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The third phase of the "printed wordnrevolution began with the appearance of a printer
named Aldus, a man who began printing books
for the general public. Aldus payed attention to
one seemingly small detail, he changed the size
of books to fit in his saddlebags, allowing hi to
cany them around fbreasy distributiodales. His
books became intimate agents.
The revolution of computers is following the
same path, Kay told listeners. The first phase was
the huge,mammothinstitutiondcomputerswhich
were so large someoneelse told the user when and
how the computercould be used;the second phase
came about with the personal computer, a computerwherethe user tellsthe computerwhatto do;
the third phase in the computer revolution is
happening as intimate computers which work
with the user are being developed..
Kay went on to aaae how the approach to
knowledge and information have changed and will
change with each phase of the computer revolution. Institutional computers provided users with
a c e s to functions; the personal computers of
today let the user know what can be learned from
the computer; tomorrow's intimate agents will
learn from the user and then use the user's knowledge as the user instructs i t
Intimate computers, obviously, will come
closer and closer to imitating the human mind,
which is still superior to any machine in converting information into ideas, concepts, knowledge, Kay explained.
Future computer technology, and ultimately the third
phase of the computer revolution, will focusmore and more
on the user interface. W e need
to look at our user interface,
the mind of the primate," Kay
told his audience.As the people
who often package and present
information, information proh i o n a l s play a key role in the
next phase of the computer
revolution.
He likened special librarians to the makers of stained
glass windows. Stained glass
Ahn Kqr dicn*rrestbe thirdphaseofthe computerrcvolutionat General windows are beau&l and afSession II.
fect the senses, emotions, and
had better understand this," Barker concluded.
Alan Kay, consideredby many to be the father
of the personal computer, spoke to the next
computer revolution at SLA's General Session
11. Kay focused his discussion on the theory that
information is only important once it is converted into knowledge. The focus ofour increasingly "information-intensive societyn needs to
be on the conversion of the flood of available
inbrmation into knowledge, he said.
The true convertersofiifbrmation into knowledge are really human beings; regardless ofwhat
interface humans use, it is the human mind that
converts information into usell knowledge,
Kay stated. The computer revolution, then, is
really the path followed by engineers and scientists as they try to create and manufacture machines which imitate the human mind as closely
as possible, Kay explained.
Kay began by likening the current path of the
revolution of computers to the revolution of the
printed word which occurred centuries ago. In
1400,hesaid, librariesdidn't have alotofbooks;
each book had its own desk and the readeduser
came into the library to read the book. This was,
Kay said, the first phase of revolution of the
book. The second phase of the revolution came
when Gutenberg began printing bibles in mass
quantities. Gutenberg brought the printed word
to more people, and it soon occurred to other
aspiring printers that material besides the bible
could be printed and distributed to the masses.
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the mind; they move the viewer into a higher
plain. They were also medieval teachers-they
were made to teach peasants the ideas, concepts
and teachings of the bible through images. Special librarians, Kay said, arc custodians of information; they will, therefore, be key players in
the next computer revolution.

Exhibit Hall
The Exhibit Hall in SanAntonio thatured 279
exhibitors in 406 exhibit booths; these figures
surpassed the 1990 figures of 272 exhibitors in
382 booths.

the Conkrence totebags; DataTimes who provided partial funding of the SLA Fund Event;
The Faxon Company who sponsored General
Session I, the Highsmith Company who providedsponsorshipfor General Session11,EBSCO
Subsaiption Serviceswho providedsponsorship
for the 'Guide to Exhibits"; Dialog Infbrmation
S e ~ c eandVu1Text
s
Information Serviceswho
sponsored the Fellows' Reception for Fint-Time
Attendees; and Readmore, Inc. who provided
support for the Division planners.
SLA invites members to attend next year's
Exhibit Hall in San Franciso; the 1992 Exhibit
promises to be large.r than San Antonio!

SLA Business...
SLA's 1990/91 Board ofDirectors met for the
last time at the Annual Conkrence. The 19901
91 Board conducted its last meeting Friday and
Saturday,June 7 and 8; following are highlights
of the actions taken by the Board:
established the annual celebration of International Special Librarians Day on the
Thursday of National Library Week; the
next ISLD will take place April 9, 1992.
authorized the Executive Director to ptoceed toward the purchase of a new computer system pending satisfactorycontract
negotiations and the securingof financing.

Many exhibitorswere featuring new products
at the SLA Conference. Disclosure reps were
demonstrating Worldscope, Disdosure's new
international database containing tinancial information on 5,700 companies worldwide.
Thomson Financial Networks staff provided
members with informination on "CORIS," the
new online information service from Thomson.
"CORIS" information is drawn From over 2
million public and private company profiles.
Hundreds ofother exhibitorsalso had new products, as well as free samplesand gifts to give away.
Key sponsors of events and products at this
year's Conference included BNA who supplied

approved the development of a modular executivemanagment program to be created by
SLA's Professional Development Committee. The modular program will serve as a
replacement to the Executive Development
Acadmey, and will continue to be d o d to
the advanced h i n g needs of the infbrmation prokional, while also minimizing the
commitment of resources.
approved an annual comrnitment, through
the normal budgeting process, to the Research Fund to support the designation of
research as a strategic priority.
changed the site of the 1993 Winter Meeting from Phoenix, AZ to Los Angeles, CA

The 1993Winter Meeting Dates are January 27-29.
approved in concept the "Five Year Public
RelationsCommittee Plan (139 1-1 996)Emphasizing the Value of the Infbmation kohional" and accepted the recommendation
that the Board will study Inter-Committee
and Assodation Plan integration.

SLA member Rogcr Haly speaks to the Board3
proposal to inrreaw dues.
approved a motion supporting the amendment to section 107 of the Copyright Act
which would extend the application of the
fair use doctrine to unpublished works.
approved a motion celebrating the 25th
anniversary of the signing of the Freedom
of Information Act.
approved a resolution on occupational standards for federal librarians and library technicians.
renewed the Executive Director's Employment Agreement.
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accepted a recommendation from the Committee to review Special Libra& that 1)
Special Libraries should continue to be
published as a refereed journal; 2) an Advisory Committee should be established; 3)
the Editor and AdvisoryCommittee should
review author instructions to provide more
specific instructions; 4) the Editor and
Advisory Committee should prepare current policy on the review process and revise
instructions to rekrees; 5) procedures fbr
dealing with manuscripts should be reviewed; 6) research interests of SLA members should be encouraged; 7) the Professional DevelopmentCommittee is encouraged to work with the Research Committee to improve the writing for publication;
and 8) consider the two options for editor-paid staff or a professional (editor).
The 1991192 Board of Directors uses the
A n n d Conference to conduct in first meeting.
The new Board, consisting of President Guy St.
Clair, President-Elect Catherine "Kitty" Scott,
Treasurer Richard E. Wallace, Division Cabinet
Chair Marjorie M. K. Hlava, Division Cabinet
Chair-Elect Marjorie A. Wilson, Chapter Cabinet Chair Marilyn Stark, Chapter Cabinet ChairElect CharleneM. Baldwin, and Directors Mary
E. Dickerson, Lois Webster, L. Susan Hayes
(Board Secretary), Beth Paskoff, Elizabeth Bole
Eddison, and Sylvia E. A. Piggott, met June 14.
Ruth Seidman remains on the Board as Past
President. Following is a summary of the highlights of actions taken by the 1991/92 Board:
established a Diverse Issues Caucus that will
address issues and concerns &cting the dive= populations involved in the infbrmation prohion in order to enhance prof&
sional development and personal growth.
appmvedamotionstating the SLANetworking Committee will explore the sponsorship
of a BITNETlIntemet listserver fbr special
libraries. This would serve as a communications medium for special librarians with
BITNETor Intemetaddresses;the Committee will report to the Board at the Fall 1991
meeting.

approved a motion recommending the
Board rakc appropriate action on behalf of
the Association to the President of the
University of Maryland at College Park,
the President of the Academic Senate, and
the members of the Board of Regents encouraging them to (1) continue both the
masters of library science program and the
doctoral program at the College of Library
and InformationSciences at the University
at College Park; (2) to increase, not decrease, the number of students in the masters program; and (3) to retain the College
of Library and Information Services rather
than have it absorbed by another unit.
approved a motion instructingthe Finance
Committee to begin to examine the tinancial implications for the Association in
light of the failed dues increase proposal;
the Committee will present a preliminary
report to the Board at the October 1991
meeting.

year. Saying she saw SIA as a international
network, she outlined some of the progress the
Association has made in operating in the international arena. In the past year, the Association
cdebrated the first International Special Librarians Day, an event that was so successful the
Board of Directors voted to establish annual
celebration of an International Special Librarians Day during National Library Week.
Seidman noted the attendance of a group of
Eastern European Parliamentary librarians who
were attendingthe San Antonio Conkrence; she
also mentioned SLA's support in working with
Japanese information prohionals in setting up
a corporate library.
What are SLA's future directions in the international arena? Seidman said she hoped for and
foresees an international network on both personal and technologica/electronic levels between
informationprofessionalsin the U.S. and around
the world. She also mentioned the possibility of
an international electronic bulletin board.

approved a recommendation to appoint a Special
Committee on S p e d Librarirsand charge it to work
with SIA stafF to investigate the recommendations
(made at the June Board
meeting) in light of SLA's
program reviewprocessand
present a report to the
Board at the October 1991
Board meeting.
approved a motion extendto
ing the Board's
a vote
predation for their efforts
and a job well done.

Dan Zottoli, of Moody? bv&S
Smicc, strrndr with GI.&
Stusbower, winnrrofthrf;mtSLA Public RcIPtiowAwad TheAward
is

by

The Annual Business Meeting took place the
final day of the Conkrence, w;dnesday, June
13. Besides honoring a number of award winners,attenders hevdoutgoingPresidentSeidman
give her farewell address.
President Seidman spoke to the accomplihment of the Association in the past Association
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Seidman mentioned some of the Association's
other accomplishments in the past year such as
the increase in sIA membership to over 13,000;
the establishment of the Solo Librarians Division; and the continuing tradition of addressing
timely and cuttingedge issuesvia theAssociation's
State-of-the-Art Institute.
Reports on thestateoftheAssodation contin-

special haries

ued with the Treasurer's report. Finandally, the
1990191 Associztion year was an eventful one,
according to Treasurer Cltherinc Jones. The
Association paid off the mortgage on the Association Headquarters building, she reported.
The Asmiation had a good ycu financially in
1990 and remained in the bhck.
David Bender, Executive Dirraor, provided
members with a summary of the Asswjdon's
accomplishments in du past year, as well as a
general outline of the aurent situation in SLA in
his S ~ c of
e the Association address. He began by
pointing out that that past year had been one of
grruh~ondfr0nts;oneyearaptheworId
seemed at peace, now the United Stvcs recently
ended a war. One year ap the United States was
economically optimistic, now is in a recession.
Bender stated that such events caused him to
look at the Association and say to you, the
members, that now is the time to decidewhether
SLAwillmove ahead or maintain the status quo.
He challenged the membership to be
changemakers and take on SLA as a partner in
deading their role in the future. He went on to
oudine some of the highlights of 1991 as staff
attempted to assist members in their roles as
changemakers.
He echoed President Seidman's praise of the
first International Special Librarian's Day. He
also noted that the many new members now
joining the Association were a diverse p u p
reflecting the diversity in the profession. SLA
continua to try to improve its S e ~ c e s ,Dr.
Bender remarked; these efforts could be seen in
the changes in design and content in S'ciaLljt
and S'cial Librarirs. Dr. Bender noted that
SLA's Chapters were active in the p u t Association year; Chapter members had attended
Governor's Conferences, participated in local
community activities, and been resourceful in
acquiring vendor support for activities. He also
commended the Divisions for providiig interesting and relevant programming for this year's
Conference.
Dr. Bender added that SLA, like most other
orguliz;ldons, had been afkted by the recession.
Attendance at Continuing Education courses
around the country has shown a deawse.
He concluded by reminding members once
again that now is the time to choose to be
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changemakers in society and take an active role
in planning their hture; he expressed his hope
that they will consider SLA their partner as they
move forward.
Following the presentation of the Honorary
Member, Fdows, and Public Relations awards
(sac SLA award winners in this issue), SLA's
Board of Directors prrsented the membership
with a proposal to increase membership dues.
Immediately, SLAmembcr Roger Hdey made a
motion that the motion for the proposal be
divided, allowing members to vote on i n c m s s
br separate categories of membership (regular,
studendretired,associate) sepamtcly. During the
discussion period members spoke to the issue of
adues increase. Severalmembers made the point
that many studentswere able to join theAssoaation because of the current dues; an increase
would cause the loss of many student and future
members. Others said that such an increase was
necessary if the Association was merely striving
to maintain their current services in an highpriced economy.
The motion to increase dues finally &led as it
received a majority vote but did not receive the
necessvy two-thirds majority as required by
SLA Bylaws.
Concluding the Annual Business Meeting
was incoming President Guy St. Clair's inaugural address. A synopsis of St. Clair's addrcss
appeared in the July issue of SpciaLirt.

Special liimrknsPreparing for Tomorrow Today
St. Clair began by proposing SLA look at the
coming year as an adventure:
One of you, a member of dh Association

I respea very much, issued a challengeas we
approached this day:'In your yeax, Guy, bke
us and theAssodationon an adventure.Take
us on an adventure to the futw."
"An adventure to the future!" That's just
about the most exciting phrase I could
think of for what I want to do, for it's the
futureI want to speak about today. A future
that indudes not just special librarianship,
but the people who are practicing it today
and who will be practicing it tomorrow.

Guy S t Clair went on to
speakofhishopes forSLAwhile
President He proposed that
the time has come to promote
special librarianship as an entirely separate and &&rent
branchoflibrarianship. He also
acknowledged that there are
aeswhere the p m ~ i o needs
n
to "speakasonevoice." But,for
issues relating specifically to
special librarianship, it is time
the profession embraced the
responsibility of speaking up
and out on i c own.
St. Clair's &us as he emyoin me in an advnttrrre!~Zncoming
President Guy St. Clair oflcialy
phasized the need to single accrpts thepresidency at t k Award Banquet.
out speciallibrarianship is, he
told his audience, re&ionent. SLA's members
Guy St. Clair encouraged members to share
ideas with members of the PREPS Commission
need to focus their recruiting efforts on young
(see your August SpeciaLrjt for more info) and
people in schools; only by targeting the p r o k invited them to join him in the adventure of
sionah of tomorrow early, S t Clair remarked,
empowering themselves and others.
will the special librarianship profession obtain
the best and brightest.
St. Clair mentioned the establishmentof the
Awards Banquet
PREPS Commission, a new Commission of
The stars of SLA turned out for the annual
SLA members who are looking at pmksional
Awards Banquet, Wednesday evening. SLA
recruitment, as well as ethics and pmksional
award winners joined the Board of Directors at
standards, as tools for SLA in the drive to recruit
a recepaon before the banquet; there they
new members. He also mentioned the tools SLA
mingled with colleagues and were able to view
already has in place, such as the Strategic Plan,
videos of local news broadcasts featuring SLA
for moving ahead.
members, Executive lector
David R Bender, and Director of Communications Mary
Zimermann.
The Banquet was a gala
event. Outgoing President
Ruth Seidman presided and
presented awards to scholarship winners, the H. W. WiC
son CompanyAward, the SLA
Hall of Fame Award, the John
Cotton Dana Award, SLA's
Professional Award, the Honorw MemberAward, the SLA
President's Award, and the
recognition of SLA Fellows
(see pages 244-249 for details
Presidmt Ruth Sridman chats with 1991 Confc~mceCommittee
on the 1990191 SLA Award
Chair Lou B. Parris at t k pre-Banquet recrption.
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winners). Also announad at the Awards Banquet were the Public Relations Awards given in
recognition ofmember's P.R &rts; the awards
were officially given at the Annual Business
Meeting.
The highpoint of the Banquet came with
dessert as President Ruth Seidman handed her
symbol ofoffice, the silver chain, over to incoming President Guy St. Clair. The silver chain "is
symbolic between librarians of all nations,"
Seidman explained. *Attached to the chain are
silver dollars, representing the international
understanding among our members and the
bonds of the profession."

Guests spent the evening honoring their colleagues, enjoying a deliaous meal, and oelebmting a successful Conferena.

Business and education were not the only
issues addressed by SLA members in San Antonio. SLA members enjoyed themselves even
while they were learning and networking. The
SLA Fund Event proved to be a night of ucellent, homemade Tcx-Ma food, margaritas, and
dancing. Members ate fajitas, tacos, fresh fruit and
then hit the dana floor to do the polka, the wale,
and the Texas Two-step.
A number ofmembers took
part in the many field nips
offered by the Divisions.
Sights included Sea World,
the San Antonio Botanical
Gardens, and a tour of San
Antonio's missions.
All in all, the 82nd Annual
Confkrencewas a success. SLA
members finally left the wann,
romantic aty of San Antonio
loadedwithideas, contam, and
souvenirs. Next year's Confkre n a promiscs to be e q d y Mplan to be in San FranJ o h w n H a k Chair of the European Clkptcr, chats wdh SLA cisco June 6-1 1 to celebrate
Dirtxtor Betty L&fkon during tbe Confmncr.
special librarianship.
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Presenting SLA's l99O/9 1
Award Winners

SLA Fellows
The designation of Fellow of the Special Libraries Association is
given to individual members of SLA in recognition of their leadership
in the field ofspecial librarianship and for their outstanding contributions to the Association. Fellows are called upon to advise the
Association's Board of Directors, to prepare discussion materials and
to alert the membership to issues and trends warranting action.
This year's Fellows will be:
Anne P. M i a

In addition to being a teacher, writer, and leaurer, Anne has been the
Director of Mbrmation Services at Forbes, Incorporated in New York
City since 1986. A longtime SLA member, she has served as Chair of
SLA's Business & F i a n a Division, as well as in other capacitiesin both
the Division and New York Chapter. Lut year, she was named Online
Champion of the Year by Dun's Marketing Servicxs br s u d y
promoting the use of electronicinfixmation as an alternative source h r
research at Fo& magazine. She has also been instrumend in m+
ForSrr widely available in electronic brmat
Emily Mobley
Emily is currently the Dean of Librvies and Professor of Library
Science at Purdue University Libraries in West Mayette, IN, and has
been an author and editor for numerous publicatiOns. She has been
active in the Association at all levels, having served as SLA President
in 1987-88 and as President of the Indiana Chapter in 1980-81.
Emily has also been active in a number of other professional activities,
including the National Advisory Committee of the Library of Congress and the Indiana Statewide Library Automation Task Force. She
has provided testimony before the United States House of Representatives Committee on Libraries and Memorials, and also before the
United States Senate Committee on Rules and Administration on the
Nomination of James Billington to be Librarian of Congress.

coppi& 0 1991 ~i
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Jamu B. Tchobanoff
An author of several publications,Jim is the Prognm Leader of the
Technical Morrnaaon Center at the Pillsbury Cornpany in Minneapolis, MN. He is the Past PresidentofSLA's Minnesota Chapter and
the Past Chair of SLA's Food, Agriculturr & Nutrition Division. On
the Amciation Iml, he chaired the Long-Range Planning Committee and the Special Committee on Rescvch, and has been a member
of the President's Task Fora on the Valuc of the Infbrmation
Professional. James has served two terms on the Amciation's Board
of Directors as the Division W i t Chair and as Director, during
which time he a h served as Secretary to the Board. He was the
recipient of SLA's President's A w d in 1986 and 1988.

ProfessionalAward
The SLA ProfissionalAward isgiven to an individual or p u p , who
may or may not hold membelship in the Assodation, in recognition
of a specific significant contribution to the field of librarianship or
information science, which advances the stated objectives of SLA.

Dr. James Matvuzo and Laurence Pnu&
Through their work on Valuing Gqwratr Libraries: A Senior
Management Swwy, which was published in the Spring 1990 issue of
Spcial Libraries and as a monograph, Jim and Larry have placed
corporate librarians in the spotlight, receiving national and international attention and bringing renewed interest to the profission.
Jim Matarazzo is a Professor at the Graduate School of Library and
Information Science at Simmons College in Boston, MA, and the
former Associate Devl of the School h m 1974-1988. A frequent
speaker and visiting faculty member at library schools, he has written
several books,including the newly-published Gtporatc Library ErccG
knccand ClosingtheCorporateLibraty.He is also the co-editor of three
editions of Scirnta-EngineeringandMrdiraISocirtia: Publicationsin
PrintJim received the SLA Prohionid Award in 1983, and, in 1988
he was the recipient of the SLA Fellows Award and the President's
Award.
Larry Prusak is a Senior Manager at Ernst & Young's Center for
InformationTechnology &Strategyin Boston. FormerlywithTemple,
Barker & Sloane as a Principal in the Information Management and
Systems Group, Larry's veas of expertise indude designing and
implementing executive information systems, competitive and environmend scanning services, and working with corporate libraries.
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Hall of Fame
Elecdon to the SLA Hall of Fame is granted to a member of the
Association at or near the end of an active proksional career fbr an
extended and sustained period of distinguishedservice to the Association
in all spheres of activityXhapter, Division, and Association levels.
&n W. G o n d a
Efren has been active in SLA from the beginning of his professional
career. He spent six consecutive years on the Board, becoming
President for the 1971172 term. He chaired the Association's Copyright Committee from 1975 to 1983, and the Professional Award and
Hall of Fame Committees as well. He is a member of the Board of
Trustees of the Adult School of the Chatham, Madison, and Florham
Park.
After 33 years with Bristol-Meyers Products, now Bristol-Myers
Squibb, E k n retired in 1990 as Director of the Research and
Development Administration in Hillside, NJ.

Dorothy Kasman
A member of SLA for 34 years, Dorothy's contributions to the
Association have been numerous. As a member of the New York
Chapter, Dorothy served as Chair of several groups and committees,
including the Membership and Recruitment Committee, the Archives Committee, and the Special Committee on Consultation,
among others.
In the Business & Finance Division, Dorothy served many posts as
well, including Treasurer, Editor of the Bulkin, Chair, and Director.
And on the Association level, she served as Chair of the Publisher
Relations Committee and as Treasurer of the Board. Dorothy retired
in 1988 as Chief Librarian at the National Library of Coopers &
Lybrand in New York City.

Charles D. Missar
A memberofSLA fbr 19years, Charles' career as alibrarianspecialring
in educational resources has been one of continuous achievement He is
nationallyrenowned for his role in developing the Educational Resources
Infbrmation Center (ERIC). In recognition of his outstanding conaibutions, he has been awarded two certificates of appreciation from the U.S.
Department of Education, received two National Instituteof Education
Sustained Superior Performance awards, and received the Office of
Education award fbr superior service.
Charles retired as Senior Librarian of the Office of Educational
Research and Improvement in 1986. He is now a consultant with
Missar Associates in Washington, DC.
In the Washington, DC Chapter, Charles served as Archivist.
Parallel with his Washington activities, he was a founding member of
SLA's Education Division, and has occupied several offices in the
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Division, including Chair and Secretary-Treasurer. He is currently
Membership Chair for the Division. Charles has been a regular
contributor to EdvErrtion Librmk, and a kquent speaker at SLA
conferences.

Mary VasilzLir
Recently retired as the Manager of Infbrmation and Communication Services fbr Westinghouse Electric Corporation's Energy Systems Business Unit, Mary has become known as an innovator within
Westinghouse and the information prohion.
In 1977,she received theWestinghouse Order of Merit, the highest
honor awarded to employeesby the Corporation, citingher leadership
and exceptional talent in combining superior knowkdgc of library
science with an excellent grasp of Westinghouse objectives.
Many ofthese contributionswere linked to her involvementin SIA.
She helped the Pittsburgh Chapter grow, serving on almost every
committee and eventually as Chapter President. She has chaired both
the Nuclear Science and Public Utilities Divisions, and acted as
Secretary df the Library Management Division.
In 1979, Mary was a pamcipant in the Pennsylvania Governor's
Conference on Libraries and Information Services and was elected as
part of the Pennsylvania Delegation to the 1979 White House
Conference on Library and Information !~Mw.

John Cotton Dana Award
The SLA John Cotton Dana Award recognizes exceptional service
by membersofthe Specid LibrariesAssociationto speciallibrarianship.
Dorothy McGarry
A member of SLA for 20 years, Dorothy's dedication and commitment to SLA has been exemplified through a full resume of activities
at the Chapter, Division, Association, and international levels. In
addition to servingon numerous committees in the Southern CaliforniaChapter and in several Divisions, Dorothy has sewed as the Chair
of the Physics-Astronomy-Mathematics Division and is currently the
Chair-Elect of the Science-Technology Division. She not onlywas the
first Chair of SLA's Committee on Cataloging, but was instrumental
in its establishment.
Dorothy also serves as SLA's chiefrepresentative to IFIA on various
matters concerning cataloging. Since 1971, she has served as Head of
the Cataloging Division of the Physical Sciences and Technology
Libraries at the University of Califbrnia in Los Angela.
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Honorary Member
SLKs Bylaws permit the membershipat large to honor a nonmember
by electing an individual to Honorary Membership in the Association.

Joseph W e r
At the Annual Business Meeting, SLAS membership resoundingly
approved theeleaion ofJoseph Bedrcr as an Honorary Member of the
Associ;ltion. President of Becker and Hayes, Incorporated, in Santa
Monia, CA,Joseph is an information s a e n a and technology consultant to business, education, and government.
Joseph established Beckcr and Hayes, Incorporated in 1%8. The
firm speaalizes in library automation and information science. In
addition to consulting, Joseph continues to author textbooks, edit
journals, and participate actively in academic and professional seminars and meeting. He is currently an adjunct professor at the Graduate
School of Library and Information Science at the University of
Califbrnia at Los Angeks.
Since 1981 he has served as Editor-in-Chief of The Information
Society, a scholarly, international journal.

SLA President's Award
The President's Award is presented for a notable or important
contribution made during the past Association year which has furthered the goals of SLA.
Barbara S. M a t d o c k
Wresthng with the problem of how best to present the Philadelphia
Chapter and the Association's scope and vims at the Pennsylvania
Governor's Conkrence, which took place last September, Barbara
Manscheck envisioned the use of ~ ~ ~ e r Csofcwarr
a r d to create a visual
representation ofwhat SIA is all about and its views on library issues. At
last year's Annual Conkrena in Pittsbuq+. B
h approached rep=
sentatives from Apple Computer q a d m g the development of this
technology. She envisioned it as an appnwch that would provide an
educational tool, easily enablingdelegates to the Governor's C o n k m e
to familiarize themselveswith new technologywhilekamng somedung
about SLA. Barbara was the driving fbrcx behind the successful implementation of the HyperCard presentation.
She is a business librarian at the PQCorporation in Valley Forgc,
PA, and was Presidentof the PhiladelphiaChapter, 1988189. In 1987,
Barb was also the editor of the Directory ofLibraria adlnfonnation
Sources in the PhiUCphia Area and the Guidr to Conrtituh'od
Information Rrsoutccs in the Dekzwan V&.
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H.W. Wilson Company Award
Sponsored by the H.W.Wilson Company-a publiher of quality indexes and &rence books
since 1898-the H.W.
Wilson Award is given to the author of the mast outstandingarticlepublished
in Spcirrf Libraries in the past year.
Two individuals rrceive this award: Dr. Jvner M. Matarazm and Laurence Prusak. They coa u t h o ~ dVd~ngGtporrrtcLibrPrirs:ASrnwrM~garntS~~~published
in the Spring 1990 issue
of Spcial Libraria and as a monograph.
See the Professional Award listed above.
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Audit Report
January 1,1990-December 3 1,1990

To the Board of Directors
Special Libraries Association, Inc.
1700 Eighteenth Street, N W
Washington, DC
We have audited the accompanying balance
sheet of Special Libraries Association as of December 31,1990, and the related statements of
income, fund balances, and cash flows for the
year then ended. These financial statements are
the responsibility of the Association's management. Our responsibilityis to express an opinion
on these financial statementsbased on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are fiee of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the

amounts and disclosures in the fiancid statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall finanaal statement presentation.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable
basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
aspects, the finanaal position of Special Libraries Association as of December 3 1, 1990, and
the results of its operations and its cash flows for
the year then ended in conformitywith generally
accepted accounting priiciples.
CANTO, METRO, MEYER,
AND COMPANY
A Professional Corporation
Certified Public Accountants
March 17,1991

special Iibaries
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE VEAR ENDED DECEMBER 3 1 . 1 9 9 0

TOTAL
ALL

GENERAL
FUND

FUNDS
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING A C T I V I T I E S :
N e t income
A d j u s t m e n t s t o r e c o n c i l e n e t income
t o net cash provided by operating
activities:
Depreciation
Changer i n a s s e t s and l i a b i l i t i e s :
Increase i n accounts receivable
Decrease i n due o t h e r funds
Increase i n inventory
Increase i n marketable s e c u r i t i e s
Decrease i n p r e p a i d expenses
Decrease i n c u r r e n t m a t u r i t i e s
Oecreese i n a c c o u n t s p a y a b l e
I n c r e a s e i n income r e c e i v e d
i n advance
Increase i n withholding taxes
a n d a c c r u e d expenses
I n c r e a s e i n income t a x e s

S

307.823

NON-SERIAL
PUBLICATION

SCHOLARSHIP

BUILDING 6
8UILOING
RESERVE

SPECIAL
PROGRAMS

FllND FUNO

S

S

(36.658)

21.661

Total adjustments
Net cash p r o v i d e d b y o p e r a t i n g
activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING A C T I V I T I E S :
Capital expenditures
Marketable s e c u r i t i e s
Transfers
Other assets
Net cash used i n i n v e s t i n g
activities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING A C T I V I T I E S :

CASH AN0 CASH EQUIVALENTS
AT BEGINNING OF VEAR
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT EN0 OF VEAR

*

I n c l u d e s t h e R e s e r v e a n d Computer Funds

See a u d i t o r ' s

report.

.

RESEARCH
6 COPLEN

FUND -FUND

CANTO. METRO. MEYER 6 COMPANY BUILDING 3, SUITE 100.5161 RIVER ROAD. BETHESDA. MARYLAND 20816. (301) 6563000

-

Special Libraries Association, Inc.
Notes to Financial Statement
December 3 1,1990

1. Summary of Significant
Accounting Pol'~bs
Fund Accounting
T o ensure observance of limitations and restrictionsplaced on the use of resources available
to the Association, the accounts of the Association are maintained in accordance with the
principles of fund accounting. This is the procedure by which resources are classified for accounting and financial reporting into funds established according to their nature and purpose.
Separate accounts are maintained for each fund;
accordingly, all financial transactions have been
recorded and reported by fund group.
For financial statement purposes, the Computer Fund and the Reserve Fund have been
included in the General Fund. In addition, the
investment in the building has been moved to
Building and Building Reserve Fund, so there is
a dear distinction between the net resources
available for operations versus the net investment in plant.
Operations
The Association encourages and promotes the
utilization of knowledge through the collection,
organization, and dissemination of infbrmation. It is an association of individuals and
organizations with educational, scientific, and
technical interests in library and information
science and technology.
Marketable Securities
Marketable securities are valued at cost. It is
the Association's intention not to utilize the
non-current portion ofthese assets in the normal
course of operations.

Inventory
Inventory of nonserial publications is stated at
the lower of average cost or market.
Building, Furniture, and 4 u i p m m t
Fixed assets (includingland) are stated at cost
Expenditures for additions, renewals and betterments are capitalized; expenditures for maintenance and repairs are charged to expense as
incurred. Upon retirement or disposal of assets,
the cost and accumulated depreciation or amortization are eliminated from the accounts and
the resulting gain or loss is included in income.
Depreciation is computed using straight-line
and accelerated methods based on the following
estimated useful lives:
Building
Building improvements
Furniture and equipment

40 years
10-20 years
5-10 years

Subscriptions, Dues, and Fees
Except for subscriptions to the periodicals
S'ciaLrit and Special Librarirs, membership in
the Association is based on either a December 3 1
or June 30 year. Dues, feesand subscriptions are
credited to income as earned.
Income Tmrs
The Association is exempt from federal income taxes under Section 501 (c) (3) of the
Internal Revenue Code and applicablelocal law.
Income taxes arise from unrelated business activities of the Association.
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2. Marketable Securities

4. Long-term Debt

Marketable securities at hcexnber 3 1, 1990,
consist of the following:

On July 20, 1390, the Association paid out
completely the outstandingbalance on the mortgage of $438,000 held by American Security

Bank.

5. Commitments and Contingencies
Non-aurent .srm

U.S.Government
obligations

603,836
611,138
$901,807
$949.701
- -

3. Building Furniture, and Equipment
Major classes ofbuilding,furniture, andequip
ment at December 31, 1990, consist of the
following:
Building and building
impmvemcna
Furniture and equipment

$ 1.454.470

429,405
1,883,875

Ia~umul.tcd

depreciation

Net building, furniture,
and quipmcnt
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Annual Confc~mccContract
The Association is obligated under various
letters of agreement with certain hotels in connection with its annual conferences through
2000. The liability, if any, under these agreements is not determinable at this time.
Rctircmcnt Plan
The Association has a contributory group
annuity defined contribution retirement program with an insurance company coveriig substantially all qualified employees. T h e
Association's policy is to fund costs currently.
Pension expense for the year ended December
31, 1990, was approximately $34,218.

SLA Membership Application

hssociate ernb be-r is grantedMember status.

0 RETIREDMEMBER

.

.

( c a n p ncm~
~ I . n, a 5,6)

For organizations, corporations, cf mdiuak wshing to s u m the

$15.00

obPCfm and programs d the Sped Librarii mih.The

support d P a t m , Sponsorsand SustainingMembershelpsto advance

For Members who haw reached age 60 and hm4 retiredhornfull-time
ernploymcnt.

the prdesson as well as the rnernbersh~p.

1 . Collegeor University

6. All members may afriliate with one Olapter and one Divaon
atnoctwge.
A list dChapters& Divisions appears on reverse.
Qupecr:
Additional Chaptersare 59.00each.

Wee

Date

P. ljbrarySchool
Desree

'
Date
3. #Mp d e m a w l librarysgwiencep
4. Libaty Schoolat which enrolled
Full-Time
Dateenrolled
0 Part-Time
Date degree

Chapters

Divbkn:
Additional Divisions are 59.00each.
Pnd Division
3rd Division

scpected

S'gMtun d Library School Dean

5. Indicateper& for which m i n g :

0hn-[kcl9

Dues Amount

OJu)yl9-J~~19-

Anyonejoining dter the beginningdeither membership
per& receivesall puMiioos retroactkty for the
membership period selected.
Have you prev~~&
beena memberdWwhen?Your Signature

Date

O

M

~

TOULWESANDFEES

5555-

B
i
l
l Me*
Paymentenclosed
*To cover postage & handling there is a 55.00 service charge on all
membership billings.
All paymentsmust be made in US. dollars.
Q*dcbax(o~.ddnuto*Nchdrhouldbe&
Business 0 Home
W~dp&mwsh~rmme~~~Iudcdmtkm~IingIa~eO

1 IIIII
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Gty 5me a Ronnce County
H

c o w
(66.00each)

ZIP Code
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The last time you searched online for reports in the physical sciences, did you
find everything you were looking for? If you didn't search NTIS online, you
missed quite a bit.
NTIS has international coverage of government-sponsored research in
acoustics, fluid mechanics, optics and lasers, plasma physics, radiofrequency
waves, solid state physics, or quantum mechanics. Last year alone NTIS
added 15,000 unique research reports in the physical sciences to the database-on every subject from antiprotons to ZPIMP. (That's right-ZPIMP!)

These reports are not found anywhere else and are backed up b y NTIS'full
online ordering service, available through your preferred online vendor.
The next time you're online, check out NTIS. You'll be surprised at how
"physically fit" we are.

U S Department of Commerce
Nat~onalTechn~caInformation Serv~ce
Sprngf~eldVA 22161

22A
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Tnev needed an answer in one
h'our. I found it with EPIC.

When your clients turn to you for rapid results, turn on EPIC, OCLC's new online reference service.
The Online Union Catalog's world-wide bibliography, including
library holdings, is instantly at your command with easy-to-use searching
tools like Boolean operators, truncation, and command stacking. Using
EPIC: you can also access other databases perfectly suited to corporate
libraries, including ABI/INFORM,"' PN18and Business Dateline: pin ointing
the most current company data, new product developments, and ful -text
business news stories.
Every search request has a deadline. With EPIC as your partner, you
can be fast enough to satisfy your clients. And accurate and comprehensive
enough to satisfy yourself.

f

EPIC.The information service for libraries.
Online Computer Library Center, Inc.
6565 Frantz Road
Dublin, Ohio 43017-0702
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Weekly Update of U S . Patents on CD-ROM
New From Research Publications! OGIPLUS'"
Patent information from the U.S.F?T.O.'s
Gazette in enhanced

.

Official

electronic form on CD-ROM

Single Source for Current Awareness
Brings together Oflcial Ga,-ette data,
abstracts. status data and litigation activity.
Look at a single disk.

Fully Searchable Text
Quickly access abstracts. exemplary
claims and other key elements such as
patent number, title, class. assignee.

Marriage of Text and Drawings
Display the exact pages from
the Official Ga,-rrre including all text.
drawings. tables, equations and chemical
formulas.

A Desktop Alerting Service
Track the competition's R & D via
rapid searches of newly issued patents by
assignee and class. You stay current.

Cumulative Weekly Updates

.

Receive a new disk each week, cumulated into only a few disks by year end.
Saves search time.

Compact Storage
Save space. ten plus bound
volumes on one disk.

@d&.
O+O

SPECIAL OFFER:

TN it FREE for Six Weeks!

I ~i11now for details:

Full Page Printing
Print Official Caxwc, pages on
command from vour desk auicklv and
conveniently.

. .

800-336-5010 ext. ~IZ
FAX 703-685-3987

iln the Ubshtngton D.C. area cail703-920-5050 i

Rapid Patent Service

Zoom Capability

vresrarc.h publications, inc.
Permits closer examination of drawing
details.
PO BOX2522 Eads Statton, Arlmgton. VA 22202 USA
PO Box 45. Readmg. RGI RHF, England .Telephone Oi34~583247 Telex 848336 RPL L

24A

.Fax 0734-591325
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"Teamwork is a primary reason
EBSCO has successfully served the
serials management needs of
librarians for so many years. Our
concept of providing subscription
service is based on teams of dedicated
employees serving customers in
specific regions. My staff and I serve
libraries in the Mountain/Plains
States while eight other U.S. teams
handle the serials needs of customers
from Maine to Alaska to the Virgin
Islands. And there are 17 more EBSCO
offices located throughout the world,
all fully staffed with a work force of
serials professionals committed to
working toward one goal.
"Maintaining a team effort is a lot
of work. It requires constant communication, cooperation and
corrective action from everyone.
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We stress that every job and every
detail, no matter how small, is
important to the superior service
our customers have come to expect.
And we take nothing for granted."

Juanita O'Neall
Vice President/General Manager
Denvel; CO Regional Office
At EBSCO, we think librarians deserve
to be served by a service-oriented
subscription agency. Don't you?

r
&
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES

International Headquarters
PO. Box 1943
Birmingham, AL 35201
(205) 991-6600

Scientific, Technical, Management and Reference

BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS
1

THE
STANDARD

New from

Prentice-Hall

Plauger, P. THE STANDARD C
LIBRARY (paper) (0-13-131509-9)

Curtin, D. TELECOMMUNICATIONS: A Short Course
(0-13-902735-1)
Davis, T. MULTINATIONAL COMPANIES AND THE
MANAGEMENT OF CURRENCY RISK (0-13-605312-2)
Fried, J. POLYMER SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (0-13-685561-X)
Igwe, G. POWDER TECHNOLOGY AND MULTIPHASE
SYSTEMS (0-13-680885-9)
Kimball, P. THE X-TOOLKIT COOKBOOK (paper) (0-13-973132-6)
Lee, H. RECONFIGURABLE MASSIVELY PARALLEL
COMPUTERS (0-13-770801-7)
Martin, G. MANIFOLD THEORY: An Introduction for Mathematical
Physicists (0-13-543877-2)

RESEARCH BOOKS, INC.
Serving
Special Libraries
for 28 Years

38 Academy Street, P.O. Box 1307
Madison, Connecticut 06443
(203) 245-3279 FAX 1203) 245-1 830

Except from Connecticut call 1-800-445-RELY
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Seconds Are Like Hours
for the Millions of Peowle
Diagnosed with Cance'r
Access hours of information in seconds
with the Ph ician Data Query (PDQ)
service of t e NLM

II"

The National Libray of Medicine (NLM) has the
most extensive and up-to-date library of cancer
information available.The Physician Data Query
(PDQ) is an on-line computer file that provides
state-of-the-art cancer treatment and referral
information-in minutes Sponsored
by the National Cancer Institute, PDQ
contains files on cancer treatment,
physicians and organizations that
provide cancer care, and ongoing
treatment protocols.

-

PDQ is one of two cancer databases
available from the NLM, Information can be
accessed around the clock, seven
days a week.

~rr
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----------------",,10.1I
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For complete medical infomationaround the clock
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REORGANIZATION, RENOVATION
AND NEW CONSTRUCTION
FOR LIBRARIES
(two days)

Biological Abstractsm(BA)
on Microfilm and
BA Collective Indexes...your

Fee: $175
Atlanta:
June 27-28, 1991
New York City: December 5-6, 1991
Library Consultants: Building Programs, Space
Planning, Strategic and Master Planning,
Interior Design and Architecture

Authors: PLANNING THE ELECTRONIC
OFFICE (McGraw-Hill)
AUTOMATION, SPACE MANAGEMENT
& PRODUCTIVITY (Bowker)
DESIGNING AND SPACE PLANNING
FOR LIBRARIES (Bowker)

BA on Microfilm provides citations that lead you to in-depth
biological and biomedical research findings derived from
approximately 9,000 serials
published in over 100 countries.
The same comprehensive
information found in the printed publication i s covered, but
with minimal storage space!
And, don't miss the latest edition of BA Collective Indexes,
1985-1989 in film or fiche! The
Collective Indexes bring together five years of BA Cumulative
lndexes to maximize searching
convenience and minimize
searching time!

AARON COHEN ASSOCIATES
RFD I , Box 636, Teatown Road
Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

(914)271-8170

j ANNUAL
I

;
I

-

I

;

REPORTS i

I

Call Today!
1-800-523-4806 (USA except PA)
(215) 587-4800 (worldwide)

; Call ~ l b b a l
I

BIOSIS"
Information for Todays Decisions and Discoveries
BIOSIS. Marketing Department SL791SS. 21 W
Arch Street. Philadelphia. PA 19103-1399 USA.
BlOSlS is a registered trademark
of Biological Abstracts. Inc.

1
1
I
I

The best source for foreign
annual reports
Phone orders accepted
Over 12,000 companies
Free brochure
Fast, confidential

I
I
1 Global Information Services, I n c .
1 1605 South Big Bend Blvd.
1 S t . Louis, M O 63117

I
I
C

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Take advantage of this free subscription to
BookQuest'" and SerialsQuest'", the only

o d n e computer databases that electronically link seekers and vendors of rare or
hard-to-find books and missing serials.
Whether you are searching or want to
sell or trade materials, BookQuest and
SerialsQuest can help - quickly, easily, and
economically. Assemble your listings offline,
pay only for the time it takes to upload, then

"PARADISE LOST"?
FIND IT, OV
let BookQuest a n d
SerialsQuest look for
matches every night.

When a match is found,
you'll be automatically notified and charged a small transaction fee. Thanks
to The Faxon Company, the rest is free. As
part of our 110th Anniversary Celebration,

h:m

is waiving the annual subscription fee for our clients during 1991. To learn
more about this special offer, contact your
Faxon, Turner or Faxon Canada Sales Representative. Or call BookQuest and SerialsQuest
directly at 1-800-627-2216,and learn how
you can discover Robinson Crusoe before Friday

For all those people who believe we're
onlythe world's best h c i a l information source

...we're pleased to introduce Moody's Company Data".

Expect the best ...and experience
it. Now, Moody's Company Data
merges unparalleled business
and financial information with
an innovative software system.
It's going to revolutionize the
way you access public company
data!

Win* a free subscription.
Call now for a brochure with a
Not for detail. Not for accuracy.

Not for ease-of-use. Not for

Not for scope.

search capabilities. Not for customized reports and printouts.

Moody's is the single CD reference source that gives you all
the information you need in
each company report. The descriptions of Business and Products, Company History, Debt
Issues, Properties, Subsidiaries,
Management and Directors, the
Letter to Shareholders and
more. Up to seven years of full,
detailed, unadulterated Income
Statements and Balance Sheets
along with Notes to Financial
Statements and Statements of
Cash Flows. All fully searchable!
' M arr.umusslIynrdImnmm y
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Turn it on ...and GO. More
powerful than any competitive
software, MoodEASE is equally
unrivalled for its ease-of-use.
Search on any word or phrase.
Search on over 160 financial
and textual fields. Custom
design reports, on screen or in
print. Rank and sort by any variable. Export to spreadsheet software at the touch of a button.
Generate hard copy that's more
like a publication than computer printout.

demonstration disc... and you
could win a free subscription to
Moody's Company Data - a
$6,000 value! A total of six
subscriptions will be awarded,
one per month.
Phone today: 800-342-5647
ext. 0435. (In AK, HI call collect 212-553-0435.) Program
closes December 31,1991.

Qmpany

DataTM
SUBSTANCE A N D SOFTWARE
IT'S W H A T SETS US APART'"

Mwdy's Investors Service
99 Church Street. New York, NT 10007

w l n m r*rtaby nmm dmw d *I m s s Seebmshurc lor Cm.l Rule. No plrchoae cemssw
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"Hosbitaland medical center libraries
depend on consistent, high-quality
attention from their vendors, 7be
Faxon Combanv was recommended to

I have been so satisfied with r ax on^
during the past nine dearsthat I have

Y

never ooked elsewhere.

To my knowledge, Faxon is the only subscription agency with a client
service group dedicated to serving the biomedical community. We at
MacNeal Health Science Resource Center know their names, and they
know ours. Thatfocus is reflected in the rnnge of their titles and the
reliability of their service. i%qy meet our day-to-day needs, processing
claims within 24 hours of rece$t.
As important, they understand hour our information needs are euoluing.
On this and allfronts, Faxon gives us the best valuefor our dollar."
-Ru BEX-SHIR,HOSPITALLIRR+~RI.AN
OF THE YEAR,1989
MAUAGER,
MACNEAL
HOSPITAL
HEALTHSCIESCERESOUKCECENTER

&=an
summer 199 1

Helping you manage your world of information.
To learn more about the Faxon Cornpan; the tntemational subscription
agency with a commitment to qualip service, call 1 (800) 766-0039,
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Call for 1992 Conference Papers
You are invited to submit papers for SLA's 1992
Annual Cohrence topics relating to the theme,
"Infbrmation Services: Gateway to Competitive
Advantage." The focusshould emphasizethevdue
added by quality information services in organizations of all types. The focus is on information
managers and librarians in their roles as:
powerfid partners in research advancement;
explorers in forging stronger international
communication links; and
efictive marketers in expanding the use of
information.
Possible topics include the use of technology
to provide value-added services, corporate intelligence programs in the library, researcher-librarian linkages, and strengthening the role of
the library in a competitive environment.
Multimedia presentations and poster sessions
related to the Conference theme will also be considered. Papers accepted will be presented at the
profkional papers sessions. Very specific submissions will be refirred to appropriate Divisions.

Guidelines for Professional Papers
Abstract+ 25&500ward abstract, acturotelyconveying thesubiectof the paper, its nope, conclusiom,
and relevance to the Conference theme, must be
submitted by September 27, 1991, to Camile
Wanot, Kresge Engineeringlibrary, 110 Bechtel Engineering Center, Universityof California, Berkeley, CA
94720 (415)642-3532.
Text-the complete text of the paper is due at
Assaciotion Headquorters by April 3, 1992.
Oriiinality-paperrmust be original work and not
previously presented or submitted to any nationalor
internotional group.
Length--paper presentation should take opproximateb 20 minutes.
AEcep~nm-pperswil be accepted only if the obstruct
hasbeenwbmittedandevolwted,andif theouthorplam
to present the paper at he 83rdAnnual Conference. lhe
Conference Progmm CommiHee will notify authors of
occepted papers by November 15,199 1.

Do you want the document?
Or do you want the hassle?
For hassle-free docurnents, count on CAS Document
Delivery Servicem!
photocopies or loans of sci-tech documents
most docurnents on their way within 24 hours
documents since 1975, many even eadier
fast service - mail, fax, or courier
competitive prices, no copyright worries

.Return t
his coupon to:
~lAbstractsService
Marketii Dept. 34190
PO. Box 3012
cdumbus. OH 4-0
U.S.A.
or cal: 800448653, ext. 2956 or
614-447-3670
fax: 614-447-3648
STNmad: CASDDSC
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Name
Job T i e

Phone

Organization
Address

special libraries

Listen.
Pat Fitzpatrick,
Account Executive,
New York City

Kelli Turley,
Senior Account Executive,
Los AngeleslOrange County

Mike Johnston
Account Executive,
New York/Boston

Ronald Hill
Account Executive,

Washington,D.C./Virginia

Lyn Watson,
Senior Account Executive,
Oklahoma /Kansas

Patti Wall,
Account Executive,
GeorgialTennessee

Kristin Hemng,
Account Executive,
DallaslFt. Worth

Mike Floyd,
Scott Benson,
Account Executioe,
Account Executive,
Washington, D.C./Pennsylvania Minneapolis

At DataTimes, our Account Executives are listening to our customers all over the United States.
They're listening to your ideas and suggestions. And we listen in person, not hundreds of miles
away at the other end of a phone, because we come to see you in your office. That's how we keep
improving our service and giving you the most in-depth competitive intelligence. By listening.
If you have something you think we need to hear, please
call 8001642-2525.

Datammes,
A World of Informatiom

I
14000 Qua11Spr~ngsParkway Su~le450 -Oklahoma City. OK 73134 405/751-6400

--
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Let'sface it. Technology is changing
the way you serve patrons. It's not just
books they're after any more. They
want comfortable access to computers, VCRs, microfiche readers, CD
players, and PACs. How to do this is
the big question!

E UP!

Box 4901, Syracuse, NY 13221-4901

Information in Eastern and Central Europe:

Coming in j%omthe CoH
SLA's State-of-the-Art Institute will bring together a diverse group of experts from the business,
government, and information communities to present the latest developments in eastern and
central European information. Session topics and speakers will include:

4 Infomution A m Acquiring Business,
Scienti6c, and SchoMy Information

Opening R e d and Wdcome
Program Moderator:
Guy St. Clair,
1991J92 President,
Special Libraries Association

The State of A&im
Centnl Europe

Conditions in Eastan and

Robert Stanton,
Regional Sales Manager,
Reuters, Inc.

Speaker:
Stephen H. Rhinesmith,
International Management
Consultant,
Rhinesmithand Associates

4 Thc Quiet Revolution: Initiativa to Aid
Eastern & Centnl European Libruies

Rubles, Zlotiy and Bmaucrats: The Business of
D o h Business in the Eastun Bloc
Speaker:
Joel Baron,
Vice President and
Chief Publications Officer,
The Faxon Company

Speakers:
Maty Nell Bryant,
Management Specialist,
Central European Parliamentary
Development,
Library of Congress
Christhe Donohue.
The Donohue Group, Inc.

Fmm Mvrirm to the Free Market: An Ovcrvicw
of the Infomution I&structure and Trends
Toward Privahtion in Hungary, Poland,
Czachoslovakia, and the Soviet Union
Speakers:
Jonathan Halperin,
President,
FYI: Information Resources for a
Changing World
Eva Skelly, PhD,
Managing Director,
Collets

Speakers:
Wesley A. Fisher,
Director, Soviet Program,
International Research and
Exchanges Board

Mary Boone,
Library Programs Division,
United States Information Agency

0 The Eastern European Business Information
Cents: Facilitating Private Entuprist and
Foreign Investment in Eastem Europe
Speaker:
To be announced
U.S. Department of Commerce

0 International Vcntwm
The Role of the Special Librarian
(Roundtable Discussions)

November 12-1 3,1991
Washington, DC
For further information regarding SLA's State-of-the-Art Institute, please contact Kathy Warye
Hackl, Assistant Executive Director, Professional Growth, Special Libraries Association. 1700
Eighteenth, Street, NW, Washington, DC 20009-2508 (202)234-4700.
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Wilson Business

Business Abstracts gives you the power to speed up t%e search for
business information and answer today's business questions

...

J the power of more than 130,000 expert
abstracts with your initial subscription-on a single
WILSONDISC@...
U the power of the 345 most demanded
magazines indexed and abstracted from cover to
cover.. .
J the power to deliver pinpoint accuracy through
over 57,000 WBA subject terms in easy-to-use
business language ...

J the power to provide immediate user
satisfaction ...
J the power of multiple electronic formats ...
J the power of weekly updates with no-charge
online database access between monthly discs ...
J the power of the most cost-effective business
abstracting service anywhere ...
-I the power of H.W. Wilson quality and service

For a free demo diskette or 90-day WBA trial, call 1-800-367-6770 X 2722

We've just made the seach for
business information easier

THE H.W. WILSON
COMPANY
950Univers~tyAvenue Bronx Neb vork 10452
THE HIGHER POWER

Budget Now f o r . . .

Hyatt Regency San Francisco
November 11,12 & 13

Practical Applications of New
Online & CD-ROM Databases
& Technologies
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d

Lectures
Seminars
Workshops
Panel Forums
Poster Sessions
Product Presentations
Special Technology Demos
Pre and Post Conference Sessions
Big
Exhibit Hall.. .both Online & CD-ROM
, .

For information on registration and free Advance Program,
call toll-free: 8001248-8466
(In CT 227-8466); Fax 2031222-0122;
Write Online, Inc., 11 Tannery Lane, Weston, CT 06883

